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Foreword

Welcome to this year’s Cloud Computing Singapore book, 
and to another year of vibrant cloud computing growth 
here. As Singapore moves to become a Smart Nation, we 
know that a robust cloud infrastructure is a key necessity, 
which makes us glad to see both private and public sector 
organizations actively adopting cloud computing solutions. 
 
To further facilitate the efficient delivery of data on demand, 
the Data-as-a-Service pilot was launched in October 2014 
to serve as a platform that encourages data providers from 
all industries to increase visibility of their datasets.

Our Prime Minister re-emphasized that cybersecurity 
is a top aspect for Singapore’s Smart Nation technology 

architecture. To address key concerns users have over cloud security and adoption 
of the cloud, the Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standard for Singapore (MTCS SS) was 
launched in November 2013. It is the world’s first cloud security standard specifically 
looking at enhanced security controls to cover cloud-specific risks. Many Cloud Service 
Providers (CSPs) and Independent Software Vendors both here and abroad have since 
achieved MTCS certification for their Infrastructure-as-a-Service and Software-as-a-
Service, respectively.

Demand for cloud services in Singapore remains strong, leading to an increase in CSPs 
to support this demand. A CSP Registry was thus conceived to engender trust through 
transparency for the benefit of cloud adopters by making available online information 
about CSPs. 
 
In strengthening and enhancing the cloud ecosystem, IDA will continue to promote 
cloud adoption, build professional and technical capabilities as well as foster cloud 
computing-related skills among students and industry professionals. 
 
We will also continue to work with partners in research institutes and institutes of 
higher learning under our Technology Evaluation Programme, enabling exploration and 
deployment of new technologies on cloud environments. 
 
Please enjoy this year’s Cloud Computing edition.

Steve Leonard
Executive Deputy Chairman 
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore
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Genesis of Cloud Computing

The National Grid Office (or NGO) was 
established in 2003 under the Agency 
for Science, Technology and Research, to 
promote the adoption of grid computing 
in Singapore. NGO was then led by the 
National Grid Steering Committee (NGSC) 
chaired by Mr Peter Ho, then Permanent 
Secretary for Defence and Head of Civil 
Service. The NGSC oversaw and provided 
directions for the National Grid effort. 
The National Grid’s vision was to facilitate 
the seamless use of an integrated cyber 
infrastructure in a secure, effective and 
efficient manner to advance scientific, 
engineering and biomedical R&D, with 
the longer term goal of transforming the 
Singapore economy using grid.

Grid services originated from the 
scientific community, where there 
was a need for high performance 
computing, increasingly achieved by 
harnessing commodity hardware through 
aggregation and virtualisation of shared 
infocomm resources. Over time, concepts 
of utility business models, Software-as-a-
Service and advancement in virtualisation 
resulted in the popularity of grid services 
using commodity hardware to a larger 
community beyond the scientific users, to 
industry and business users, in what we 
now refer to as cloud computing.

NGSC saw the potential of how industries 
and enterprises could reap cost savings 
in IT and the benefits that grid computing 
promises. Under the chairmanship of Mr 
Richard Lim, then Chief Executive of 
Defence Science & Technology Agency, 
the use of grid services for animation 
rendering was promoted among the digital 
media industry. To achieve this fully, NGO 
was transferred to IDA in April 2007. 

This allowed IDA to facilitate enterprises 
to adopt grid computing, while A*STAR 
continues to champion research efforts to 
advance grid technologies. The NGSC, in 
turn, became the National Grid Advisory 
Council (NGAC).

Reflecting the objectives to promote 
cloud computing adoption among users 
in industry, businesses and enterprises 
as well as to develop a cloud ecosystem 
in Singapore, NGO took on its new name 
as the National Cloud Computing Office 
(NCCO) with effect from 1 April 2013. 
Consequently, NGAC became known as 
the National Cloud Computing – Advisory 
Council (NCCAC).

The council comprises key stakeholders 
such as cloud users, providers and 
researchers, who contribute their ideas 
towards realizing Singapore’s cloud 
vision, and ensure that our strategies are 
in step with our economy’s needs.  

Under the chairmanship of Mr Noel Hon, 
Chairman of e-Cop Pte Ltd, the NCCAC’s 
focus areas were addressing impediments 
(e.g. cloud security) of cloud adoption, 
and raising adoption in specific industry 
vertical (such as construction, precision 
engineering and healthcare).

Today, NCCAC is chaired by Mr William 
Liu, Chairman and Managing Partner of 
Stream Global Pte Ltd.  The focus includes 
adoption of the multi-tiered cloud security 
standards by cloud service providers, 
aligning cloud security guidelines for 
specific industry sectors, catalysing 
data-as-a-service, and addressing cloud 
adoption by SMEs.
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Objectives and Key Thrusts

With the paradigm shift in computing 
where businesses and end-users can 
access infocomm services via cloud 
computing, IDA has increased its focus 
on seeding cloud computing efforts. Our 
cloud vision now is to sharpen Singapore’s 
overall economic competitiveness 

through adoption of cloud computing and 
to enhance the vibrancy and growth of 
Singapore’s infocomm sector through the 
development of a cloud ecosystem. 

To achieve these objectives, IDA has 
identified six key thrusts. 

Looking for Datasets?
    Use
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Thrust 1  
Support Flagship Users of Cloud Services 
The attraction of flagship cloud users into Singapore would lend global credibility of 
Singapore’s capability in this space.

Thrust 2 
Attract Cloud Players
Clouds require significant investment in the underlying infrastructure, such as data 
centres, broadband connectivity and servers, as well as in manpower resources 
for research and operations. Such investments are long-term and well considered 
business decisions.

Thrust 3
Develop Manpower & Competency for Industry
A pre-requisite to a vibrant cloud computing ecosystem is the capability of the local 
infocomm companies and workers to exploit the new paradigm shift in order to develop 
innovative cloud-based services. There is a role for IDA to put in place the necessary 
framework and incentives for companies and workers to upgrade their competencies 
in this new space. 

Thrust 4 
Forge R&D Relationships and Build Knowledge Capital Assets
Singapore seeks to harness its existing knowledge capital resources in institutes of 
higher learning and research institutes to attract major corporate cloud R&D to set up 
in Singapore. Investing in cloud R&D is not enough where there is a need to bridge 
the gap and provide a conducive environment for the translation of R&D results into 
industry practice and product/services deployment.

Thrust 5
Provide Enabling Infrastructure
For Singapore to be a cloud computing hub to the rest of the world and region, there 
would be a need for world-class high speed and seamless broadband connectivity within 
Singapore, as well as connecting Singapore with other major cities. Development of 
major infocomm infrastructures such as the Next Generation Nationwide Broadband 
Network (Next Gen NBN), Singapore Internet Exchange and Data Centre Park, provide 
a competitive environment in nurturing a vibrant cloud computing ecosystem. In the 
past year, IDA has also taken a multi-pronged approach to facilitate the development 
of the infrastructure such as technicality, standards, and cloud security.

Thrust 6
Build a Trusted Environment through Policy and Legislations
Cloud computing investments would gravitate towards jurisdictions with stable, 
trusted business environment, especially when larger enterprises with mission-critical 
or data sensitive requirements move into the cloud.  

Objectives and Key Thrusts
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Developing a Cloud Ecosystem

ecosystem
noun: ecosystem; plural noun: 
ecosystems; noun: eco-system; plural 
noun: eco-systems
• a biological community of interacting 

organisms and their physical 
environment.

• (in general use) a complex network 
or interconnected system.

The cloud computing paradigm shift 
brings about disruptive changes to 
the traditional business models in the 
infocomm sector, especially for existing 
software licensing models and server 
purchase or lease models.  Infocomm 
MNCs have ramped up their cloud 
computing efforts as a strategic response 
to protect their current market share. 
This paradigm shift also has major 
ramifications on Singapore’s infocomm 
industry, which is heavily dependent on 
these traditional infocomm MNCs. In 
order to continue to attract continued 
investments from these infocomm MNCs 
and convince them to use Singapore as 
their global operational HQ, we need to 
remain relevant in the new paradigm, 
such as how we can support their cloud 
computing R&D or services development.

Developing an ecosystem where end 
user demand is met by Cloud Service 
Providers (CSPs), in partnership with 

telcos and technology companies, will 
need to be complemented by incubation 
and innovation centres that provide 
opportunities to undertake trials and pilots 
in order to lower the cost and barriers 
of entry in cloud adoption.  Training of 
infocomm professionals is important to 
ensure that they take advantage of the 
new paradigm of computing.
 
State of Cloud & Adoption
A number of studies were published by 
third parties on how Singapore has fared 
in its cloud journey.  While such studies 
use different definitions and yardsticks, 
their results nonetheless are instructive 
in helping us to understand the progress 
Singapore has made and to highlight 
areas for improvement.

Asia Pacific SME Cloud Computing At-
tractiveness Index 2015, & SMEs in 
Asia: The Market for Cloud Comput-
ing 
In Asia, more than 99% of enterprises are 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs).  
The above report by the Asia Cloud 
Computing Association (ACCA) studied 
the Asian cloud computing market, and 
how investors and companies have begun 
to take advantage of the opportunity. 

The study covered the market for cloud 
computing across 14 different Asia Pacific 
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countries. The study came in two parts: 
firstly, an SME Cloud Computing Market 
Attractiveness Index, and secondly,  an 
in-depth look at each country, estimating 
the market size and potential, and 
predicting the top three industrial sectors 
which had the highest propensity to take 
up cloud computing.

Attractive Market for SME Cloud in 
Singapore
Singapore came in second out of 14 
countries in the ACCA’s 2015 SME Cloud 
Computing Market Attractiveness Index, 
which evaluates the attractiveness of 
cloud computing to Asian SMEs according 
to market size, market coherence, 
market demand, price, and government 
support for SME adoption of cloud and IT 
programmes. 

The table below shows that while the 
addressable market size for Singapore 
is relatively smaller than its other Asia 
Pacific counterparts, other conditions 
are favourable for SMEs to use cloud 
computing in Singapore – SMEs are early 
adopters of technology, there is demand 
driving the use of cloud technology, 

which is both affordable for the average 
Singaporean SME, and uptake is 
supported by a range of government 
programmes.

The report also highlighted that the most 
likely sectors to be early adopters of cloud 
computing were Singapore’s commerce 
(wholesale and retail), accommodation 
and food services, and property sectors. 

Equinix Cloud Adoption Study 2014 
This study1 of Singapore versus Global 
was sponsored by Equinix and conducted 
by Dimensional Research in October 
2014. It showed that companies in 
Singapore are picking up the pace for 
cloud deployment. 94% of Singapore 
enterprises surveyed plans to deploy 
cloud-based offerings over the next 
12 months as compared to the global 
average of 90%. The study captured the 
pace of business application deployment 
to the cloud and sought to understand 
the strategy of using multiple clouds 
and collocation providers. The study also 
showed that 89% of the companies plan 
on using multiple clouds over the global 
average of 83%.

1 This study covered a total of 659 participants with cloud responsibilities in Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Germany, United Kingdom, United States and Singapore.

Developing a Cloud Ecosystem
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Promoting Government Adoption

Our framework for cloud adoption can 
be divided into programmes that target 
users directly and those that provide 
enablers. These programmes can be 
categorised as (1) Promoting Government 
Adoption (2) Cultivating Flagship Projects 
across Industry Verticals and (3) Creating 
Awareness & Industry Outreach.

Government Cloud
The Government Cloud aims to provide 
a cloud infrastructure for Whole-of-
Government. The Singapore Government 
acknowledges that each cloud computing 
model provides its own level of assurance 
and benefits. As such, the strategy is to 
leverage the appropriate cloud for the 
appropriate needs by adopting a multi-
prong approach to cloud computing as 
follows:
• Leverage commercially-available 

public cloud offerings for appropriate 
needs so as to benefit from lower cost 
of computing resources. For instance, 
the Ministry of Education’s iCONnect 
system is a collaboration and email 
system for teachers built on a public 
cloud.

• Implement a private Government 
cloud (G-Cloud) for Whole-of-
Government use where security and 
governance requirements cannot be 
fulfilled by public cloud.

The Government previously had a Whole-
of-Government infrastructure (SHINE) 
to provide shared computing resources 
for Government agencies on an “as-a-
service” subscription model. G-Cloud is 
the next-generation infrastructure which 
has replaced SHINE.

G-Cloud provides efficient, scalable and 
resilient cloud computing resources and 
is designed to provide three zones to 
address different level of security and 
governance requirements:

• High Assurance Zone – a physically 
dedicated computing resource pool 
which will only be used by Government 
to serve its high assurance needs. 

• Medium Assurance Zone – a 
computing resource pool which will be 
shared with non-Government cloud 
users to lower cost of computing 
resources for the Government.

• Basic Assurance Zone which provides 
public cloud resources.

Central G-Cloud will also provide 
central services such as Government 
web service exchange, and gateways 
to SingPass and e-Payment services. 
To further aggregate Whole-of-
Government demand to maximise cost 
savings, the Government will identify 
and provide common services such as 
customer relationship management 
and web content management as SaaS 
offerings on G-Cloud.  Central G-Cloud 
enables standardisation, and sharing of 
computing resources and applications at 
the Whole-of-Government level, thereby 
generating cost savings. 

G-Cloud has been subscribed to by 
several agencies, such as the Personal 
Data Protection Commission’s website, 
and IRAS’ Virtual Assistant launched in 
February 2013 to help answer queries on 
individual citizen’s personal income tax 
assessments.
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Promoting Government Adoption

Providing Ease of Procurement
IDA facilitates public sector’s procurement 
of public cloud services through a number 
of bulk tenders. To date, these bulk 
tenders have catalysed demand of cloud 
services with over 148 procurements 
of close to $7M in cumulative value. 
This is comparable to UK’s public sector 
procurement of public cloud services of 
over 200 procurements with cumulative 
value of £6M.

• Grid Services Bulk Tender
 Government agencies, such as 

National Library Board (NLB), are 
early adopters of public cloud services 
in Singapore. For Government 
users, public cloud services could 
be procured under the first two-year 
Grid Services bulk tender, which had 
four Grid Service Providers (Alatum, 
NCS, nGrid and PTC). Examples 
of users included IDA, Ministry of 
Law, Ministry of Health, National 
Environment Agency (NEA), NLB, 
Nanyang Technological University and 
Urban Redevelopment Authority.

• Cloud Services Bulk Tender
 With increasing adoption and the 

healthy subscription of the second 
bulk tender (which had six public 
Cloud Service Providers or CSPs), 
a third bulk tender was refreshed 
recently in November 2014 with 
a new panel of eight public  CSPs 
(Acclivis, AsiaPac Distribution / AWS, 
aZaaS / MS Azure, Clearmanage, 
M1, NewMedia Express, PTC System, 
StarHub) for two years. Examples 
of new users are LTA, Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic and PUB.  A series of talks 
are being organized to raise the level 
of awareness for public cloud adoption 
among government agencies.

• EnVision Bulk Tender
 Another period bulk tender, known 

as EnVision, was established for the 
supply of cloud-based video hosting 
and streaming services using the 
utility pricing model to Government 

ministries/departments, statutory 
boards, organs of state, and 
participating entities. Such a service 
is made possible by contractors 
partnering with the local CSPs.

Due to overwhelming demand for the 
video hosting and streaming service 
under the second EnVision bulk tender 
which was awarded in early 2014, a third 
bulk tender is needed. This is expected to 
be called in 2015.

Government agencies have been using 
EnVision for hosting and streaming videos 
for corporate events, public education 
and information. As at end 2014, there 
are a total of 32 government agencies 
using EnVision. Examples of public sector 
users are the Central Provident Fund 
Board, Civil Service College, Competition 
Commission of Singapore, Elections Dept, 
IDA, IE Singapore, IPOS, MAS, MCI, MDA, 
MICA, MINDEF - DSTA, MinLaw, MND, 
MOE, MOF, MOM, MOT, NCCS, NEA, NLB, 
NSCS, PA, PMO, PSD, NParks, SPRING 
Singapore and WDA. 

Several pioneering schools that have 
adopted EnVision include Innova 
Primary School, Jurong Secondary 
School, Tampines North Primary School, 
Raffles Girls’ Secondary School, St. 
Joseph’s Institution, St. Nicholas Girls’ 
School, Raffles Institution, Singapore 
Polytechnic, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, 
Nanyang Polytechnic, Temasek 
Polytechnic, Millennia Institute and 
Nanyang Technological University. The 
schools use EnVision to host and stream 
videos on e-learning, schools’ events and 
activities (such as schools’ achievements, 
performances and overseas trips). In 
December 2014, IDA announced a new 
six-month support scheme under Envision 
for the provision of cloud resources for 
schools to develop and host their own 
video sites. Students can use the video 
sites as a platform to showcase their 
creativity and efforts, as well as generate 
publicity for their schools.
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Cultivating Flagship Projects across 
Industry Verticals

Construction & Manufacturing Sectors
The National Productivity and Continuing 
Education Council has identified 
Construction and Precision Engineering 
(PE) as two of the priority sectors 
that have the greatest potential for 
productivity enhancements. These 
sectors contribute a significant share 
to GDP and employ a large number of 
workers. IDA has since embarked on 
cloud computing initiatives to enhance 
the IT offerings in these sectors.

Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
– BIM is a 3D modeling process that allows 
the building construction professionals to 
explore building projects digitally, before 
it is built. The Building and Construction 
Authority (BCA) has mandated BIM 
e-submissions for building works for 
regulatory approval by 2015, in a phased 
manner starting from the year 2013. 

A $5.7M BIM Adoption Fund is made 
available to spur BIM software adoption. 
However, a conservative estimate of the 
BIM software and hardware costs for all 
the 3,000 construction firms in Singapore 
is $100M per year. IDA is working with 
BCA to develop a more sustainable 
adoption model for BIM software by 
ensuring its availability on pay-per-
use basis and thereby distributing BIM 
software and hardware costs over longer 
term. This model would make the BIM 
software adoption financially attractive 
to the construction SMEs. IDA plans to 
provide support to those BIM independent 
software vendors that port their BIM 
software to cloud and provide it on pay-
per-use basis to users. In collaboration 
with BCA, IDA conducted technical and 
user trials of cloud-enabled BIM software 
to ensure their technical readiness for 
deployment and roll-out. During the 
trials, the cloud-enabled BIM software’s 
technical aspects such as performance, 
security and accessibility were compared 
with the equivalent on-premise BIM 

software to analyze the technical viability 
and usability of cloud-based BIM software 
for construction related projects. The 
aim of the trials is to promote greater 
adoption of pay-per-use BIM software 
amongst the construction related firms.   

IDA also launched the SaaS Enablement 
Programme to provide funding support 
for SaaS enablement projects in specific 
industry verticals in Singapore. As of 
end December 2013, IDA has provided 
grant support to three companies to 
SaaS-enable their construction sector 
software. The first project SaaS-enabled 
a facility management software that uses 
BIM as its input, while the second SaaS-
enabled a software supporting  the BIM 
design cycle time through cataloguing 
of multiple common purpose plug-and-
play BIM designs.  The third project aims 
to SaaS-enable an assets and facilities 
management solution.

Proof-of-Concept (POC) in Cloud 
Enablement of CORENET 
- CORENET (COnstruction and Real 
Estate NETwork) provides for electronic 
production, submission, checking and 
approval of building plans in Singapore. 
Owned by BCA, and currently hosted at 
the Government Data Centre, CORENET 
is utilized by 15 government agencies, 
departments and statutory boards under 
eight ministries. 

Due to its highly irregular load and 
usage patterns, CORENET lends itself 
well to leverage on the scalable nature 
of cloud computing. In 2012, BCA 
completed a POC to explore the overall 
feasibility, technical challenges and cost-
benefits of porting CORENET to the cloud 
environment. The experience garnered 
and data gathered from this POC will 
prepare BCA for the possible future 
migration of CORENET’s production 
system to the cloud environment. 
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Cultivating Flagship Projects across 
Industry Verticals

Compute-Intensive Design & Analysis 
software for Precision Engineering 
– The PE industry forms the backbone 
of Singapore’s complex manufacturing 
activities and is a core enabler for 
industries such as electronics, marine, 
aerospace, oil & gas and medical devices. 
This industry plays a crucial role in 
attracting and retaining Singapore’s key 
manufacturing clusters by providing high 
quality components, sub-assemblies 
and finished products. According to the 
statistics provided by SPRING Singapore, 
there are 2,973 PE companies, of which 
91 percent are SMEs. 

The highly complex manufacturing 
process in PE industry requires compute-
intensive design and analysis software. 
The high cost of software licenses is 
a major impediment to IT/Software 
adoption by PE firms, especially SMEs 
that seek to move up the value chain 
from core manufacturing to design 
and analysis activities. In the absence 
of software automation, PE firms face 
productivity issues because of the 
inefficiencies involved with the manual 
processes.

In order to ensure the viability of 
design and analysis software for PE 
industry, IDA plans to make it available 
on a pay-per-use basis to the users. By 
doing so, the upfront license costs for 
PE software could be spread across a 
longer term, an expense model which 
is more sustainable for PE firms. In this 
regard, IDA has partnered with SPRING 

Singapore to develop a program for 
cloud enablement of PE software and its 
adoption by PE firms. Hitherto, support 
has been provided to SaaS enable five PE 
software. The supported software ranges 
from engineering analysis to enterprise 
management.

Youth Olympic Games
Use of public cloud services by 
Government agencies has been steadily 
on the rise in recent years. Cloud 
computing played a key supporting role 
for the infocomm needs of the inaugural 
Youth Olympic Games (YOG) hosted by 
Singapore in 2010.  

Key applications such as the Games 
Management System and Results 
Management System, management 
of location passes, related Internet 
applications, email services, and web 
hosting leveraged public cloud resources 
provided by Alatum. 

A cloud-based platform was deemed the 
most cost effective solution to support 
technical infrastructure for the Games: it 
had a low setup cost and provided fast, 
cost-effective, robust and highly scalable 
infrastructure needed by the Games. 
Another key consideration was that the 
Games would be a one-time event, and 
therefore a cloud-based infrastructure 
would significantly reduce the need 
for post-Games wasteful disposal of 
hardware inventory.
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Creating Awareness & Industry Outreach

IDA-NLB Talk Series
A series of ten public talks on cloud 
computing, co-organised by IDA, NLB, 
Singapore Computer Society, and 
Imperial College Alumni Association 
(Singapore), was launched in March 2011 
and successfully concluded in January 
2012. Targeted at an audience apart 
from infocomm professionals, the series 
aimed to facilitate quality sharing on 
cloud computing, promote awareness, 
education and discussion on cloud 
computing related issues. The intent was 
to increase confidence in adoption and to 
share on various cloud applications. 

Public Talk @ iExperience Series
Building upon the success of the above 
talk series, IDA launched a public talk 
and industry sharing series in 2013 to 
further enhance awareness of cloud 
computing. The public talk series 
featured prominent cloud professionals 
delivering talks on various aspects of 
cloud computing, while the industry 
sharing series provided avenues for cloud 
adopters in the industry to share their 
experiences. These sessions commenced 
in July and successfully concluded in 
November 2013. The ten talks were held 
at IDA’s Infocomm Experience Centre 
(iExperience) located at the Esplanade 
Xchange. 

Cloud Computing in Singapore Booklet
This 2015 edition of the Cloud Computing 
in Singapore booklet provides an 
overview of Singapore’s cloud computing 
ecosystem and consists of a variety 
of cloud adoption case studies and 
case studies featuring CSPs’ journey 
to achieving Multi-Tier Cloud Security 
certification. The booklet also contains a 
directory of cloud-related companies and 
institutions.  Its publication builds upon 
the success of the previous four editions, 
which saw 30,000 copies printed and 
disseminated.

CloudAsia 2014
CloudAsia brings together international 
and regional enterprises and industry to 
address the realities and deployment of 
cloud computing. This year, the emphasis 
is on practical examples from cloud users. 
Whether in early or advanced stages of 
adoption and deployment, the conference, 
workshops and exhibits provide the latest 
updates and information for existing 
and potential cloud adopters. CloudAsia 
also showcases solutions and know-how 
to help enterprises and SMEs to ensure 
success in their cloud journeys.
 
2014 saw the 11th successful event in 
a series that started as ‘GridAsia’ and 
subsequently as ‘CloudAsia’. We continued 
our collaboration with CloserStill to co-
organise CloudAsia in October 2014.  

Aloysius Cheang (Managing Director, 
APAC, Cloud Security Alliance) speaking  
on ‘The Notorious Nine’ Cloud Computing 
Top Threats in 2013.

Lee Siew Kit (VP, IT, SATS Ltd) sharing 
his company’s experience and journey 
into cloud computing.
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Creating Awareness & Industry Outreach

Khoong Hock Yun (Assistant Chief Execu-
tive, IDA) giving the Opening Address at 
Cloud Expo Asia 2014.

Panel discussion on cloud computing in 
healthcare.

Keynoter Nils Puhlmann (former Chief 
Security Officer Zynga & Co-founder, 
Cloud Security Alliance) on “The Inno-
vator’s Dilemma – Why security cannot 
keep up with technology innovation”.

Panelists discussing cloud computing in 
finance services.

The year-end event was co-located with 
Cloud Expo Asia (comprising an exhibition 
of more than 200 suppliers and 10 
dedicated conference streams) and Data 
Centre World at the Suntec Exhibition 
Centre.  Admission to CloudAsia was 
free of charge to senior decision makers.  
In all, the event enjoyed an audience 
of over 9,000 participants from 5,273 
organisations in 29 countries.

Cloud Adoption Benchmark 
IDA commissions a cloud adoption 
survey on a regular basis to gather 
pertinent statistics on cloud computing 
adoption in Singapore. This survey 
seeks to understand the adoption 
status, drivers and inhibitors of cloud 
computing in Singapore across various 
industry verticals. Additionally the survey 
includes focus on specified industry 

verticals that have benefitted from past 
cloud related programmes The results 
of this survey enable IDA to better plan 
industry outreach activities and support 
programmes to target industry verticals 
that benefit the most from cloud adoption. 

In the latest IDA-commissioned 2014 
cloud adoption survey, Singapore remains 
in its leading position in ASEAN in terms 
of cloud adoption and maturity. The 
survey result also shows that Singapore 
maintains its position after Australia and 
Japan in the Asia-Pacific region in terms 
of SaaS and IaaS adoption. Singapore 
is far ahead with its 86 percent internet 
penetration across Southeast Asia and 
shown continuous growth among its 
industry verticals for cloud adoption. The 
market adoption of SaaS is projected 
to grow at a compound annual growth 
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of 22 percent with three-quarters of 
all businesses in Singapore adopting 
SaaS by 2018. IaaS on the other hand 
is projected to have a higher compound 
annual growth rate of 26 percent as more 
businesses adopt IaaS. The demand for 
cloud services remain strong in Singapore 
with the results showing cloud spending 
among the enterprises is S$512 million in 
2013 and is expected to rise up to S$920 
million by 2018.

Business Continuity Management 
Conference 2015
Small and medium businesses as well as 
enterprises are increasingly reliant on the 
cloud as the key infrastructure to keep 
their data safe and continuously available 
even amidst natural and manmade 
disasters. The industry expects cloud 

to go beyond merely providing greater 
efficiencies in storage and computation 
at cost effectively manner. The trend is 
aligned with the third Business Continuity 
Management (BCM) conference 2015 
theme, “Redefining BCM in the Cloud Era 
and Evolving Risk Landscape” organized 
by Singapore Computer Society on 6 
February 2015 at the InterContinental 
Hotel Singapore. The conference is 
centred on how to improve the resiliency 
against risks (i.e. ability to mitigate 
abnormal threats and events) and design 
of business continuity plans (i.e. ability 
to respond and recover from disaster) 
in cloud that balance between cost 
and business specific requirements. 
The conference was well received with 
173 participants from the industry and 
government agencies.

Creating Awareness & Industry Outreach
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Khoong Hock Yun, (Assistant Chief Executive & Chief Data Officer, IDA) giving the 
Opening Address as Guest-of-Honour at Business Continuity Management Conference 
2015.

Enhanced Increase SME Productivity 
with Infocomm Adoption & 
Transformation (iSPRINT)
The iSPRINT scheme addresses the 
different areas of infocomm adoption for 
SMEs, enabling these enterprises to seek 
assistance to facilitate their ICT adoption 
journey. The scheme supports packaged 
solutions pre-qualified by IDA as well 
as customised solutions, so long as the 
project involves the use of ICT to improve 
the company’s business operations, 
resulting in increased productivity and 
increased revenue or value-add for 
the business. The growing list of pre-
qualified packaged solutions that are 
supported include many SaaS solutions 
such as CRM, ERP, Fleet Management, 
Audit Practice Management, Real 
Estate Management and Clinic 
Management systems.  Subscriptions to  

 

SaaS solutions are eligible for support 
up to maximum of 12 months, capped at 
$20,000.

More information and details  can be 
found at www.ida.gov.sg/isprint.

Panel discussion on “Cloud Outages – 
Are You Ready?”

Creating Awareness & Industry Outreach
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Find out more about how Data-as-a-Service (DaaS)
can help you discover private sector datasets
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Attracting Cloud Players & Seeding SaaS 
Solutions

Cloud computing requires significant 
investment in the underlying infrastructure 
such as data centres, broadband 
connectivity and servers, as well as in 
manpower resources for research and 
operations. Towards this end, IDA works 
closely with other Government agencies to 
attract cloud players into Singapore. CSPs 
that have established cloud data centres in 
Singapore include Amazon Web Services, 
Fujitsu, IBM, Microsoft Azure, Savvis, and 
Tata Communications. Local CSPs include 
Alatum (SingTel), Iconz-Webvisions, M1, 
nGrid, PTC, Clearmanage, Readyspace, and 
Starhub. Besides catalysing and attracting 
CSPs to Singapore, IDA has also been 
working with cloud technology providers, 
telcos and cloud enablement centres to 
participate in the cloud ecosystem.

SaaS Enablement Programme (SEP)
In October 2011, IDA launched SEP 
to provide funding support for SaaS 
enablement projects in specific industry 
verticals in Singapore. SEP was launched 
to (a) lower the barriers for traditional 
model ISVs for SaaS enablement; (b) 
expedite the SaaS enablement process; 
and (c) upgrade the capability of ISVs in 
SaaS enablement.  Successful applicants 
qualify for co-payment funding support 
for the qualifying costs, capped at 30 per 
cent of total of all qualifying costs and 
up to S$50,000.  Hitherto, 20 awards 
have been made for SaaS-enablement 
of software in the construction, precision 
engineering, manufacturing, and 
healthcare sectors.

Vistors in discussion with SaaS vendors at CloudAsia 2014.
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Showcasing data providers and SaaS providers at CloudAsia 2014. 

SaaS Solutions CFC
To further spur the development of SaaS 
solutions and adoption of SaaS business 
models by ICT SME vendors, as well as 
adoption of cloud solutions by industries, 
one such programme is the $46 million 
five-year Infocomm Industry Productivity 
Roadmap, approved by the National 
Productivity and Continuing Education 
Council. 

The roadmap aims to facilitate local 
infocomm enterprises transition towards 
a cloud or product-based model, allowing 
them to scale quickly and serve global 
customers more efficiently without the 
need for manpower increase. 

In addition, a longer term plan to 
develop necessary skill set for local ICT 
professionals will also be put in place in 
anticipation of the shift in job profiles 
resulting from the transformation.

IDA launched a multi-agency supported 
SaaS Call for Collaboration (or CFC) in 
June 2012. The CFC supported more than 
20 SaaS solutions, which are expected 
to benefit more than 600 SMEs. The 
majority of these would be SMEs, from 
multiple sectors such as real estate, early 
childhood education, food and beverage, 
travel, private education, retail, maritime 
and logistics.

Singapore-based preschool SaaS startup 
LittleLives is one such example that 
has the preschool solution approved for 
development. The SaaS provides a suite 
of innovative functions for preschool 
management that includes monitoring 
and keeping track of student’s health, 
generate attendance reports, create 
to-do lists among other administrative 
tasks. Littlelives recently received further 
funding from investors to expand globally. 
This shows that such SaaS are in high 
demand both regionally and globally.

Attracting Cloud Players & Seeding SaaS 
Solutions
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Engendering Trust

Data Protection Legislation
The Ministry of Communications and 
Information’s framework for data 
protection is a significant move in 
strengthening the soft enablers to 
establish a trusted environment for cloud 
computing in Singapore. Until then, 
the lack of an overarching law on data 
protection has often invited queries from 
potential cloud users from Asia Pacific 
on what reference data protection and 
privacy standards Singapore adopts 
under its jurisdiction. The consultation 
process also involved engaging cloud 
service providers (CSPs) and addressing 
their concerns. CSPs have welcomed the 
data protection legislation that pertains 
to the servicing cloud users from within 
and outside Singapore. The legislation 
was passed by the Singapore Parliament 
in October 2012 and became law in 2013. 

Development of Cloud Security 
Guidelines & Standards
Besides data protection, cloud security 
has been the topmost concern cited by 
IT managers when they consider cloud 
adoption. To foster a trusted environment 
for cloud deployments, IDA worked with 
Singapore’s IT Standards Committee 
(ITSC) to develop the relevant guidelines 
and standards on cloud security. In 
February 2011, ITSC established a 
cloud computing standards coordinating 
task force comprising representatives 
from IDA, ITSC, Singapore Computer 
Society, Singapore Infocomm Technology 
Federation, Information Technology 
Management Association as well as 
industry verticals.  Since then, several 
technical references and standards have 
been developed.

Best Practices for Virtualization 
Security (TR 30)
The objective of this Technical Reference 
(TR) is to identify potential security 
risks in virtualization of servers which 
is widely used by CSPs to offer cloud 
services and by enterprise ICT personnel 
when consolidating servers in their 
data centres. It comprises a checklist 
of security controls, processes and 
governance that can be referenced during 
design, implementation and maintenance 

of virtualized computing resources.  The 
TR does not cover desktop, network or 
storage virtualization. 

End users or cloud service buyers can 
also refer to the TR when assessing a 
CSP’s ability to maintain information 
confidentiality, integrity and availability 
of their data. Ten risks grouped into 
four categories are identified, namely, 
“Risks and controls on using virtual 
machine”; “Risks and controls on using 
hypervisor”; “Risks and control due to 
changes in operation procedures” and 
“Other considerations”. For each risk, the 
associated security impact and mitigating 
controls are described. For example, in 
embarking upon server virtualization, ICT 
personnel can undertake risk assessment 
to consider:

- what applications and systems 
should be migrated to the new 
virtualized environment; 

- how applications and systems 
with different risk profiles should 
be segregated; 

- what changes to current 
development, deployment 
and backup processes 
including commissioning and 
decommissioning of servers are 
needed under the new virtualized 
environment to ensure current 
established controls and IT 
governance are not breached; 

- how computing resources 
requests should be handled; and 

- who should be given the 
access to hypervisors and how 
access should be appropriately 
controlled.

In June 2013, an agreement was signed 
with the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) to 
collaborate on a joint development of a 
whitepaper drawing and expanding on 
work done in TR30 and CSA’s Domain 13. 
The results, available in March 2015, are 
shared with industry and the international 
community.

With the completion of the joint 
whitepaper, Singapore and CSA jointly 
submitted a New Work Item for a 
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6-month study period on virtualization 
security at the ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27/WG 
4 Meeting. The proposal was approved in 
May 2015, with Dr. Ryan Ko (Singapore) 
appointed as rapporteur and Xiaoyu Ge 
(CSA) as co-rapporteur.

Guidelines for Cloud Security and 
Service Level Agreement for End 
Users (TR31)
This TR provides security guidance on the 
usage of public cloud services. It covers 
the service level guidelines that cloud 
users should consider when seeking 
public cloud services. Public CSPs can also 
use the TR to demonstrate their security 
best practices. The document explains 
security threats and risks associated as 
well as mitigation measures with the use 
of SaaS and IaaS offered by public CSPs.

Multi-Tier Cloud Security (MTCS or 
SS 584)
This initiative aims to develop standards 
for cloud security for the certification of 
CSPs in order to provide transparency 
of their security provisions to the cloud 
users. It covers a wide range of security 
requirements, from users (including 
SMEs) with basic requirements to those 
that need high confidentiality, integrity 
and availability like enterprises. As 
industry verticals have domain specific 
security requirements, a multi-tier 
cloud security model was proposed. 
This comprises basic cloud security 
standards, complemented by domain 
specific requirements. MTCS also covers 
areas such as data retention, data 
sovereignty, data portability, liability, 
availability, business continuity, disaster 
recovery, as well as incident and problem 
management. The basic requirements 
itself has different tiers of security 
requirements. A low-risk, public-facing 
website could, for example, rely on a 
Level 1 certified CSP, while more sensitive 
business and personal data might require 
a Level 2.

In August 2013, SPRING Singapore 
(which reviews and promotes Singapore’s 
participation in the development of 
international standards that are key to 

Singapore’s strategic interest) approved 
MTCS as a Singapore standard.  MTCS 
is the world’s first multi-tiered cloud 
security standard.
  
A certification grant support scheme 
was made available to help defray 
specific costs in MTCS certification. The 
scheme provides a grant up to 50% or 
S$15,000, whichever is lower, for costs 
of certification and consultancy services. 
This initial certification support scheme 
has been replaced by the Capability 
Development Grant scheme from 
SPRING which offers support up to 70% 
covering cost of manpower, consultancy, 
certification costs and claims audit fees. 

In early 2014, seven certification 
bodies (CBs), namely, DNV Business 
Assurance, Certification International, 
SGS International Certification Services, 
TUV SUD PSB Cert, BSI Group, TUV 
Rheinland and Singapore ISC, were 
qualified to offer certification services for 
MTCS. In October 2014, the Singapore 
Accreditation Council (SAC) launched an 
accreditation scheme for MTCS. The said 
list of CBs will be replaced by 30 June 
2015 with SAC-accredited CBs offering 
accredited MTCS certification services.

The value of the cloud security standards 
is only realized when deployed and well 
accepted by key stakeholders, namely, 
cloud users, CSPs, auditors and industry 
regulators. While MTCS certification is 
voluntary, it is a mandatory requirement 
for CSPs participating in public cloud 
service bulk tenders from the Singapore 
Government. 

Efforts have commenced in mapping 
the security requirements in regulated 
sectors like government and healthcare 
to MTCS, towards providing better clarity 
in adhering to security compliances.

To enhance recognition of MTCS beyond 
Singapore, IDA has also embarked 
on cross-certification of MTCS with 
international standards and frameworks 
(such as ISO27001 and CSA’s Open 
Certification Framework). This will 
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minimize effort needed for CSPs certified 
to those international standards to gain 
MTCS certification while also benefiting 
local CSPs with regional business to be 
better recognized globally.

MTCS for Healthcare
A working group was formed in 2014, 
comprising representatives from Ministry 
of Health and IDA. It aims to map the 
MTCS standards to Healthcare security 
requirements so as to identify gaps for 
certification of CSPs to host different 
categories of healthcare systems, 
towards the adoption of cloud services 
as a secured option in order to achieve 
affordability, accessibility and quality of 
healthcare services. The deliverables are 
expected in late 2015.

MTCS Certification for SaaS
IDA has initiated a new programme 
in collaboration with MTCS-certified 
IaaS called ‘Support for Cloud-enabled 
Certified Secure SaaS’ (SUCCESS) to 
encourage and support Independent 

Software Vendors (ISVs) towards MTCS 
certification. To benefit from incentives 
such as tech support and discounted 
pricing for cloud services, ISVs agree to 
undertake MTCS certification for the SaaS 
hosted on a MTCS-certified IaaS.  

Several IaaS are participating in this 
programme; they include namely Acclivis 
Technologies & Solutions, Amazon Web 
Services, Clearmanage, Microsoft Azure, 
Readyspace, Starhub and Telin Singapore. 
ISV benefits include SaaS enablement 
support, training & professional services 
support, technical consultancy support 
and discounted pricing for cloud services.

CSP Registry
The CSP Registry aims to provide a 
neutral platform in promoting greater 
transparency among CSPs while 
addressing the top three identified issues 
in cloud adoption, namely: (1) Security, 
(2) Availability, and (3) Performance.  The 
registry compliments the MTCS standard 
by making available and publicizing 

MTCS for Healthcare Working Group (L-R): Francis Fan, Chua Kim Chuan, Sydney 
Lim, Julian Loh, Tao Yao Sing, Karen Wong (chair) and Greg Malewski.

Engendering Trust
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both the signed self-disclosures and 
MTCS certificates (if available) from 
CSPs so that potential cloud users can 
easily peruse the relevant details before 
procuring cloud services.  

The CSP Registry also includes 
information on user-specified metrics 
on cloud availability and performance 
for added level of transparency and 
assurance. 

To facilitate the online monitoring of cloud 
services in CSP Registry, IDA signed a 
MOI with Dynatrace (formerly known 
as Compuware) in October 2014 to 
focus on providing online comparison of  
availability and performance (response 
time) measurements of CSPs. These 
CSPs have to install a sample standard 
application for the Dynatrace monitoring 
tools to collect data on availability and 
performance.

MOI signing between IDA and Dynatrace at CloudAsia 2014.

CSP response time from the CSP Registry display.

Engendering Trust
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Cloud Outage Incident Response 
(COIR)
Who pays for cloud outages? Ultimately 
cloud users do because they get impacted 
adversely. Hence it is important that users 
ensure that outages and possible data 
loss do not result in a major impact to 
their business, have a business continuity 
plan to continue doing business, 
and prepare for adverse outcome to 
mitigate risks and respond accordingly. 

Disruption to businesses (especially 
SMEs) will undermine confidence in cloud 
adoption, if not dealt with properly. The 
COIR Working Group seeks to develop 
guidelines to address cloud outage 
incident response, data loss prevention 
and business continuity for cloud users 
in event of a disruption to their business 
arising from a cloud outage, CSP going 
out of business, data loss or leakage.

COIR Working Group (L-R): Antony Ma, David Siah, Raju Chellam (chair), Lim Soon 
Tein, Dr. Lee Hing Yan, and Ramesh Narayanaswamy.

Engendering Trust
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Developing Manpower & Competency for 
Industry

An important pre-requisite to a vibrant 
cloud computing ecosystem is the 
capability of the local ICT companies to 
develop innovative cloud services. It is 
therefore vital to provide training and 
courses to inculcate ICT professionals and 
students with necessary knowledge and 
skills.

A vibrant cloud ecosystem will require IT 
professionals with technical expertise to 
fill job roles in both service provider and 
user companies. In terms of professional 
development, IDA’s strategy in cloud 
computing first takes on a broad-based 
approach to enable our industry manpower 
to acquire foundational competence 
through certification programmes and 
short courses. For industry manpower 
requiring in-depth expertise, IDA 
collaborates with leading technology 
providers to launch On-the-Job training to 
enable skills acquisition through practical 
projects. In addition, IDA also encourages 
Institutes of Higher Learning to offer cloud 
computing-related training courses and 
internships to prepare our students for 
careers in industry upon their graduation.  

Laying the Foundation
IDA, in collaboration with the Workforce 
Development Agency (WDA), has put 
in place the competency standards of 
cloud computing-related job roles via 
the National Infocomm Competency 
Framework (NICF). To date, there are a 
total of 22 competency standards for 14 
cloud computing job roles across four job 
families, namely cloud architecture, cloud 
engineering, cloud operations and cloud 
services.

With the NICF as a benchmark, IDA has 
collaborated with training providers such 
as New Horizons Computer Learning 
Center of Singapore and Rapidstart Pte 
Ltd to roll out courses in Cloud Computing.

To support professionals in taking up 
these courses, IDA is continuing the 
support for Singaporeans to pursue cloud 
computing courses endorsed under the 
Critical Infocomm Technology Resource 
Programme II (CITREPII). 

The programme provides funding support 
for training courses and certifications 
with competency units aligned with 
cloud computing competency standards. 
Trainees can also enjoy a higher funding 
support for courses that incorporate 
project work as well. Details can be found 
at www.nicf.sg

Accelerating Professional 
Development to Enable Depth and 
Breadth of Skills
IDA encourages leading companies to 
provide on the job training opportunities 
for ICT fresh graduates and young 
professionals to acquire cloud computing 
skills through hands-on, practical projects. 

This programme is known as Company 
Led Training (or CLT) programme. IDA has 
partnered with Dimension Data and IBM 
to create training programmes in cloud 
computing for fresh graduates.

Such training includes classroom, hands-
on and On-the-Job (OJT) project work 
for duration of up to 12 months. This 
programme gives the graduate trainees a 
strong advantage to secure employment 
in cloud computing related jobs.

Under IDA’s Centre of Attachment 
(COA) programme, EMC and Microsoft 
continue to offer structured training, 
OJT and mentorship to experienced ICT 
professionals to up-skill their technical 
competencies in cloud computing. This 
programme encourages SMEs and Start-
up companies to develop local workforce 
in this domain. Upon completion, trainees 
will be capable to take on roles that 
require deeper skills and carry higher 
responsibilities. 

Developing Industry-ready Talents in 
a Fast Changing Economy
IDA encourages ICT schools to launch 
programmes enabling diploma, 
undergraduate students and professionals 
to acquire cloud computing skills.  

Both Nanyang Polytechnic (NYP) and 
Temasek Polytechnic (TP) had designed 
and launched the Specialist Diploma in 
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Developing Manpower & Competency for 
Industry

Cloud Computing for professionals. The 
Specialist Diploma in Cloud Computing 
offered by TP aims to equip participants 
with the knowledge and skills to operate 
and manage enterprise level IT service 
centres, data centres, operations centres 
and networking centres. The Specialist 
Diploma in Cloud Data Centre Technology 
and Management offered by NYP aims 
to enable graduates to gain in-depth 
knowledge and skillsets to design scalable 
cloud data centre architecture, deploy 
and manage virtualised infrastructure, 
optimise resource allocation, automate 
service provisioning, migrate applications 
to the cloud, and connect private and 
public clouds into an enterprise hybrid 
model.

In March 2014, the Singapore Institute of 
Technology (SIT) signed a memorandum 
of understanding with Amazon Web 
Services, Inc. (AWS) to collaborate on 
Education, Research and Innovation in 
the cloud where SIT will establish a Cloud 
Education, Research and Innovation 

Centre. The centre will provide tools 
for students and researchers to gain 
experience in using cloud computing 
for projects, development and serve 
to increase public awareness on cloud 
technology. Such training may lead to 
certifications by AWS and also align to 
SIT’s mission to deliver industry-focused 
degree programmes targeted at growth 
sectors of the economy.

In 2015, Microsoft Singapore and NYP 
renewed their partnership in the form 
of a new centre, expanding on the cloud 
computing focus to include IDA’s Smart 
Nation vision. The new centre, NYP-
Microsoft Ambient Intelligence Computing 
Centre, adds sensor and IoT standards 
and targets to train all students in sensor 
technology with hardware and software 
interfacing. This is a step up from a 
memorandum of understanding back 
in 2011 to deploy cloud curriculum on a 
large scale which aimed to train 4,000 
students and 100 faculty members over 
three years.

Students having lessons in NYP’s Cloud Data Centre Technology and Management.
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Forging R&D Relationships to Create 
Knowledge Capital Assets

Under Thrust 4, we strive to forge R&D 
relationships with CSPs, tech companies 
and intellectual properties (IP) creators, 
as well as build knowledge capital assets. 
To this end, we seek to harness existing 
knowledge capital resources in institutes 
of higher learning and research institutes 
to attract major corporate cloud R&D to 
set up in Singapore. Investing in cloud 
R&D is not enough where there is a need 
to bridge the gap and provide a conducive 
environment for the translation of R&D 
results into industry practice and product/
services deployment.

Technology Evaluation Program
In the competitive tech industry, 
companies need to constantly develop  
new products and services in order 
to distinguish themselves from the 
competition. For companies in the SME 
category, it can be challenging due 
to limitations in financial resources, 
manpower or capability for development 
of new technologies. Conversely, there 
are also risks involved in the adoption of 
new technologies, which may yet to be 
proven or lack certainty in their demand. 
The fast pace of the tech industry also 
means that companies have short time to 
market for new ideas or concepts.

To tackle the issues faced by the industry, 
IDA launched the Technology Evaluation 
Programme (TEP) with the purpose 
of assisting tech companies and user 
organizations (“seekers”) in Singapore to 
strengthen their competitiveness through 
the development of innovative cloud 
based solutions by drawing upon cutting 
edge IPs available locally and overseas. 
The IPs can be regarded as building 
blocks for additional features to a current 

solution. As these building blocks are 
ready made and tested to work under 
laboratory environments, companies can 
expedite their technology development 
process, while also circumventing upfront 
financial risks. The evaluation period of 
the IP will serve as a good opportunity for 
companies to ascertain the technology’s 
demand, market value and surface 
technical issues that require addressing. 
TEP simplifies the process of sourcing 
for relevant IPs, mitigates the risks in IP 
adoption, and complements existing in-
house R&D efforts of the tech companies.

To achieve these objectives, IDA has 
partnered and made available IPs from 
TEP partners like Data Storage Institute, 
Institute of High Performance Computing, 
Institute for Infocomm Research, National 
University of Singapore and Nanyang 
Technological University; and conducts 
technology crowdsourcing to source 
for IPs from other local and overseas 
technology owners (“solvers”).

Under TEP, seekers source for matching 
IPs by submitting their technology 
requests to IDA. When a suitable IP is 
found, they may apply for a short term 
no-fee evaluation licence from TEP 
Partners, or negotiate with other local 
and overseas solvers to evaluate the IP. 
Upon satisfactory evaluation, they may 
seek a commercial licence of the IP with 
its owner. If no suitable IP is found, or 
outcome of IP evaluation is unsatisfactory, 
the seekers may consider using paid 
crowdsourcing service provided by a third 
party company to continue sourcing for 
suitable IPs. 
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During the TEP Info Sharing Session 
held in July 2014, attendees from 41 
tech companies were enlightened by 
the TEP beneficiaries who shared their 
knowledge and experience in technology 
adoption and licensing of commercial 
IPs. Insights shared by the speakers 
included anticipation of new markets 
and development of related capabilities, 
long term financial commitments in 
IP adoption and performance of the 
technologies in the lab versus actual 
usability in the industry.

Since TEP’s inception, seekers have 
submitted more than 120 technology 
requests. Hitherto, 20 IP evaluation 
licences were issued in areas such as 
scalable multimedia platform, video 
content search using image as source, age 
& gender estimation, sentiment analysis 
on social media content, video analytics 
on surveillance footages, content-
search on audio files, speech content 
analysis, driver alertness monitoring, 
facial recognition, wearable foot pressure 

sensing, stress level sensing, knowledge-
based project scheduling and content-
search on images using image as source. 
To further enhance and automate TEP’s 
existing manual process, the technology 
crowdsourcing approach has been 
adopted. Preliminary results showed that 
the technology crowdsourcing approach 
provides many benefits including higher 
success rates, wider reach to a larger 
pool of technology sources, and diverse 
solutions. 

Panel discussion on bridging gaps to technology adoption.

Audience at the TEP Info Sharing Session.
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International Conference on Cloud 
Computing Research and Innovation
The R&D track of CloudAsia or the 
International Conference on Cloud 
Computing Research and Innovation 
(ICCCRI) is a part of CloudAsia which 
seeks to forge synergy between the 
R&D community and the end-users and 
industry communities in Singapore and 
beyond. 

Organised by IDA since 2013 with support 
from the local universities and research 
institutes, ICCCRI covers a wide range 
of research interests and innovative 
applications in cloud computing and 
Smart Nation related topics. Submitted 
papers are reviewed and selected 
for presentations by an international 
programme committee consisting of 
international experts in cloud computing.

Dr. Lee Hing Yan (Director, National Cloud 
Computing Office) giving the Welcome Re-
marks.

ICCCRI session in progress.

Prof. Ooi Beng Chin (National University 
of Singapore) giving keynote address.

Forging R&D Relationships to Create 
Knowledge Capital Assets
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Audience in rapt attention.

Conference reception allowing delegates to mingle and network.

Forging R&D Relationships to Create 
Knowledge Capital Assets

The 2-day programme included invited 
keynotes, technical paper presentations 
and panel discussions on emerging R&D 
topics in cloud computing.   

The unique mix of R&D, end-user and 
industry audience therefore provides 

interesting discussions, networking and 
business opportunities in translational 
research & development, held in a cosy 
and yet engaging setting.
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1 A new report, Data-driven innovation in Singapore, which was commissioned by Google and 
produced independently by Analysys Mason, shows that Singapore stands to benefit substantially 
from DDI in the future: its impact is set to more than double over the next 5 years, to SGD11.6 
billion – roughly equivalent to the total expenditure of Singaporean households on transport.

Data-driven innovation (DDI) is the next 
important paradigm in computing that 
will sharpen Singaporean competitiveness 
through its adoption and use. Local ICT 
enterprises can leverage on Singapore’s 
strong infrastructure and trust 
environment to benefit from a data-driven 
economy, reducing cost and increasing 
productivity. Expect data, therefore, to be 
the new normal for increasingly integrated 
and connected economies. A new report1 

on DDI in Singapore by Analysys Mason 
shows that Singapore stands to benefit 
substantially from DDI in the future: Its 
impact is set to more than double over the 
next 5 years, to SGD11.6 billion – roughly 
equivalent to the total expenditure of 
Singaporean households on transport.

Data-as-a-Service (DaaS)
Companies increasingly see that having 
access to useful data can play a significant 
economic role. This programme seeks 
to catalyse the development of a 
nationwide platform by taking advantage 
of availability of data. Such a platform 
seeks to allow efficient discovery of data 
via a federated mechanism, together with 
data quality metrics to help interested 
buyers make better-informed purchases. 
This is expected to give rise to new uses 
that are data intensive in nature, enabling 
applications which are previously difficult 
to implement. 

The government has made public sector 
data available to the public (e.g., data.
gov.sg). Outside the public sector, 
datasets are available from data owners 
in disparate and non-uniform manners. 
The programme will complement the 
government’s effort by focusing on 
datasets from the private and people 
sectors. 

The DaaS pilot, launched in October 
2014, seeks to study the feasibility of 
addressing the issue of dataset discovery 
in the private sector through a federated 
approach. The DaaS platform, also named 
the Federated Dataset Registry (FDSR), 
provides a mechanism to ease dataset 
discovery. As a federated platform, it is 
collectively made up of individual Dataset 
Registries (DSRs) based on an open source 
data portal software.  Each participating 
data provider maintains a data catalogue 
of their datasets and operates individual 
instances of DSR which runs on their 
respective infrastructure.

When discovering datasets, users can 
filter results using parameters such 
as data provider, dataset format and 
the Singapore Standard Industrial 
Classification under which these datasets 
are categorised.

Enabling Data-driven Innovations
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Team Decision Architect, winner of 1st 
prize and Singtel Smart Nation Innovation 
Award.

MOI signing between IDA and Amazon 
Web Services where the latter provides 
cloud services for hosting DaaS datasets.

Team Compare Route bagged 2nd prize. Team Data Rookies awarded 3rd prize.

Enabling Data-driven Innovations

To move holistically towards a data-driven 
economy, the hard infrastructure tells 
just half the story. A series of Technical 
References (TRs) and guidelines covering 
various facets data characterisation, 
access and usage have been published 
or are in the pipeline to complement the 
efforts in DaaS.

DaaS API Guidelines (TR 33)
The development of DaaS API Guidelines 
aims to streamline the data access by 
application developers and end-users, in 
order to reduce complexities in multiple 
protocols and access mechanism across 
multiple DaaS operators. The IT Standards 
Committee, in recognition of such 
needs, formed a Data Access Working 
Group comprising ICT professionals with 
extensive knowledge and experience 

in using these technologies to look at 
establishing a TR with well-defined set 
of guidelines and best practices in the 
implementation of data access APIs.  
The TR was published in May 2013 and 
subsequently deployed in the DaaS 
pilot where data operators align their 
APIs, data access protocols, practices 
and mechanisms in a standardized 
environment as recommended in the TR.

Data Quality Metrics (DQM) Guidelines
Data owners across sectors are 
beginning to view their datasets not 
only fundamentally valuable, but also 
economically viable to distribute. Without 
common measurements or metrics, 
comparing relative quality of datasets 
poses a challenge to potential buyers in 
choosing similar datasets across multiple 
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Enabling Data-driven Innovations

data operators when making purchase 
decisions. In view of such a need, a 
working group comprising professionals 
with extensive knowledge and experience 
on data quality measurements was formed 
to look into defining a set of common 
metrics for data quality of datasets made 
available by DaaS operators.

The objective of the DQM guidelines is 
to recommend a set of common metrics 
which is industry-domain agonistic, for 
adoption by data providers. The guidelines 
describe the methodology for deriving 
these metrics and consider tools for 
relaying metrics to end-users.

With DQM, data providers can understand 
and check the relative quality of their 
datasets in areas such as reliability, 
relevance, accessibility, timeliness and 
ease of use. For data users, the metrics 
allow them to easily compare the quality 
of different datasets, and match their 
expectations against available datasets.

Dataset Versioning Guidelines
Datasets are often created and made 
available on a “as-is” or ad-hoc basis 
without proper versioning information. 
Changes in the data or data properties 
may invalidate applications consuming 
the data or generate incorrect results. The 
concept of Dataset Versioning is important 
when encouraging the adoption of DaaS. 
A working group has delivered a set of 
guidelines and recommendations on the 
creation and management of different 
types of datasets so as to allow users to 
have clarity of its applicability and thus 
appropriate usage of the datasets made 
available by DaaS operators.  The guidelines 
were made available in March 2015.

Data Discovery Challenge
The Data Discovery Challenge organised in 
late 2014 was the first challenge to utilise 
the available datasets in DaaS pilot, aimed 
to educate participants that such datasets 
when combined with other datasets 
could lead to new insights and generate 
unlimited possibilities. The competition 
sought to encourage the use of a wide 
range of both private and public datasets 

to discover new value and benefits. The 
goal was to enable enterprises to develop 
new ideas that can improve how living, 
working, learning and interacting in 
Singapore.

The challenge also served as a platform 
for participants to access useful datasets 
and resources such as capability 
building workshops and opportunities 
to seek industry expertise. Enterprising 
entrepreneurs, innovators and start-ups 
qualified to participate in accelerator 
programmes where promising ideas 
were further developed and even 
commercialised. In addition to case 
prizes, IDA’s investment arm, Infocomm 
Investments Pte Ltd offered places in the 
TAG.PASS acceleration programme to 
the winners of the challenge to receive 
business coaching to further develop their 
winning ideas. 

About winners of Data Discovery 
Challenge
Team Decision Architect’s project aims 
to perform data visualisation to reveal 
discernible trends and patterns from the 
given datasets to enable business owners 
to ask the right questions to develop 
better business strategies based on the 
landscape of human flows over different 
areas of interest.

Team CompareRoute’s project allows users 
to optimise their travel/delivery routes 
by comparing their current total route 
distance with the Urban Dynamic Routing 
Algorithm. The route visualization aspect 
helps delivery planners incorporate truck 
capacity and time window considerations 
to minimize resource use for not just 
eCommerce companies, but any company 
with deliveries.

Team Data Rookie’s project proposes 
alternative locations based on a proximity 
radius within walking distance. It required 
both push and pull factors. Push factors 
at initial attractions will report one of the 
crowd situations through footfall data 
and pull factors will suggest relevant 
alternative attractions that are “oh so 
close”.
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Khoong Hock Yun (Assistant Chief Executive & Chief Data Officer, IDA) giving his 
Opening Address at the launch of Data 101 Talk Series.

Dr. Low Lee Yong (CEO & founder, MHC 
Asia Group) giving the introduction of 
data economy talk under the Data 101 
business track.

Zhuang Haojie of IDA sharing on how the 
Data-as-a-Service pilot and participating 
data providers play key role towards 
realizing the Smart Nation vision.

Data 101 Talk Series
IDA launched a new public talk series, 
Data 101, in January 2015 at the National 
Library Building. The series, comprising 
business and technical tracks, aim to 
increase awareness in both business 

and technical aspects, of the data driven 
economy. The twenty talks feature 
professionals and practitioners sharing 
their knowledge and experience on 
various data-related topics, issues and 
applications.

Enabling Data-driven Innovations
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A+ Phils Boosts Efficiency Levels with 
Cloud-based Aviation Software

A joint venture between SIA Engineering Company Limited (SIAEC) and Cebu Pacific 
Air, Aviation Partnership (Philippines) Corporation (A+ Phils) provides Line Maintenance 
Services, including ‘A’ checks, light aircraft checks and technical ramp handling at four 
major international airports – Manila, Cebu, Davao and Clark – as well as secondary 
airports such as Kalibo and Iloilo. A+ Phils handles more than 250 flights and conducts 
over 500 transit checks on a daily basis at five bases in the Philippines. It services over 
10 clients, which not only include Cebu Pacific Air and Singapore Airlines, but other 
third-party airline customers such as SilkAir, Malaysian Airlines, AirAsia and Tigerair 
Philippines.  

The Challenge
With a staff headcount of more than 
500 employees, managing the daily 
volume of services efficiently on a 
manual basis has become a challenge, 
especially as the company is expected to 
continue growing. As a forward-thinking 
organisation, A+ Phils recognised the 
need for a technological solution perfectly 
tailored to address its unique business 
and regulatory requirements in order 
to increase its operational efficiency, 
quicken the turnaround time for its 
customers and maximise its profitability.
 
In today’s highly competitive aviation 
landscape, A+ Phils knew that the key 
to staying ahead of the curve was to 
deliver quality service with a consistent 
turnaround time while keeping costs 
low. However, many of its core functions 
such as line maintenance, customer and 
contract management, customer order 
management as well as its financial 
management were manually handled and 
tracked. This gave rise to redundancies 
and delays in processes.

Meeting increasingly complex financial 
regulatory processes was another concern 
for A+ Phils. To ensure compliance 
with Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) 
standards, A+ Phils employees needed to 
maintain different types of data, conduct 
internal checks and audits, and prepare 
financial reports within a tight deadline. 
In relying on manual record-keeping and 
government reporting for this process, its 
staff had to contend with data duplication 
and manual data verification. As a result, 
significant time and resources were 
wasted in completing these low-value 
tasks.

ORGANISATION
Aviation Partnership (Philippines) Corporation

INDUSTRY
Aviation (Line Maintenance Services)

CHALLENGE
Many of the company’s core functions 
were manually handled and tracked, 
giving rise to redundancies and 
inefficiencies in processes.  

SOLUTION 
By employing a host of aviation 
applications on the cloud, Aviation 
Partnership (Philippines) Corporation was 
able to streamline its process-intensive 
activities in an easy, affordable manner.

BENEFITS 
• Automated work flows and streamlined 

processes in an integrated platform
• Increased accuracy and productivity 

through reduced data entry
• Cost savings with no lump-sum 

capital investment  
• Easier, greater compliance with 

financial regulatory standards

Without a centralised database, A+ Phils 
did not have a good oversight of its supply 
chain management. Manual processes 
were in place for stock management 
and A+ Phils staff had to spend valuable 
time and effort manually taking stock of 
its inventory; procuring new materials 
and scrapping old ones; and locating, 
tracking and recording different parts 
and components needed for a work order. 
This had a considerable impact on A+ 
Phils’ turnaround time for its customers.
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The Solution
A+ Phils needed an integrated solution 
that could automate its manual workflows, 
streamline its process-intensive activities, 
centralise its data and make regulatory 
compliance a hassle-free affair. 

Having evaluated multiple on-premise 
and cloud solutions, A+ Phils found that 
Ramco’s Aviation on the Cloud was the 
clear winner, addressing the company’s 
functional needs while keeping costs at a 
minimum.

Staying on top of budget was made possible 
with the solution’s measured service. Its 
comprehensive suite of software modules, 
ranging from Materials Management and 
Maintenance to MRO Sales and Finance & 
Accounting, are offered on a pay-as-you-
use pricing plan. This meant that A+ Phils 
employs and pays only for the modules 
that it needs.
 
With the solution being cloud-based, A+ 
Phils also saved on capital expenditure 
as there is no need to invest in hardware 
infrastructure or installation, software 
maintenance or complex IT management.
 
Data security was also a major concern 
for A+ Phils. Fortunately, the solution is 
hosted on Amazon Private Cloud, which 
provides the company with high system 
uptime, access to data 24/7  anywhere 
with Internet connection and, most 
importantly, robust data security.

The Result
“With the successful implementation of 
the cloud solution, we have been able 
to streamline various process-intensive 
functions into one integrated platform,” 
says A+ Phils General Manager Akbar Ali. 
“The solution’s different modules – MRO 
sales, Line Maintenance, Supply Chain, 
Quality Operations, Certificates & Quality 
and Aviation Financials – enable us to 
automate our customer contracts and 
work orders, ensure compliance in ground 
handling and provide greater visibility on 
our supply chain.”

By integrating multiple functions and 
departments on a common platform, 
A+ Phils was able to execute key MRO 
contracts with greater speed and accuracy, 
boosting its bottom line. Its automated 
work flows meant that its employees 
could operate more efficiently and its 
centralised system provided accurate and 
timely data to its ground staff, enabling 
them to make better decisions on-
site. These improvements in operations 
resulted in A+ Phils delivering a shorter 
turnaround time for its customers. “As 
you embark on the process of evaluating 
and implementing a technology solution, 
you must recognise that it’s not as simple 
as just changing your IT processes – it 
requires you to fundamentally rethink your 
operations and apply best practices,” says 
Mr Ali. “Adopting a cloud solution is one 
way to ensure streamlined and integrated 
business processes and high availability.”
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Glass Designer Shares Intellectual Property 
Securely; Gains Greater Control of IP Flow

Founded in 1986, Singapore-based glass design firm Synergraphic Design Pte Ltd has 
grown from a small team of less than five, to a respected player in the construction-
aesthetics industry. Its key service has remained throughout its 20-year journey : 
creativity and beauty, in quality products. But as the industry and technology evolved, 
it became increasingly difficult for Synergraphics to protect its intellectual property. 
Another challenge which rose with the availability of evolving technology is the need to 
deliver right-sized information to specific recipients. Some documents were too large 
in size for efficient communication between the firm and its clients. Enter the age of 
cloud control.

The Challenge
Regional glass design firm Synergraphics 
Design Pte Ltd is the realised dream of 
artist Florence Ng. In 1986, she started 
the firm in the unglamourous worksite 
of Changi, and grew it to a renowned 
provider of beautiful glass designs for the 
business environment.

It was based on the cornerstone of 
uniqueness and creativity, refined and 
communicated, that the firm grew from 
strength to strength in the Southeast 
Asian region. “We thrive on uplifting the 
business environment, with beauty in 
quality glass. In so many of the more 
well-known office buildings in Asia, it is 
commonplace to find our work,” shared 
Mr Winfred Tan, Head of Marketing at 
Synergraphic Design Pte Ltd. Hence it 
became increasingly important to the design 
firm to protect the value of its intellectual 
property and related information. 

“On a daily basis, we have to share 
information such as high-resolution 
blueprints with prospects, clients, 
architects, builders and other groups of 
people. So our ideas, which is our greatest 
asset, and details to our plans become 
vulnerable,” said Mr Tan. “Competition is 
also heating up in this region. And while 
that is happening, we need to work hard 
to maintain our market leadership.”

Intellectual property shared with the 
firm’s clients includes digital assets such 
as audio, video and images (at times 
more than 10MB). Given the nature 
of these assets, recipients also faced 
slow download speed and inefficient 
communication.

ORGANISATION
Synergraphic Design Pte Ltd

INDUSTRY
Design / Construction

CHALLENGE
Synergraphics Design needed to maintain 
two important communication structures: 
better control of IP flow; and more 
efficient delivery of designs, blueprints 
or large-sized electronic documents to 
specific individuals. It had to grapple with 
slow download speeds and unauthorised 
transfer of information.

SOLUTION 
The firm used a cloud-based platform to 
control information flow, and right-sized 
each piece of information for specific use.

BENEFITS 
• Overcame slow download speed with 

lower-res docs in the cloud

• Able to control profile of audience 
group with customised settings

• Secure, instantaneous delivery of IP 
without costly delivery charges
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So the firm consulted Reachfield IT 
solutions, a SaaS provider. Reachfield’s 
solution was to “get on the cloud” for 
greater efficiency and security.

“Years back when the concept of cloud-
based solution was still new, most potential 
users would find it hard to link the words 
‘cloud’ and ‘secure’. It was true then that 
perhaps ten years back, ‘cloud’ had a 
long way to go,” recalled Mr Winson Wee, 
Founder of Reachfield IT Solutions Pte Ltd. 
“But look at technology now! Things have 
evolved so fast that past challenges are no 
longer an issue.”

Store. Secure. Share. Control
Reachfield provided Synergraphic with a 
cloud-based platform to perform three key 
functions: share fast (and “right”), share 
securely and protect intellectual assets.

Synergraphic needed to protect all its 
intellectual property, but also recognised 
the need to have easy access and quick-
share capabilities. The recommendation 
was to digitise all the documentation, 
images, video and audio files and storing 
them on a secure cloud platform. With 
the cloud-based platform, Synergraphic 
would be able to time-stamp updates to 
these documents and visual files. More 
importantly, Synergraphic would also be 
able to put in place criteria of access, so 
that important documents would only be 
accessible to specific individuals.

Said Mr Tan: “With the access control 
function on the cloud, this means 
the management would be able to 
change access rights to different digital 

assets wherever they are, at will. 
Speed is important in controlling the 
flow of intellectual property so this is an 
appreciated function.”

He added that project managers would 
also be able to quickly create closed 
groups to update a profiled community 
of recipients on latest developments by 
the firm. “This means that each country 
manager within the firm is able to deliver 
selected information to different levels of 
our partners. The benefit here goes to 
shortening and having greater control over 
the sales cycle.”

Protection of these IP is also easier, less 
time-consuming, and more accurate. “Just 
imagine. We used to grapple with heavy 
files, dusty blueprints and disintegrating 
paper products! Now, everything stays 
the same for years because it is digitised,” 
added Mr Tan. “So it isn’t just protection 
of intellectual property against external 
factors, but also the effects of time.”

The other success factor about the cloud-
based platform is the ability to create low 
resolution copies of the IP easily, and within 
the platform. “At times, these are external 
parties who need a concept, and not details 
of a document, image or video. So, the 
platform provides control for Synergraphic 
to be able to choose the quality of the 
image as well,” shared Mr Wee.

“Getting on the cloud has been easy. 
Training took less than a half day, and then 
my team mates hit the ground running. 
That is what businesses want,” concluded 
Mr Tan.
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Cloud Solutions Transform Kotobuki’s HR 
Operations

Established more than 30 years ago, Kotobuki has grown to become Singapore’s 
leading authentic Japanese restaurant, offering its many customers authentic Kanto 
cuisine in an Izakaya-style setting. Today, the company has five branches located 
island wide and its operations have expanded to include catering services for selected 
schools and bento delivery services. In order to manage its growing business and 
staff more efficiently, Kotobuki began looking for a Human Resource (HR) outsourcing 
solution that leverages the power of technology to replace its manual work processes.

The Challenge
Like many F&B establishments, Kotobuki 
depends heavily on human capital. Given 
the popularity of its first few outlets, 
its management decided to open more 
branches and increase its staff strength. 
But without a centralised database 
system, this posed a huge problem for 
Kotobuki. The company’s entire HR work 
processes, from processing payroll and 
managing leave and claim applications 
to tracking time and attendance were 
performed manually on excel sheets 
by a team of two officers. Tracking and 
updating employees’ leave records 
involved faxing and collating leave 
applications from employees working in 
the various branches before inputting and 
updating data into the excel sheet for the 
entire workforce. The whole operation 
was a massive manual and time-
consuming undertaking, which not only 
required greater manpower but also gave 
rise to inaccuracies and inefficiencies.

The payroll process was equally tedious. 
Kotobuki’s small HR team had to 
manually calculate its staff’s overtime 
hours, CPF and IRAS contributions, leave 
encashment and claims; record the 
information in excel; and transfer it to the 
accounting software before releasing the 
monthly wages. The increasing headcount 
and lack of manpower, coupled with the 
time-consuming and labour-intensive 
work systems meant that Kotobuki’s HR 
officers were constantly racing against 
time when it came to processing the 
payroll each month.

The Solution
Kotobuki needed on-demand capabilities 
and broad access network that would 
enable it to reduce on its manual 
processes and empower its employees 

ORGANISATION
Kotobuki Japanese Restaurant

INDUSTRY
F&B

CHALLENGE
The company’s entire HR work processes 
were performed manually, requiring 
massive manpower and resulting in 
inaccuracies and inefficiencies.

SOLUTION 
JustLogin proposed a suite of HR 
applications on the cloud that would 
allow Kotobuki to benefit from an easy, 
affordable and integrated solution.

BENEFITS 
• Cost savings with no lump-sum 

capital investment and more efficient 
control of HR processes

• Increased accuracy and productivity 
through reduced data entry

• Streamlined processes and workflow 
and better deployment of manpower

• Information accessible 24/7

to conveniently manage their own staff 
information and and leave applications 
no matter where they were. Realising 
that cloud computing would be a good fit, 
Kotobuki turned to JustLogin, a Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS) provider that offers 
a suite of HR applications on the cloud.
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Its measured service or pay-as-you-use 
pricing plan and wide array of software 
modules, ranging from payroll and leave 
systems to survey and asset forms, 
provided Kotobuki the flexibility to 
choose and deploy only the modules that 
it needed and pay only for what it used.

Hosted on Amazon Web Services, 
the modules require no heavy capital 
expenditure, hardware installation or 
software maintenance. So Kotobuki 
was able to benefit from an easy and 
affordable set-up, without worrying 
about complicated IT management. As 
Kotobuki’s headcount expands in future, 
provisioning cloud computing resources 
for additional employees is a breeze with 
the software’s on-demand self-service 
and rapid elasticity.

The Result
The cloud-based solution has transformed 
Kotobuki’s manpower operations. 
By automating many of its HR work 
processes, the company is now able 
to streamline its administrative work, 
better deploy manpower and benefit 
from accurate and highly convenient 
bookkeeping.

Keeping track of its dynamic workforce 
becomes a cinch with the time attendance 
module. The software’s broad network 
access means that Kotobuki employees 
can clock in and out on a wall-mounted 
iPad or through an app on their phones, 
which captures their time attendance, 
location and photo. The HR team can 
easily check on staff working in its 
multiple branches, monitor latecomers 
and manage the staff roster more 
efficiently simply by logging on to the 
cloud and accessing the relevant data. 
Since the solution employs off-the shelf 

hardware, Kotobuki’s team was able to 
avoid expensive and complicated set-ups, 
achieving savings in time and costs.

The manual challenges of managing leave 
applications became a thing of the past 
for the HR team with the introduction of 
the cloud solution. Its resource pooling 
capabilities feature flexible access rights 
that enable different employees to view 
or edit different types of information. 
Staff are given access rights only to their 
own leave applications and personal 
information so the HR team can rest easy 
knowing that sensitive information, such 
as salaries, is not compromised.

Processing payroll became much easier 
since the staff attendance and leave 
applications modules are fully integrated 
with the payroll system. Staff attendance 
and leave are automatically recorded and 
computed into the pay run so HR officers 
no longer need to manually update their 
bookkeeping. Claims, overtime hours 
and changes in tax and CPF rates are 
automatically tracked, calculated and 
seamlessly factored into the pay run, 
eliminating the risks of inaccuracies or 
non-compliance. 

Through cloud computing, Kotobuki has 
simplified its operations and raised its 
productivity level substantially. With 
the cloud-based solution, the company 
is able to manage its entire HR work 
processes for its growing staff headcount 
effortlessly, without the need to increase 
its HR manpower. As the company 
continues to grow and its workforce 
increases, this cloud-based solution 
will enable Kotobuki’s small HR team 
to continue to operate smoothly and 
efficiently.
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Singapore Land Authority Enhances, 
Expands OneMap Service with the Cloud

OneMap is an e-service developed by The Singapore Land Authority (SLA) to enable 
government agencies, as well as the public, to deliver location-based services and 
information. With these accurate online maps any data, from sports facilities to 
population density can be shown using OneMap.

However, soon after launching OneMap in 2010, SLA found it hard to cope with the 
volume of traffic as the service had become very popular.  SLA had to scale up rapidly, 
while facing budget constraints. 

It sought a new way of doing things. The solution had to provide agility, scalability, 
efficiency and affordability. Not surprisingly, it came in the form of a cloud-based service.

The Challenge
Rolling out its OneMap e-service in 2010, 
the Singapore Land Authority (SLA) did not 
realise how popular it would become in the 
months right after its launch.

The maps it put out were detailed, down to 
the block number and street name, and were 
immediately taken up by fellow government 
agencies to provide useful information to 
citizens. 

For example, they could find where the 
nearest swimming pool was, or check how 
populated a certain town was like in the case 
of an entrepreneur seeking to open a shop.

SLA initially hosted the service at the 
Singapore government data centre, but soon 
found bandwidth costs exceeding its hosting 
charges, because of the geographical 
information involved. Each pan and zoom 
took up precious bandwidth.

And each time a government agency 
launched a new service tapping on OneMap’s 
data, SLA faced large spikes in traffic. Both 
bandwidth and compute resources were 
strained.

It needed something else that could scale 
quickly and cost-effectively, if the OneMap 
service was to serve the large number of 
users envisioned. Without the ability to offer 
it on demand to users, it would limit the apps 
that could be produced. 

ORGANISATION
Singapore Land Authority

  

 

INDUSTRY
Government

CHALLENGE
After it launched its OneMap e-service, 
SLA found that it had to keep scaling 
up resources to meet demand from 
government agencies using it to connect 
citizens with location-based services. It 
had to find a more cost-effective, scalable 
and secure solution.

SOLUTION
It came in the form of cloud services from 
Amazon Web Services, which not only 
offered scalability but also the required 
security.

BENEFITS
• Swift expansion of business operations, 

meeting user expectations. 

• Better management of infrastructure 
resources. Pay per use.
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The Solution 
In 2011, SLA started working with 
Amazon Web Services (AWS), a public 
cloud service provider, which boosted 
the availability of bandwidth as well as 
compute resources. This made it a lot 
easier for SLA to support new apps that 
were created based on OneMap.

From the government data centre, the 
map “tiles” that required heavy lifting 
were moved to AWS’s cloud-based 
servers. An initial proof of concept was 
tested to ensure everything run fine, and 
the results came back positive.

In 2012, SLA made the decision to 
move its OneMap e-service fully to AWS. 
Months later, in 2013, the migration was 
complete. By then, SLA had increased the 
infrastructure assets available to OneMap 
by almost three times without busting 
the hosting budget.

“We were using a lot more infrastructure 
resources at a much lower cost,” said 
Mr Vishal Arya, the Head of Application 
Services at SLA’s Information Technology 
Division.

By the end of 2014, SLA was serving 
200 million map tiles a month, up 10 
to 20 per cent from a year ago. They 
were accessed by not just government 
agencies but also private organisations, 
for example, for mobile apps.

Through OneMap, SLA also became 
one of the first government agencies in 
Singapore to use a public cloud. One issue 
that many agencies faced was security. 
Being a government service, OneMap had 
to be made secure. The service had to 
be monitored by the Cyberwatch Center 
(CWC).

It helped that AWS provided some 
cloud security but SLA worked with 
IDA to ensure that the required traffic 
monitoring could be achieved in the AWS 
cloud environment. This ensured that the 
system was monitored for any malicious 
traffic.

Benefits  
The increased scalability, agility and cost-
effectiveness were immediately apparent 
to SLA as well as government agencies 
that used its OneMap e-service to deploy 
apps to benefit the citizenry.

With it, the National Environment Agency 
could share data on recycling bins. The 
Urban Redevelopment Authority could 
provide location information on carparks, 
while the Land Transport Authority used it 
to display traffic information.

What the cloud-based services have 
provided is an elastic supply of 
infrastructure resources. In 2014, 
OneMap was used not only by government 
agencies  but  by the public who could tap 
on it to develop apps for other users. 

A mobile version of OneMap was also 
launched, to meet the growing use of 
portable devices such as smartphones 
and tablets. Several OneMap application 
programming interfaces (APIs) have 
been made available for the public to 
quickly create apps with.

All this is possible, said Mr Arya, because 
of the ability to start small and think big. 
“Because the cloud model is scalable, 
we could just go and lease additional 
resources when required and be able 
to cater for increased bandwidth needs 
easily”, he noted.

He added: “If the data is not classified, 
this model is possibly the best. You use a 
two-core server when that’s all you need, 
and not have a 16-core or 32-core server 
all the time, mostly under-utilised.” He 
stressed: “If the data is open and for the 
general good of the public, why should it 
cost much to make it available online?”
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Private Cloud for Singapore’s Public Healthcare
Better Access to Mission-Critical Tools and Data

Singapore topped the list in a 2014 Bloomberg global annual ranking for ‘most efficient 
healthcare systems’, further solidifying its reputation as a top-notch healthcare provider 
for its population. But as the demographics of the populace changes, the need for 
healthcare to be more cost-effective intensifies. Thus, Singapore needed a way 
to efficiently employ economies of scale, and balance with secure access to critical 
information.

The Challenge
“Cost-effectiveness and the understanding 
of the cloud’s real benefits,” said Mr Francis 
Fan, Group Director of Integrated Health 
Information Systems (IHIS) Singapore’s 
technology management division. 

“These are the first two hurdles to 
overcome when planning to implement 
cloud-based systems. By now (in 2014), 
most people understand and accept the 
basic benefits of cloud, such as easier 
access to tools and the ability to share 
resources.” 

“But most non-technical personnel 
misunderstand the real cost of not 
implementing cloud systems.” He cited 
examples from an analysis conducted 
while planning for the private ‘H-Cloud’.

The ‘H-Cloud’—or Consolidated Healthcare 
Cloud—would host all mission-critical 
systems for all of Singapore’s public 
hospitals, specialty centres and polyclinics. 
At present, the IHiS manages all the 
technological systems for these facilities. 

Before December 2014, many public 
healthcare institutions in Singapore 
struggled with the maintenance of cost-
heavy legacy equipment, to keep their 
data centres running. When budgeting for 
maintenance, many of these organisations 
were also unable to separate related—but 
significant—costs to the upkeep of these 
centres.

Breaking Down the Bill 
“It is nearly impossible to attribute the 
right, say, cost of electricity or rental costs 
to these data centres, because they all go 
into one bill,” explained Mr Fan.

ORGANISATION
Integrated Health Information Systems
 

INDUSTRY
Government / Healthcare

CHALLENGE
With several public health institutions 
offering medical support to the Singapore 
populace, there is a need for fast and 
cost-effective access to data and mission-
critical tools.

SOLUTION 
IHIS decided to implement a private cloud 
environment to offer quick and secure 
access to shared tools, and updated 
information on patients.

BENEFITS 
• Secure environment to provide 

homogenous access to tools and 
patient information.

• More cost-effective than hosting data 
farms in different facilities.

• Clear cost attributes to cloud-based 
facilities for accounting purposes.

• Access to updated patient information 
for all public healthcare providers and 
organisations.
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“So when many accountants work on 
budget comparison, some omit the 
financial advantages if a cloud-based 
system was implemented instead.” 

With newer technologies available every 
year, Mr Fan is convinced that there is 
a strong need to constantly monitor 
and improve the cost and resource-
effectiveness of all systems in place. 
“New technology is making the cheaper, 
faster and better possible now.”

Budget Flexibility with the Cloud
Access to the ‘H-Cloud’ would be based 
on a usage pricing model for public 
healthcare providers. This leasing-type 
model will give financial flexibility to 
these public healthcare institutions, 
as compared to the hefty fixed costs 
associated with maintaining their own 
data centres.

With a cloud-based infrastructure, the 
IHIS team also sees greater possibilities 
in faster tool upgrades, implementation 
of economies of scale—which would affect 
the cost of healthcare to the populace—
as well as greater efficiency in monitoring 
the status of the national healthcare 
system.

The other consideration is faster access to 
more accurate patient information, across 
the wide public healthcare network. This 
benefit is especially pronounced in a tight 
labour force market, which needs to be 
balanced with that of the time-based 
healthcare.

More efficient use of training resources 
is also another factor for consideration. 
Should  the staff of a public healthcare 
institution relocate to another, there would 
be little—or no—re-training required. 

The IHIS team went on a four-year 
journey to successfully launch the 
‘H-Cloud’ in January 2015. It took the 
team two years to scope the project, and 
a similar time period to trial the private 
cloud system.

During the four years, the team also 
successfully replaced five older data 
centres with two newer—and more 
importantly—more efficient ones. This 
move brought about another significant 
reduction in the running cost, which 
would benefit the national system as a 
whole, said Fan. 

“Even though it is early days, the benefits 
of the private ‘H-Cloud’ are obvious. With 
this consolidation and implementation of 
the new environment, we are confident 
of an estimated 80 per cent usage of 
the system, as compared to 20 per cent 
in the past.” “We can also expect an 
estimated, and conservative, 20 per cent 
cost savings,” said Mr Fan. 

“The team is also able to increase systems 
and mission-critical tools availability from 
99.5 to 99.9 per cent. Waiting time for 
access to computing resources would take 
a maximum of two days, as compared to a 
previous lengthy eight weeks. The benefits 
and figures speak for themselves.” 
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Clearvision Eye Clinic & Lasik Centre Boosts 
Efficiency with Cloud-based Customer Software

Founded in 2001, Clearvision Eye Clinic & Lasik Centre is possibly one of the first private 
clinics to provide dedicated Lasik surgeries in Singapore. With patients from Southeast 
Asia, as well as the United States and Australia, the clinic has performed thousands of 
Lasik surgeries.

It is part of a wider chain of private eye care clinics in Singapore. Altogether, five 
branches spread over various parts of the island provide eye care services to patients 
here.

Among the issues faced by Clearvision Eye Clinic & Lasik Centre was a lack of modern 
customer database software. The system it had was not linked with the other clinics. So, 
patients visiting one clinic have no record in another clinic.

A new system would also be difficult to implement because of the integration issues 
involved with old Windows machines running the ageing software. A cloud-based 
solution provided the answers.

The Challenge
The system that managed Clearvision Eye 
Clinic & Lasik Centre’s customer records 
became a problem in 2014, when the 
vendor providing the software decided it 
would stop providing support.

After using the off-the-shelf system for 
more than six years, the clinic realised it 
had to find a way to migrate all the data, 
which included customer names, addresses 
and drug allergies, to a new system that 
could be easily accessed. It had to do so 
without disrupting everyday operations.

The old system itself had posed issues over 
the years. Being offline with no connection 
to the Internet, the PCs containing the data 
could not be shared with other clinics in the 
same chain.

This meant that a patient visiting Clearvision 
Eye & Lasik Centre would have not his 
records on hand, despite having been to 
another clinic. Since the clinics open at 
different times, staff could not just pick up 
the phone to check a patient’s billing record 
with a counterpart at another location.

This not only inconvenienced staff and 
doctors, but also posed a problem when 
migrating the data. Information from various 
sources has to be carefully integrated so 
to avoid duplicates. If not handled well, 
patient records could be mixed up, causing 
unnecessary down time.

ORGANISATION
Clearvision Eye Clinic & Lasik Centre

 

INDUSTRY
Healthcare

CHALLENGE
Customer records from an old system that 
was not connected to a network and stored 
on a PC’s hard disk were difficult to access 
and even tougher to migrate when time 
came to replace it. Integration with records 
from other linked clinics was another issue.

SOLUTION
The clinic turned to a cloud-based solution 
that offered improved accessibility, 
flexibility and reliability with its always-
online features. It also found a smart way 
to integrate new and old customer records.

BENEFITS
• Increased accessibility

• Improved ease of use

• Added security through data backup
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The Solution 

In late 2014, Clearvision Eye & Lasik Centre 
decided to turn to a cloud-based system to run 
its customer record system, which handled 
billing and payment as well at the cashier. It 
cost less than S$50,000 for its initial setup.

The cloud-based system, called Vanda, would 
be hosted offsite in a data centre owned by 
a telecom operator. This replaced the PCs - 
some were running the outdated Windows 98 
operating system – that handled such records 
previously.

The new setup means that its mission-critical 
data would all be stored off-site. Clearvision 
Eye & Lasik Centre and other associated clinics 
would pull their data remotely from a server at 
the data centre. 

Each time a customer visited and paid for the 
consultation and treatment, his record would 
be pulled from the Internet.

It was a new way of doing things for everyone, 
said Mr Anthony Sugiarto. IT development of-
ficer, Clearvision Eye Clinic & Lasik Centre. 

To cater to this, each clinic had new laptops 
and a fibre broadband link to connect to the 
data. 

While the new solution was being developed, 
the team at Clearvision Eye & Lasik Centre 
had to find a way to migrate its mission-critical 
data to the new system, without disrupting 
day-to-day operations in the clinic.

Where the same NRIC number was found on 
duplicate records, the most updated version 
was taken to be the accurate one.

Benefits  
Moving to the new solution by early 2015 
meant that doctors and staff at Clearvision 
Eye & Lasik Centre could call up the records 
of customers instantly, even if they were from 
another clinic. 

Previously, if they could not do so, they would 
face annoyed customers who would question 
why they did not have the records at their fin-
gertips. 

“Now, if a doctor wants to check from his ter-
minal, he can do so immediately, without hav-
ing to wait until the other clinic opens,” said Mr 
Sugiarto. 

Though some doctors initially had reservations 
about sensitive data being stored remotely, 
they were won over when told that it was 
stored on the company’s own server, he noted.

The data is also more secure now because it 
is regularly backed up at the data centre, he 
added. “We have not experienced any down 
time at all, and the system has proven to be 
very reliable.” 

“From my experience, the main issue is people 
being afraid of learning something totally dif-
ferent,” he added. 

The clinic believes that the initial difficulty of 
moving to a cloud-based system has paid off. 
As it has improved accessibility to the data 
used every day, it has also boosted the effi-
ciency of doctors and staff as well. 

Going on the cloud has meant that its opera-
tions are smoother, while data integrity has im-
proved as well, with a single, coherent record 
for each patient, instead of several versions on 
various PCs in different locations.

Mr Sugiarto believes that the new business 
processes were also boosted by the ushering 
in the new cloud-based system.

“Since the cloud-based system is entirely new, 
there was an initial effort in system migration 
as well as learning, but looking at the efficiency 
now, it really helps that the patients ’ data is all 
integrated across,” he noted.
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You don’t have to fit your 
technology and business 
objectives into someone
else’s cloud.

We can help you develop
your cloud strategy, your
way.

Cloud Computing:
Make Your Own

Silver Lining

Because we don’t just ask
the obvious question!
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Singapore General Hospital (Division of 
Medicine) Revamps Doctor Scheduling System

The Singapore General Hospital (SGH) is the first and largest hospital in Singapore. It 
provides affordable specialist care for patients, training for doctors and other healthcare 
professionals, and conducts research to bring better care for patients.

As a key part of the hospital, the Division of Medicine was established on 1 April 1989 
with the hospital’s restructuring. Today, it has 18 departments and four service units, 
each with their own specialist knowledge, trained staff and sophisticated equipment.

One task that these departments have to tackle regularly is the scheduling of the 500 
doctors in the division for a variety of duties, including the visiting of hospital wards and 
staffing of clinics. 

Instead of doing things manually, the hospital sought a cloud-based solution in 2013 
that could automate the process. Besides allocating doctors fairly, based on the number 
of hours they work and the level of expertise they possess, the new system has helped 
optimise resources so patient care is always top notch at the hospital.

The Challenge
The various departments in SGH’s Division 
of Medicine had a daunting task each time 
they tried to plan the schedules of the 500 
doctors in their division. In the process, each 
doctor had to be well matched for the round-
the-clock care required by patients at the 
hospital.

Each of these schedules was planned 
manually in the past, by either a doctor or 
secretary tasked with organising the duties 
using a Microsoft Word or Excel file. This was 
then circulated among staff.

The practice was time-consuming and 
inefficient, often taking up between one and 
five man days each month. It often also 
raised the question of fairness – were some 
doctors getting the late night shifts more 
often than others, for example?

Perhaps more importantly, the scheduling 
had to ensure the optimisation of available 
resources. Doctors were required more often 
when the number of patients were expected 
to increase. Plus, there had to be enough 
experience and expertise assigned to a shift, 
in the form of specialists and consultants.

The hospital wanted doctors to be able to 
access the information easily on-the-go as 
well, so it cannot be left in a server to be 
retrieved only on-premise. Since it involves 
critical workflow processes, the scheduling 
has to be secure as well.

ORGANISATION
Singapore General Hospital 
(Division of Medicine)

 

INDUSTRY
Healthcare

CHALLENGE
The general hospital in Singapore wanted 
to find a more efficient and fairer way of 
scheduling doctors to cater to the changing 
needs of patients to offer improved service.

SOLUTION
A cloud-based automatic scheduling 
solution that offered easy access to doctors 
and improved efficiency and service by 
better assigning physicians.

BENEFITS
• Smoother, more efficient operations

• Improved user access to services

The Solution
Singapore-based solution provider Friar 
Tuck, which had been working with SGH for 
a number of projects, came up with a way in 
2013 to optimise the resources through an 
automated scheduling system. Its promise 
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– a fair system to all doctors which also 
allocated resources to ensure patient care 
was always top notch.

Called WorkforceOptimizer, this cloud-
based solution gave planners at SGH an 
accurate way to forecast the size and type 
of staff required. Friar Tuck’s algorithm, 
developed with an in-house mathematical 
engine, worked with real-world rules and 
constraints, such as specialised duties for 
each doctor and his work timing.

All that planners had to do was put in the 
rules and have the system automatically 
generate the schedule. It considered various 
factors unique to the medical environment, 
so doctors were matched to the wards and 
clinics where he would be most required.

Today, the system tracks the number of 
hours each doctor has spent, say, on late 
shifts, as well as his total work hours. 
This enables a planner to be completely 
transparent with doctors, while ensuring the 
scheduling is equitable to all.

Better yet, doctors can access the 
information on the go, with their mobile 
devices. They can, for example, seek to 
swap duties easily and the system can 
better track these changes.

Placing the solution on the cloud with 
Microsoft’s Azure infrastructure, the hospital 
has reaped enormous benefits. Not only can 
it easily scale up in future, it has been able 
to cut down upfront and running costs.

Benefits  
With the solution in place, the hospital was 
able to cut down the time taken to plan 
each schedule by about 70 per cent. For 
managers who faced this task each month, 
the improvement to productivity was clear.

For doctors, the easy access on their 
mobile devices allowed them to plan their 
schedules better and ahead of time. They 
could get alerted for periods when they had 
to report for duty, for example.

Placing the solution on the cloud, the 
hospital saved the time and expense it 
would have incurred should it have set up 
its own database and infrastructure to run 
the workforce scheduling software.

It would also have had to worry about 
securing server access and providing 
advanced networking infrastructure for 
the on-premise hardware should it allow 
doctors to remotely access their schedules. 

Previously, the WorkforceOptimizer software 
was hosted on-premise, explained Mr Alan 
Sevugan, Director of Friar Tuck. However, 
since developing it for the cloud, SGH’s 
Division of Medicine has been able to reap 
the benefits of more elastic and responsive 
infocomm resources.

“You don’t worry about new servers to buy 
to scale up. And there’s no need to keep 
refreshing infrastructure,” he noted. “In 
terms of software upgrades, we manage 
the upgrade and patch it on the cloud. So 
the platform is always up to date.”

Indeed, there is a lot more that organisations 
could do on the cloud. They can integrate 
with social media platforms and integrate 
with other ecosystems, for example, for 
team members to collaborate.

Ultimately, the biggest benefit of the solution 
has been to optimise the deployment of 
the hospital’s most valuable resource – its 
doctors – to achieve the high standards 
of patient care it strives for.  Using a live, 
flexible system that is deployed on the cloud 
further enhances this matching of staff with 
superior patient care.
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West-Street Carrier delivers more Efficiently with 
Cloud-Based Warehouse Management System

As a logistics company specialising in transport and warehousing services, West-Street 
Carrier Pte Ltd needs to ensure that the right goods are delivered to the right customer at 
the right time. Established 20 years ago, the firm has built up a steady business. However, 
to continue delivering efficient service – deliveries that are speedy and accurate – and 
stay ahead of its competitors, the company recognised the need to move from a purely 
manual operation to one that harnessed the benefits of IT to better manage its two 
warehouses, seven fleets of lorries, its workforce and its orders.

The Challenge
At West-Street Carrier, the entire operation 
– processing and tracking of orders, 
storage of goods and stock-taking – was 
performed manually, which gave rise to 
inevitable inaccuracies and inefficiencies 
with the heavy reliance on manpower, the 
unavoidable duplication of job processes 
and the time wasted as a result.
 
Preparing for an order to be shipped 
required the time of two staff members. 
The company storekeeper manually 
checked the ordered items to a printed 
list and passed the information to an 
office clerk to enter the data to generate 
a report. 

The potential for errors was doubled as 
either party could record the information 
wrongly, resulting in an incorrect or 
incomplete delivery, and ultimately, 
an unhappy customer. To counter the 
possibility of error, an additional checking 
procedure was put in place that took up 
even more time and resources.
 
Other challenges faced included the time 
spent locating goods to be shipped within 
the warehouse. With no automated system 
in place, the company was often at the 
mercy of the memory of the storekeeper 
and significant time was wasted on a daily 
basis searching through stock. 

ORGANISATION
West-Street Carrier Pte Ltd

 

INDUSTRY
Logistics

CHALLENGE
The company’s entire logistics operation 
processes were performed manually, 
resulting in West-Street Carrier having to 
deal with inaccuracies, inefficiencies, and 
ultimately risk of late deliveries.

SOLUTION 
A cloud-based warehouse management 
system that doubles as a convenient 
Business Continuity Management solution. 

BENEFITS
• Cost savings with no lump-sum capital 

investment and more efficient stock 
control

• Increased productivity through 
reduced data entry

• Speedier delivery through automation 
of stock tracking and mobile tracking

• Information accessible 24/7

The Solution
West-Street Carrier turned to the 
services of Boon Software to propose a 
solution that would boost productivity of 
operations, reduce operational costs and 
result in faster, accurate deliveries and 
greater throughput of orders per day, all 
without the need for lump-sum capital 
expenditure. Symphony WMS-Cloud, a  

cloud-based warehouse management 
system (WMS), fits the need perfectly.
Hosted on Amazon Web Services, the 
cloud-based WMS is a subscription-
based Software-as-a-Service designed 
to simplify infrastructure management, 
allowing businesses to deploy more quickly 
at lower cost without reliance on complex 
software and hardware management. 
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With no procurement, installation or 
maintenance of hardware or software 
required, Boon Software was able to 
deploy and maintain the cloud-based 
WMS for West-Street Carrier in a secure 
environment on the public cloud, and take 
care of security, availability, performance, 
backup and upgrade issues automatically.

The Result
In terms of immediate cost savings, the 
cloud-based solution allowed West-Street 
Carrier to manage costs by spreading 
out expenses through an affordable and 
scalable monthly subscription-based 
model, saving the business an estimated 
S$25,000 of investment on hardware 
servers and an estimated S$2,500 per 
month on IT personnel to manage the 
servers and ensure continuous data 
availability.

Removing the need for West-Street Carrier 
to invest up to an additional S$50,000 on 
physical Business Continuity Management 
(BCM) fail-safe was an added boon. The 
cloud-based solution provides an effective 
BCM solution at no added cost simply 
because it is hosted on the cloud.

With no physical servers to worry about, 
and therefore no risk of data being lost 
to hardware failure or accidental fire, 
West-Street Carrier has the full assurance 
of 100% uptime and business continuity 
24/7, with access to information 
anytime from anywhere with an Internet 
connection.

Beyond the cost savings, operations have 
been simplified. Orders are now fully 
automated, reducing errors; data entry 
needs to be done only once, reducing 
time spent in the shipping preparation 
and inventory monitoring processes; and 
staff are freed up to spend time on more 
mission-critical areas of the business. 

Items for delivery are now easily 
traced in the warehouse using barcode-
scanning devices and inventory control 
is fully automated, making inventory 
management more cost efficient and 
freeing up warehouse space in the process.

The business can now measure its 
productivity with the aid of the solution’s 
real-time operational dashboards and 
over 100 standard reports, allowing the 
business to track KPIs in all aspects of its 
business operations.

An integrated mobility module also allows 
West-Street Carriers’ field operators to 
print shipment barcodes on the go and 
close each delivery job electronically 
using the associated app on any Android 
tablet. West-Street Carrier can therefore 
track the completion of each delivery 
and allocate its field resources to other 
deliveries as needed for greater efficiency 
and customer service. In short, the cloud-
based WMS has exponentially increased 
business productivity for West-Street 
Carrier now that the business is fully 
managed at the simple touch of a screen.
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Sea Cargo-Support Firm Conqueror Express 
Improves Manpower Management with Cloud

For manpower-centric businesses like stevedoring firms, timely management of scare 
and scattered resources has always been a challenge. Methods have either been time-
consuming, expensive, or both. Singapore-based stevedoring firm Conqueror Express 
Pte Ltd faced the same issue until January 2014, when it began shopping for a scalable 
(and more importantly, reliable) solution for manpower notification challenges. Low-
cost, customisable, ability to reach scattered manpower in neighbouring countries as 
well were some of the criteria. Then, the SME decided to turn to the cloud.

The Challenge
“In Singapore, manpower crunch is faced 
across all sectors. More so by service firms 
heavily reliant on low-skilled manpower,” 
said Mr Zainudin Dollah, Conqueror 
Express’ IT Manager. “Singapore will 
increasingly face this challenge, so it 
is important for firms like ours to look 
elsewhere to fill the gap.”

Elsewhere, according to Mr Dollah, 
includes neighbouring countries such as 
Malaysia. “It is common for our workers 
to live in Johor Bahru and commute to 
Singapore. Some of them have no choice, 
as the cost of renting a room in Singapore 
is too high for them to maintain.”

In the past, service firms such as 
Conqueror Express would manage 
scattered manpower through the time-
consuming method of calling the relevant 
resources. “There are many disadvantages 
to that,” shared Mr Dollah. 

“One, the caller, usually seated at the 
headquarters, may not speak all the 
languages needed to communicate 
with the workers. Two, it is very time-
consuming, and time is precious. Three, 
some of the workers tend to forget the 
details when you communicate over the 
phone. Or worse, miscommunication may 
arise.”

Hence, the planning team at Conqueror 
Express decided that a more reliable, 
sustainable and scalable system needed 
to be implemented. “It’s a good thing that 
technology has evolved and given us more 
options to solve operational challenges. 
Before, it is usually a matter of how much 
more money is needed to solve the same 
issues!”

ORGANISATION
Conqueror Express Pte Ltd

 

INDUSTRY
Logistics and Transportation

CHALLENGE
As a stevedoring firm in Singapore, 
relevant manpower is both scare and 
an increasing challenge to manage. 
Also, the schedule of vessel arrivals is 
often uncertain and subject to change. 
Conqueror Express needed an accessible, 
quick and low-cost method of managing 
its scare and scattered manpower base.

SOLUTION 
Conqueror Express turned to a cloud-
based SMS delivery platform to manage 
its contract manpower resources, giving 
its duty managers anywhere, anytime 
access.

BENEFITS 
• Low-cost access

• Efficient management of manpower 
notification

• Ability to preset message content and 
timing

• Scalable easily without huge 
investments
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Low cost of use. Easy access. Scalable. 
Flexible. Low training requirement. What 
would fit this list? When Conqueror Express 
turned to TalariaX Pte Ltd, the latter offered 
a cloud-based SMS notification platform. This 
Software-as-a-Service offers its users Web-
based access to a pre-configurable platform 
that doubles as a reporting tool.

Cloud + Mobile = Solving A Traditional 
Challenge
“When Conqueror Express approached us 
for ideas, they were dealing with a growing 
and ever-changing database of manpower 
resource details. But that wasn’t the biggest 
challenge for the team,” recalled Mr Wong 
Jeat Shyan, Founder of TalariaX.

In addition to a list of changing human 
resource details, Conqueror Express faced 
the bigger challenge of matching weekly-lined 
manpower resources to a rapidly changing 
vessel arrival schedule.

“There are so many factors at play that can 
throw all our planning into disarray,” sighed 
Mr Dollah. “Our company would meticulously 
plan for the week ahead, based on orders and 
the manpower database. This would usually 
result in a schedule published every Sunday.”

“However, the condition of the sea is not 
a factor anyone can control. There could 
also be unforeseen export administrative 
issues, delivery issues on land, or a host of 
other problems. This would result in the first 
problem of vessel parking along the coast.”

When that happens, explained Mr Dollah, 
relevant manpower needed to be notified 
quickly. 

“You see, most of our workers are on contract 
terms, and some live across Singapore’s 
border. This helps to solve the issue of 
scarcity. But they need to be informed of 
the place to report, time to report, details of 
vessel to support and the right team to join 
for specific jobs,” continued Mr Dollah.

“Many cannot speak or read English, but most 
are familiar with the use of a mobile phone. 
So we believe that the best way to reach 
them is through SMS. This enables them to 
read messages with certainty, or seek help 
in the communications. Also, when there are 
changes to the schedule, we need to inform 
them quickly, through a channel that these 
workers have the most access.

Hence we chose the use of a cloud-based 
SMS delivery platform.”

According to Mr Wong, the platform allows 
Mr Dollah and his management team 
the flexibility to pre-configure manpower 
groups, pre-set message content and line 
up messages for future delivery. This is 
an especially important feature as not all  
thecontract workers are hired for the same 
set of skills. 

“For any one job, there is a need for key men, 
lashing men and car jockeys. With the cloud-
based platform, our duty managers are able 
to create job-specific manpower lists with 
corresponding contact details. 

Also, when there is a time-critical change 
in the schedule of a vessel’s arrival, all 
members within a specific team are informed 
at the same time, with the same message, 
in the same way. This reduces possible 
miscommunication and raises operational 
productivity.”

Mr Dollah went on to share that since the 
solution is cloud-based, there is a “possibility 
to improve features currently available”.

“Having a solution that is on the cloud is not 
just about financial benefits or scalability, but 
also the opportunity to develop and expand 
its set of features to fit our company’s ever 
changing needs.”
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GlobalFoundries Improves Decision Making 
on Production Line with Cloud Solution

Launched in March 2009, GlobalFoundries is the world’s first full-service semiconductor 
foundry with a global manufacturing and technology footprint.

With some 13,000 employees and more than 160 customers around the world, the 
company provides a unique combination of advanced technology, manufacturing 
excellence and global operations.

To maximise the use of costly equipment used in wafer fabrication, the company 
sought a new way of operating in 2014, using a novel automatic decision-making 
system to manage bottlenecks in the production line.

The system should also be flexible and scalable enough to meet the demands of 
the industry which runs round the clock in a fast-moving pace unlike any other. 
GlobalFoundries turned to a cloud-based solution for its game-changing technology.

The Challenge
As a unique full-service semiconductor 
foundry, GlobalFoundries stays nimble 
to meet changing market demands. 
Optimising the use of costly equipment is 
essential to stay competitive.

In its wafer fabrication production line, 
the sequence to schedule wafer lots – 
the material used to make all sorts of 
electronic chips - to  bottleneck equipment 
is crucial to the manufacturing output.

Because every minute counts in the 
production line, the decision which lot 
of wafers to run next, while avoiding 
equipment re-configuration/re-setup, can 
impact the volume of the output and on-
time delivery to customers.

This decision was previously made by 
experienced operators in the production 
line, who would decide which lot to run 
next and what is the best time to switch 
the equipment configuration for different 
products.

However, the operators may not have the 
complete knowledge of the incoming lots 
and are thus not able to make decisions 
that fully optimise the use of the tools. 
Plus, when an experienced staff leaves 
the company, the knowledge may not be 
passed on. New employees have to learn 
the ropes again.

ORGANISATION
GlobalFoundries
 

INDUSTRY
Semiconductor

CHALLENGE
Optimising the use of machinery in a wafer 
production line is a complex challenge and 
GlobalFoundries had to rely on human 
operators with experience over the years 
to determine when to change the tools 
configuration in between production runs.

SOLUTION
GlobalFoundries turned to a flexible, 
scalable cloud-based decision-making 
solution that would reduce the human 
factor and lower the unpredictability in 
each production cycle. This improved 
efficiency dramatically.

BENEFITS
• Optimised usage of equipment

• Clearer decision-making process

• Scalability to meet changing demands
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The Solution 

In 2014, GlobalFoundries sought an 
automated dispatching system that would 
always make the best decisions on the next 
lot to run in the wafer fabrication production 
line. While many of its human operators 
were undoubtedly experienced, an intelligent 
system that has access to all the lots in the 
queue could make better decisions and 
optimise the use of the equipment.

Developed by Singapore’s D-SIMLAB 
Technologies in 2014, the solution enables  
optimal dispatching, taking into consideration 
production targets and constraints.

The sequence of lots to be dispatched is 
determined after the system has run through 
various permutations, ensuring output is 
maximised without compromising on-time 
delivery. Powered by a simulation-based 
optimisation algorithm, the system is able 
to show the expected performance of the 
production line given the different dispatch 
sequences it has tested out. An operator then 
picks the optimal one. 

To ensure that the system can meet increased 
demand, it is hosted on a private cloud that 
enables it to scale easily and be securely and 
reliably managed for its mission-critical use. 
In general, 32 processors are used, and this 
can be increased quickly to support the 24/7 
production line. 

With this, GlobalFoundries can add computing 
nodes quickly and  does not have to worry 
about how the processing load is distributed 
because the system is designed to scale up 
with more compute power.

Benefits  
The company’s production line equipment, 
a heavy capital investment, can now be run 
optimally in a 24/7 environment to produce a 
high mix of electronic chips of all kinds.

With the automated decision making process, 
GlobalFoundries can operate with optimised 
dispatch sequences that maximise output. 
Instead of human operators estimating how 
to do this, the system points the way forward 
after running through the possible scenarios.

This also works when the situation has 
changed, for example, with new product 
mixes. The software is able to run until it 
cannot improve on the output any further. 
And it does so within two minutes each time, 
so there is little time wasted while waiting for 
a decision to be made by the system.

“This is particularly helpful when setting up at 
a part of the production line that sees heavy 
workload and can end up being the bottleneck 
to the entire manufacturing process”, said 
Mr Gan Boon Ping, Chief Technology Officer 
of D-SIMLAB, the company which also 
implemented the solution.

This also lessens the load for the operators 
as typically 5 operators are responsible for 
15 to 16 tools at one time, he explained. “It’s 
very taxing for operators to make the decision 
sometimes when they are already tasked 
with a heavy workload.”

Yet another key benefit of the system is its 
scalability. Designed to work on a cloud-based 
platform from the start, the solution allows 
GlobalFoundries to add computing power 
whenever it needs to. This is important in an 
industry where every minute counts in terms 
of dollars and cents. 

Instead of slowly setting new servers up 
to join the server pool, the cloud platform 
enables new hardware to be plugged in 
easily by distributing the workload among 
the servers available. Hosted internally as a 
private cloud, the system also provides the 
reliability and security required of mission-
critical processes, as well as the assuredness 
and control desired by GlobalFoundries.
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Job Management System Scales with Business Needs 
TCC Group Boosts Operations with Cloud-based System
Cloud model enables the system to scale cost-effectively 

Established in 2004, TCC Group is one of Singapore’s largest manpower agencies 
with a database of over 20,000 casual workers. It supplies service staff to more 
than 200 hotel and retail clients across the island to meet their immediate or ad hoc 
manpower needs.

The Challenge
Every month, TCC Group mobilizes 
between 3,000 and 5,000 casual workers  
to meet the manpower needs of its clients. 
It used to call or text its workers to check 
on their work availability. At the actual 
event, a duty manager would use paper 
attendance lists to do attendance taking  
and after the event, these attendance lists 
had to be manually entered into the back 
office system at the head office, a process 
which could take up to two hours.

To streamline its operations, increase 
efficiency and improve accountability, 
TCC Group developed a Job Management 
System (JMS) and piloted it with one of its 
business units, TCC Hospitality Resources, 
using an in-house server. After a successful 
trial run, it decided to deploy the system to 
support its other business units.  However, 
the in-house server did not have the 
capacity to handle the increased load, so it 
had to look for other options. 

The Solution
The use of externally-hosted dedicated 
servers was ruled out due to  the ad-
hoc nature of the manpower outsourcing 
business which made it difficult for TCC 
Group to nail down its system resource 
requirements upfront. Cloud computing 
presented a more attractive option. The 
cloud service provider (CSP), ReadySpace, 
was able to provide a virtual environment 
for TCC Group, enabling it to increase 
server resources “within a couple of 
minutes”, said Mr Bryant Guan, Head of 
Marcom and IT, TCC Group. With this, TCC 
Group could be sure of meeting system 
resource requirements even when big 
orders came in.

ORGANISATION
TCC Group

INDUSTRY
Professional Services

CHALLENGE
Having piloted the Job Management 
System to streamline and automate its 
operations,  TCC Group faced a problem 
with its in-house IT servers, scaling down 
to a need for a  solution for  its other 
business units. 

SOLUTION 
TCC Group decided to adopt and 
implement cloud infrastructure which 
allows it to provision, manage and pay 
for resources such as CPUs, memory and 
storage on an on-demand basis.

BENEFITS 
• Manpower and telecom savings 

• Flexible and scalable IT resources to 
meet dynamic business needs

• Savings on IT infrastructure

• Alleviates IT talent crunch 

ReadySpace was also able to address 
TCC Group’s concerns over reliability 
as well as backup and recovery, should 
the cloud go down. The cloud computing 
model allows the JMS to switch over 
seamlessly to another virtual server and 
continue running. In December 2013, 
TCC Group moved JMS to the cloud. 
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The cloud-based JMS includes an app which 
notifies its part-timers about upcoming 
jobs, allowing  them to confirm their 
availability. The same app is also used by 
hotel and retail clients to check how quickly 
their staffing needs are being fulfilled.

TCC Group also has a smartphone app 
which allows duty managers to record 
staff attendances by scanning the workers’ 
Near Field Communication (NFC) enabled 
badges. The data is then uploaded to the 
cloud over a 3G mobile connection.

Security is another important consideration 
for TCC Group as its database holds 
the personal particulars of thousands of 
casual  workers. To address this, TCC 
Group encrypts the JMS database and 
incorporates strong access controls. For 
example, the JMS apps cannot be accessed 
unless the user has a client or employee 
account, registered with his/her device’s 
hardware identification number with TCC 
Group. The CSP also provide safeguards 
such as firewalls and defences against 
Distributed Denial of Service attacks.

Benefits
The cloud-based JMS has enabled TCC 
Group to reduce the number of hours spent 
in contacting casual workers using phone 
calls or text messages. For example, it used 
to take five office staff up to three days to 
contact thousands of workers in order to 
get 500 casual workers for a banquet. With 
JMS, this can now be done within a day 
with push notifications via the mobile app.
 
The ability to scale resources according to 
demand is not only cost-effective, it also 
provides TCC Group with the flexibility it 
needs to grow its business and expand 
overseas.

At the event, NFC-tagged staff passes 
enable each worker to sign in within 
seconds instead of minutes, and the 
automatic upload of this data to the cloud 
eliminates the need to manually enter 
attendance lists at backend.

The manpower savings made possible 
by the cloud-based JMS has enabled TCC 
Group to redeploy its full-time staff to 
value-added tasks such as training the 
casual workers, addressing their queries 
and coordinating the movement of service 
staff between clients. 

TCC Group can also provide computing 
resources on the fly to power the JMS 
and its mobile apps. The ability to scale 
resources according to demand is not only 
cost-effective, it also provides TCC with 
the flexibility it needs to grow its business 
and expand overseas -  such as China, 
Taiwan and South Korea. The use of cloud 
computing has also enabled TCC Group to 
leverage infrastructure that would have 
been very costly to set up on its own. 

Referring to the redundant power supply 
data lines and air conditioning systems as 
well as the physical security offered by its 
CSP, Mr Guan said, “For us to set up this 
kind of environment, it would have cost us 
much more than what we were paying, plus 
we would need experienced technicians 
to manage the servers, so the total cost 
would come up to even more than that.”

TCC Group currently has three IT staff in 
Singapore and another nine outsourced 
from China. With the use of the cloud 
services model, it has been able to rely on 
its current manpower resources without 
having to recruit and train additional IT 
personnel to manage the JMS.
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Catering for different needs of cloud users 
from basic to one with high confidentiality, 

high integrity & high availability
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Border Control Security Solutions Firm Achieves 
MTCS Standard: Greater Assurance to Clients 

Since 2012, Singapore-based border control and security solutions firm Auctorizium 
has supported an international portfolio of organisations which needed to implement 
credentials-based security. As technology evolves and the need for greater 
sophistication of security detection increases, the management team at Auctorizium 
began to harness the power of cloud-based infrastructures, for flexibility, scalability 
and the deployment of mission-critical applications. But some of its clients expressed 
doubts: was the cloud “safe”; and by which standards? The Auctorizium team knew 
that in order for the team to maintain a foothold in the global marketplace, greater 
credibility and assurance needed to be given to its clients.

The Challenge
“When the concept of ‘cloud’ was new 
some years back, the buzz on the streets 
was always about being able to provide 
quick, comparatively cheaper, and the 
sharable information on cloud,” recalled Mr 
R. Rajeshkumar, Chief Executive Officer of 
Auctorizium Pte Ltd, a border control and 
security solutions firms headquartered in 
Singapore. 

“So many in the industry adopted the 
cloud with a ‘try-and-see’ attitude, but 
were quickly won over. The benefits were 
obvious!”

But when it came to solutions meant 
for highly confidential usage e.g. within 
financial institutions and security 
companies, potential users became more 
cautious, said Mr Rajesh. “It also didn’t 
help that some cloud service providers 
(CSPs) didn’t do so much homework, or 
plan for strong and stringent processes. 
So that affected the public perception.”

However, perceptions have since improved 
tremendously, as education became 
widespread, said Mr Rajesh.  “That’s what 
was needed, to get people on the same 
page. There had to be a concerted effort 
by a respected organization to bring 
perceptions to the right point, and this 
would help the industry grow.” So it was 
“good news” to solutions providers such 
as Auctorizium when they learnt about 
the launch of the Multi-Tier Cloud Security 
Singapore Standards (MTCS SS), because 
now “the industry can work towards the 
same goals, and users would be assured 
of what they are getting”.

ORGANISATION
Auctorizium Pte Ltd

INDUSTRY
Global security solutions

CHALLENGE
As a global security solutions provider 
which offers cloud-based packages, 
Auctorizium faced an increasingly 
challenging environment. How could the 
team best assure clients of a top-notch 
package that is backed by well-grounded 
processes?

SOLUTION 
Auctorizium obtained the MTCS SS and 
ISO 27001 certification in mid-2014. 
Since then, the team has bolstered and 
tightened internal processes because 
“providing our global clients with the 
strongest solution is the only way to go”.

BENEFITS 
• Adherence to strict, globally approved 

standards

• Assurance to users of strong 
infrastructure, backed by benefits of 
cloud-based systems.
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Launched in late 2013, MTCS SS was 
developed under the Information 
Technology Standards Committee (ITSC) 
to provide businesses with greater clarity 
on the levels of security offered by CSPs.

It is based on the ISO 27001/02 
Information Security Management System 
(ISMS) standards, covering service-
oriented information included in service 
level agreements. This counts areas such 
as incident and problem management, 
data retention, sovereignty, portability, 
liability, availability, business continuity 
and disaster recovery.

The Road to Global Assurance
After getting in touch with the Infocomm 
Development Authority of Singapore 
(IDA), Auctorizium decided that if it 
needed to improve (or maintain) its global 
competitiveness, the company could not 
rely on merely a product offering that the 
team is convinced about.

The other critical part of the package was 
to convince the global market. And the 
answer to that was to obtain a globally-
accepted certification standard that would 
assure, and maintain trust between the 
service provider and users.

Rajesh said: “It was a no-brainer, simply 
because we have every intention to be in 
the business for a long time, as we are firm 
believers in the benefits of cloud-based 
systems!” 

“Once the management decided this was 
the way to go, the team wasted no time. 
We sought assistance from IDA on how 
best to proceed, and within days, started 
on initial engagements with the approved 
consultants.”

In March 2014, the Auctorizium team 
prepared themselves to obtain two 
certification standards: the ISO 27001 and 
the MTCS SS. 

The ISO27001 was a certification standard 
which would be indicative of a company’s 
level of adherence to its business goals and 
processes referred to best practices. 

MTCS SS ensures that CSPs have in place a 
stringent, robust and flexible infrastructure 
as part of their cloud-based product 
offering.

“We started with the gap analysis, which 
showed us where the room for improvement 
exists. The management took sufficient 
time and careful consideration towards 
the next steps prior to preparing for the 
certification audit processes.

The audit itself was relatively painless and 
rather quick, though we have to admit that 
stringent standards set as the criteria to 
obtaining the certification got us to see a 
rather thorough process,” recalled Rajesh.

In all, Auctorizium spent no more than 
eight months going through initial gap 
analysis, refinement of internal processes 
(“the major portion of the journey”), and 
a six-day period for the final certification 
audit.

“Now, our clients have greater peace 
of mind when we tell them that a cloud-
based solution is a secure option. And they 
accept it, without hesitation. That’s why 
it is important for the industry to adopt 
the mindset to ‘get on the same page’ 
via the certifications first, before they can 
efficiently convince skeptics. Then we could 
use the time more efficiently to harness 
more potential from the cloud!”
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Amazon Web Services Supports IDA’s Call to 
Promote Cloud Computing with MTCS Certification

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a dynamic, growing business unit within Amazon.com 
offering a broad set of global compute, storage, database, analytics, application and 
deployment services that help organisations move faster, lower IT costs and scale 
applications. 

These services are trusted by the largest enterprises and the hottest start-ups to power 
a wide variety of workloads including: web and mobile applications, data processing 
and warehousing, storage, archive and many others.

Through its services, AWS has been powering more than one million active customers 
across 190 countries around the world. So when IDA called for cloud computing 
proposals to promote the adoption of cloud computing in Singapore through the 
IDA(T) 1242 – Public Cloud Services Bulk Tender, AWS took up MTCS certification in 
early 2014 to show its support for the initiative.

The Challenge
In today’s digital age, the adoption of the 
latest technological advances is crucial 
for growth and sustainability. As more 
companies move to the cloud, countries too 
have to develop systems and infrastructure 
to remain competitive, and Singapore is no 
exception.

Over the years, the nation has been 
upgrading its IT infrastructure in line 
with its goal of becoming the world’s first 
Smart Nation. With the Next-Generation 
Nationwide Broadband Network coming into 
place, the Infocomm Development Authority 
of Singapore (IDA) has noted a paradigm 
shift in computing and the need for a cloud 
computing ecosystem that promotes greater 
efficiency at the Whole-of-Government level. 
With this in mind, IDA launched the Public 
Cloud Services Bulk Tender to source for 
cloud service providers (CSPs) to meet the 
computing needs of the nation. 

As one of the world’s leading CSPs, AWS has 
been helping businesses around the world 
manage their IT needs by providing a highly 
reliable, scalable, low-cost infrastructure 
platform in the cloud. Over the years, it 
has enabled companies to stay agile and 
remain competitive in today’s digital age. As 
such, it is no wonder that AWS responded 
to IDA’s call for cloud services. In doing so, 
the company decided to undertake MTCS 
certification.

ORGANISATION
Amazon Web Services

INDUSTRY
Cloud services, web services

CHALLENGE
The company had to undertake MTCS 
certification to participate in the IDA(T) 
1242 –  Public Services Cloud Bulk Tender.

SOLUTION 
AWS attained MTCS Level 3 certification, 
enabling it to qualify for the IDA(T) 1242 
Public Services Cloud Bulk Tender

BENEFITS
• Security assurance up to highly 

confidential information on AWS

• Reinforcement of AWS’ commitment 
to its customers
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To achieve the certification, AWS had 
to meet the stringent security and 
operational requirements for CSPs set out 
by SPRING to meet Level 3 certification. 
In preparation, the company engaged 
with an external certification body to 
perform an audit and assessment of its 
processes and controls to ensure that 
it was operating in alignment with the 
comprehensive certification criteria.
 
The certification assessment required 
AWS to:
• systematically evaluate its 

information security risks, taking into 
account the impact of organisational 
threats and vulnerabilities;

• design and implement a 
comprehensive suite of information 
security controls and other forms 
of risk management to address 
organisational and architecture 
security risks; and

• adopt an overarching management 
process to ensure that the information 
security controls meet all the required 
information security needs on an 
ongoing basis.

As AWS was already certified in various 
other global certifications and compliance 
programmes, such as ISO 270001 and 
Service Organisation Control (SOC) 
1 and 2, and had already met these 
requirements previously, it was only a 
matter of refining certain functions and 
adhering to the required additional checks 
in order to meet MTCS requirements. 

In September 2014, AWS became the 
first global CSP to achieve the MTCS 
Level 3 certification.

With the certification, the company was 
qualified to participate in the bid for the 
IDA(T) 1242 – Public Cloud Services Bulk 
Tender, enabling Singapore Government 
agencies to easily procure cloud services 
through AWS. 

The achievement of the most stringent 
security certification level under MTCS 
has also boosted AWS’ credibility and 
position in the market, and given agencies 
and organisations greater confidence 
in engaging the company’s services to 
host and process their sensitive data in 
Singapore.

Mr Peter Moore, Asia Pacific Managing 
Director, APAC Global Public Sector, 
Amazon Web Services Singapore, 
commented on AWS’ achievement of 
the MTCS certification, saying: “As the 
first global CSP to achieve MTCS Level 
3 certification, Amazon Web Services is 
reinforcing its commitment to provide 
world-class security for customers 
using AWS to store their data and run 
applications in Singapore and around the 
world.” 

He went on to add that Amazon Web 
Services looks forward to continuing to 
help organisations move more workloads 
to AWS so that they can achieve 
significant cost savings, eliminate the 
undifferentiated heavy lifting of managing 
IT and speed time-to-market of new 
products and services for their customers 
or citizens.
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Microsoft Adopts Singapore’s Multi-Tiered Cloud 
Security Standard for Azure and Office 365

One of the biggest infocomm companies in the world and also the provider of cloud-
based services through its Azure cloud platform and Office 365 productivity software, 
Microsoft was certified for Singapore’s new Multi-Tiered Cloud Security Standard for 
Singapore (Level 1) in October 2014.

It was the first global cloud service provider to achieve the certification across both 
its Infrastructure-as-a-Service and Software-as-a-Service offerings, reinforcing its 
commitment to develop a holistic, trustworthy cloud for customers. The company had 
considered whether to add another international certification to its already credible list 
of certifications required to operate in various markets. 

Receiving the Singapore certification, it believed, would be a plus in meeting new 
challenges that were always emerging. The tighter controls could shape how other 
countries move towards more secure cloud deployments.

The Issue
As a global cloud service provider, 
Microsoft already complied with respected 
international standards, such as ISO 
27001, SOC1 and SOC2, when it considered 
certification for Singapore’s Multi-Tiered 
Cloud Security (MTCS) in 2014.

Many of these were useful in helping to 
define what a trusted cloud environment was 
for customers to safely place their business 
data and workloads on the Microsoft Azure 
cloud platform and use the Office 365 online 
productivity tools every day.

In following these standards, Microsoft 
worked towards a holistic, robust cloud 
solution. However, following every single 
standard in the market was impossible, 
as well as costly, as each defined different 
areas to be complied with.

The company was not for adopting as many 
standards as possible, but only the most 
important and practical ones, said Mr Pierre 
Noel, Microsoft’s Chief Security Officer for 
Asia.  

He noted that some of the existing 
standards were updated once every few 
years, so there were new trends and issues 
in between the updates which a different 
standard could address. 

Ultimately, he said, the new requirements 
had to make sense, to make customers feel 
safe placing their data in the Microsoft cloud.

ORGANISATION
Microsoft

  

INDUSTRY
Infocomm

CHALLENGE 
Microsoft is constantly improving its cloud 
offerings by supporting the best global 
cloud security standards. They streamline 
and unify processes, practices, products 
and services across multiple data centres 
across countries to meet emerging 
requirements

SOLUTION
Getting certified for Singapore’s new cloud 
security standard means that it is aligned 
with the latest requirements as well as 
forward-looking ones.

BENEFITS
• Compliant with future-ready standard

• Improved offerings win client trust

The Solution 
In 2014, Microsoft began considering 
obtaining certification for MTCS. It would 
set out to meet requirements that included 
many that were familiar to the company, 
as well as ones that would be new and 
more advanced for future applications.
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Gaining certification would mean 
going through stringent and rigorous 
assessments by the MTCS certification 
body, which was to carry out the 
independent audits.

After being certified, Microsoft would have 
a wide range of hardware and software 
offerings tied to its Azure and Office 365 
services deemed as highly trusted cloud 
environments. 

For Azure cloud services, these included 
virtual machines, cloud services, storage 
services, virtual networks, Azure SQL 
DB and Azure Active Directory. When it 
came to Office 365 services, the audited 
portions included Exchange Online, 
SharePoint Online (including Project 
Online), and Lync Online.

The certification covered the Asia-Pacific 
region (including Singapore, Hong Kong, 
Japan, Australia), Europe (Ireland, the 
Netherlands), and the United States 
(Illinois, Iowa, Texas, California and 
Virginia).

In October 2014, Microsoft was officially 
certified for MTCS Level 1, which added 
new controls for cloud security that would 
benefit customers ultimately. Auditors 
were satisfied after two weeks of checks.

Benefits  
Being certified for MTCS Level 1 has 
enabled Microsoft to meet increasingly 
demanding requirements for even more 
secure and trusted cloud solutions. 

Mr Noel said the controls in place would 
build more trust with customers who 
base their operations on Microsoft’s cloud 
solutions. At the same time, they help 
reduce the risk of possible data leakage 
at a time when high-profile incidents of 
hackers stealing private data are rife, he 
added.

An example of such controls is limiting 
how much access different staff could 
have to the data that customers own, and 
how segregated each part of the network 
had to be. While there are common 
standards on these controls, new ones 
can be drawn up to meet changing issues, 
such as data theft. 

New cloud security standards such as 
MTCS enable cloud service providers such 
as Microsoft to be ahead of the game and 
cater to emerging risks, said Mr Noel.

“We already meet many existing 
standards, so now with MTCS certification, 
we are going one step ahead,” he added. 

From the physical security of data centres 
to the configuration of firewalls to the 
background checks on staff operating 
the data centres that provide the cloud 
services, he said Microsoft had passed all 
audits for the MTCS Level 1 certification. 

This, he added, would inspire even more 
confidence from customers who already 
believe in the professionally-run Azure 
and Office 365 offerings today.

He expects more data centres and cloud 
service providers to embrace the new 
MTCS standard in the years ahead, 
because the controls defined by it will 
enable them to meet new challenges in 
cloud security.

Companies will see its benefits after 
adopting it, he added. “Obtaining MTCS 
certification is sound. It makes a lot of 
sense.”
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Easishare Boosts its Cloud Security with 
MTCS Certification

Easishare, a product of Inspire-Tech, is an enterprise file management system that 
enables organisations to share content easily and efficiently, whether their employees 
are working in or away from the office. 

As a Software-as-a-Service provider that offers services on the cloud, Easishare places 
a heavy emphasis on data security – offering a robust platform where users can 
connect and collaborate anytime, anywhere, in real-time. Administration is also a 
breeze as the IT department is given admin rights to manage its own pool of users 
and devices. 

Already an IDA-accredited product, Easishare further fortified its security framework 
when it achieved Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standards (MTCS) Level 1 certification in 
October 2014.

The Challenge
As a SaaS, Easishare gives organisations 
a one-stop platform for individuals 
and teams to collaborate effectively, 
anytime, anywhere. Users can quickly 
share large files, access up-to-date 
critical information on their desktops or 
smart devices and enjoy real-time file 
synchronisation and backup. Since its 
Easishare solution deals with sensitive 
and confidential information, Inspire-Tech 
views security and privacy as an utmost 
priority. Factor in the fact that such data 
are kept online and on the cloud, the risks 
of a security breach are even greater.
 
A firm believer in industry compliance, 
Inspire-Tech has been a keen participant 
in the Accreditation@IDA programme 
and its Easishare solution was already 
certified as an IDA-accredited product. 
But with companies increasingly taking to 
the cloud and the next wave of adoption 
set to be taken up by government 
agencies and enterprises, Inspire-Tech 
aims to tap on these markets for new 
sources of revenue. 

Moreover, government entities deal in 
matters of national security so being 
able to safeguard such information is 
key. To further fortify its cloud security 
capabilities and strengthen its product 
appeal for these target markets, the 
company decided to pursue MTCS 
certification for its Easishare solution.

ORGANISATION
Inspire-Tech

INDUSTRY
Cloud services, SaaS

CHALLENGE 
The company wanted to boost its 
product’s cloud security capabilities and 
strengthen its product appeal to capture 
new markets.

SOLUTION 
Inspire-Tech attained MTCS certification 
for its Easishare product, boosting its 
cloud security capabilities and providing 
users with greater peace of mind.

BENEFITS
• Improved security processes and 

technical controls

• Enhanced industry recognition
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The Solution
In June 2014, Inspire-Tech embarked on 
its journey towards MTCS compliance. As 
part of the process, the company had to 
meet stringent security and operational 
requirements for cloud service providers 
(CSPs) prescribed by the MTCS Singapore 
Standards.

In its preparation, the company partnered 
with Acclivis Technologies, a local CSP, to 
leverage its platform and provide top-notch 
hosting services for its clients. Inspire-
Tech also engaged a certification body to 
perform an audit and ensure that it fulfilled 
all the relevant requirements. 

Mr Max Chan, Regional Sales Director 
at Inspire-Tech shared: “As a result of 
having been a part of the Accreditation@ 
IDA programme, in terms of security 
and operational processes, many of our 
functions have already undergone a very 
extensive check. So when it came to 
complying with MTCS, it was just a matter 
of refining several functions and adhering 
to the required additional checks in order 
to meet the requirements.”

The Result
By undergoing the rigorous process of 
MTCS certification, Inspire-Tech was able 
to boost Easishare’s security processes and 
technical controls to provide an even higher 
standard of service for its users. Mr Chan 
explained: “With the MTCS certification, 
many of our Easishare customers are able 
to rest easy knowing that they are adopting 
a cloud-based quality solution with MTCS 
Singapore Standards.”

He encourages other CSPs and providers 
offering cloud related services to adopt this 
industry standard as it serves as a form of 
assurance for customers. For companies 
who are working towards achieving 
certification, Mr Chan has some words 
of advice. “It is crucial that you dedicate 
sufficient resources and a strong team to 
work on this certification as there are many 
requirements to fulfil,” he shares.

Since attaining its MTCS certification, 
Inspire-Tech has seen an increased 
number of enquiries for its product and 
the company is looking forward to turning 
some of these opportunities into viable 
projects.
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Doors Open as NewMedia Express gets MTCS 
Certified

Since establishing in Singapore in 2003, NewMedia Express has been a dynamic, 
innovative firm providing a myriad of Internet services. These range from Web hosting 
to e-commerce platforms for clients big and small.

The company started offering cloud-based solutions in recent years as customers 
increasingly sought the flexibility, scalability and affordability they provided. Today, 
NewMedia Express counts Singapore government as its key customer. One issue 
that NewMedia Express had heard from customers over the years was the need for 
improved security, in particular, to protect the data stored on a public cloud. 

Rather than go through the same audits for each potential customers, NewMedia 
Express sought to be certified as a Multi-Tier Cloud Security certified cloud service 
provider (CSP). This gave customers the assurance that required security systems and 
practices were in place.

The Challenge
Security is a big question that many CSPs 
have to answer, especially after high-
profile break-ins of online servers in banks 
and other institutions in recent years.

The same question comes up often 
for NewMedia Express as well, when it 
meets its customers, that include several 
Singapore government agencies. 

How can it ensure that the data stored 
on its cloud servers, in particular public 
cloud servers, can be secured against 
cyber attacks or network downtime?

While it has been scaling up its resources, 
from manpower to servers, to meet the 
increasingly stringent requirements, 
NewMedia Express found that it often 
had to explain its security setup to each 
customer that sought such guarantees.

On top of that, it had to be subjected to 
similar audits from different customers, 
despite meeting the requirements sought 
by its customers. Each time it wanted to 
sign up a new customer, it had to repeat 
the audit process again. 

Is there a way, it wondered, to show 
once and for all that it was capable of the 
commonly sought security requirements 
that each vertical industry is after? Can it 
find a way to meet the demands of new 
customer segments, which may have 
higher requirements than its existing 
client base?

ORGANISATION
NewMedia Express

 
INDUSTRY
Infocomm

CHALLENGE
As it expanded its cloud-based services 
to cater to a growing customer base, 
NewMedia Express found that it had to 
satisfy the various security requirements 
that customers needed to be in place. 
Multiple audits were time-consuming and 
not efficient.

SOLUTION
It submitted its practices and systems to 
audits that earned it a certification in the 
new Multi-Tier Cloud Security standard.

BENEFITS
• Improves security and risk 

management

• Targets new customer segments

The Solution 
NewMedia Express decided to get certified for 
Singapore’s Multi-Tier Cloud Security (MTCS) 
standard, which was launched in late 2013. 
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Aimed at providing greater clarity to 
customers on the level of security available, 
it is the world’s first such security standard 
that covers multiple tiers. This way, 
customers know what is offered in terms 
of data retention, sovereignty, business 
continuity and more.

For NewMedia Express, getting MTCS 
certified meant it could face the questions 
on security that customers are increasingly 
asking from CSPs before they entrust their 
data to be hosted on servers.

In April 2014, it started the process of 
MTCS certification. In the next six months, 
it would have to first complete an internal 
audit as well as an external one by the 
certification body before it could earn its 
MTCS certification.

It had to clearly separate cloud services 
running on MTCS-defined processes and 
hardware from those that were not. Plus, 
only a separate team with special access 
rights can handle the servers and network 
in the MTCS-certified cloud offerings.

At the same time, staff had to be screened, 
for example, to check if they had any 
criminal records. The company also agreed 
to regularly run penetration tests and 
network vulnerability scans to proactively 
find any security issues. In late 2014, 
NewMedia Express received its MTCS Level 
1 certification.

Benefits  
Since receiving its certification, NewMedia 
Express has been able to better 
communicate with customers the security 
systems and processes it has in place, 
through the MTCS certification.

At the same time, it has been able to meet 
the requirements of customers that have 
taken to MTCS as a mark of adequate cloud 
security for their applications.

For example, Singapore government 
agencies putting out public information can 
use public CSPs, instead of the government 
data centre, but they have to seek out 
a reliable CSP that has proven security 
measures in place.

For NewMedia Express, earning its MTCS 
certification has enabled it to retain existing 
customers by meeting their more stringent 
requirements, while potentially adding new 
ones that may not have signed up without 
the added assurance of a professionally 
audited security setup.

NewMedia Express’s Founder and Chief 
Technology Officer Alan Woo expects 
business to be boosted by 30 per cent 
with the MTCS certification, as well as the 
improved security levels, in the years ahead. 

The heightened security measures mean 
that NewMedia Express can target new 
customer segments, which it could not tap 
on previously because it did not meet some 
of the additional security requirements set 
out by these customers. 

For example, Software-as-a-Service providers 
could use NewMedia Express’ infrastructure 
to host applications for customers that have 
stringent security requirements. In doing so, 
the SaaS providers do not need to set up their 
own hardware and they can certify their SaaS 
easier.

The same efficiency extends to NewMedia 
Express as well. Instead of being audited by 
different customers, now it can show that 
there are regular checks being done on its 
services as a MTCS-certified CSP.
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Starhub Enters Public Sector Market with MTCS 
Certification; Strengthens Offering to Businesses

StarHub operates Argonar, a multi-tenanted public Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 
cloud platform. The company has been offering its IaaS solutions to the business and 
developer community in Singapore for some years, but drew plans recently for entry 
into the government sector market. While government agencies are attracted to the 
known benefits of the cloud, they house both unclassified and classified data and would 
require highly secure systems to support their needs. To assure its potential clients 
in the government sector, StarHub needs to prove the soundness of its infrastructure 
by meeting a stringent list of criteria, including obtaining MTCS certification. Such 
enhanced infrastructure and platform will also benefit the private sector, provide 
assurance and strengthen its offering to businesses.

The Challenge
“We operate a multi-tenanted public IaaS 
Cloud called Argonar in our Singapore 
facility, which is built on scalable resources 
and has carrier-grade connectivity,” said 
Mr Sunny Tan, Assistant Vice President, 
Enterprise Solutions, Services and Delivery, 
StarHub. “Customers using Argonar today 
include various large and small businesses 
as well as internal teams within StarHub.”

In recent years, the StarHub team began 
to look at opportunities in the public sector, 
and studied the specific needs of these 
projects.

“There were projects we were clearly capable 
of supporting. However given the landscape 
and stringent needs of the government 
sector, we had to assure potential users of 
the strength of our infrastructure, and more 
importantly, our commitment to continually 
be so.”

Mr Tan went on to explain that most cloud 
service providers (CSPs) are acceptable 
of government projects insisting on more 
stringent criteria. 

“Clearly, the security standards for the 
government landscape has to be higher 
than private sector needs, since the 
government holds data of a highly sensitive 
nature,” he said. 

“However, the ‘thing’ about security, which 
everyone recognises, is that there is never a 
‘100 per cent secure’ platform. That is why 
it is critical for an acceptable set of criteria 
to be agreed upon, and adhered to, such as 
the MTCS standard.” 

ORGANISATION
StarHub

INDUSTRY
Telecommunications

CHALLENGE
StarHub supports a wide network of 
organisations and businesses which run 
their operations—or even offer solutions—
on cloud. The company needs to look at 
bolstering the IaaS offering to businesses a 
competitive run in the global marketplace.

SOLUTION 
To achieve the goal of supporting the 
government sector market, StarHub has 
to meet the criterion as a MTCS certified 
supplier. Hence, in addition to the ISO 
27001 certification, the company set about 
to obtain MTCS certification.

BENEFITS 
• Stronger solution package for StarHub’s 

business clients.

• Eligibility to support government 
agencies, which require proven, solid 
cloud solutions.

• Assurance to users of robust 
infrastructure.
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The commitment to adherence of the 
MTCS standard also stemmed from 
StarHub’s role as one of the founding 
members of the Cloud Security Alliance, 
the world’s leading platform for promoting 
cloud security awareness and practices.

MTCS Promotes Risk Mitigation
MTCS (Multi-Tier Cloud Security) is a 
standard developed under the Information 
Technology Standards Committee (ITSC) 
for CSPs. One key goal of the certification 
is to encourage adoption of sound risk 
management and security practices by 
CSPs, through the certification process.

“The whole exercise is about sound risk 
management, and how we choose to 
mitigate the identifiable risks. Every 
business and organisation needs that, 
not only to assure its clients of top-notch 
services, but also as a way to continually 
ensure a solid product offering. 

“When we went through the process 
of certification, there involved a lot of 
thought and self-audit about what was 
the best for customers and users. And 
that was one of the reasons why StarHub 
took the route to the MTCS certification,” 
said Mr Tan. 
 
He viewed the achievement of certification 
as a “natural extension to the existing ISO 
27001 certification”, which the company 
obtained two years before embarking 
upon the MTCS journey.

“StarHub didn’t go in ‘cold’, since we 
were already prepared due to the ISO 
27001 certification achieved a few years 
before our MTCS journey. So, we were 

confident that Argonar’s architecture 
and operations security practices would 
be able to meet the requirements of the 
MTCS standard.”

“Our first step was to determine the delta 
requirements between MTCS and ISO 
27001. Then, we took steps to improve 
our processes in the areas specific to 
MTCS to meet its requirements,” recalled 
Tan. “Due to this approach, the team took 
less time than expected to be ready for 
MTCS certification.”

He estimated a four-year period being 
spent on the ISO 27001 and MTCS 
certifications, with six months dedicated 
to the latter. 

Said Mr Tan: “As MTCS is also a 
management system standard, we were 
fortunate to have formalised and certified 
our management systems with the ISO 
9001 and ISO 27001 certifications. Upon 
receiving analysis of our system, we took 
less than one year to fix the gaps, and 
also took the opportunity to improve on 
the product.” 

He also recalled his team mates as 
agreeing that the whole process was a 
“relatively smooth ride”. 

“Achieving the MTCS certification has 
demonstrated StarHub’s commitment as 
a credible IaaS cloud solutions provider,” 
said Mr Tan. “Given the stringent criteria 
of the audit, and the emphasis placed on 
MTCS by government agencies, our team 
is confident that the certification would 
translate into a positive impact for our 
business.”
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Telin Singapore Enters Singapore Cloud Market;  
Emphasises Stability with MTCS Certification

Telekomunikasi Indonesia International (Telin Singapore) entered the Singapore market 
as a Facility Based Operator license holder, offering full range of telecommunications 
services. In 2011, the company branched out to offer managed solutions through its 
data center, and as a service provider to the B2B sector. 

Although Telin Singapore had the advantage of having its own infrastructure i.e. 
submarine cables and data centers, the Singapore business is still facing the same 
challenges as its competitors. This included “convincing user companies about 
the standards that it adhered to”. However, that changed after a meeting with the 
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore in 2013, when Telin learnt about the 
MTCS (Multi-Tier Cloud Security) certification that would help to alleviate some of the 
security concerns of our customers. 

The Challenge
As a new player in the Singapore cloud 
service industry, Telin Singapore sees 
great opportunities in the local market. To 
be successful in such a market, we view 
information security and certification as 
explicitly required by customers. Therefore, 
a successful  implementation of information 
security underpins the viability and  
profitability of enteprises and effectiveness 
of public sector organizations.

It was during meetings with Infocomm 
Development Authority of Singapore (IDA) 
in 2013 that Telin Singapore learnt about 
the MTCS certification and also the need 
to demonstrate the company’s information 
security capabilities and standards 
compliance in services offerings so that they 
could  compete with other players on the 
same level.

“Telin Singapore has many strategic 
advantages, such as having its own 
submarine cable systems and network 
infrastructure. But as we learnt in the 
past few years, despite having the best 
of infrastructure, it is the ‘how’ that is 
important. ‘How’, is it secure enough? 
‘How’, is our solution adhering to the best 
of standards?” said Mr Sendang Praptomo, 
Telin Singapore’s Head of Business 
Development and Strategic Planning.

ORGANISATION
Telekomunikasi Indonesia International
 

INDUSTRY
Telecommunications

CHALLENGE
Telin (Singapore) is a new player in the 
Singapore cloud provider landscape. Given 
its business model — including being a 
wholesaler of telco solutions — the company 
needed to be prepared when competing for 
sizeable contracts, which would require 
(and be able to prove) stringent security 
standards.

SOLUTION 
As a recognised Singapore standard, the 
MTCS certification would open wider doors 
for the Telin Singapore team.  

BENEFITS 
• Greater assurance for Telin’s business 

and government clients.
• Eligibility to support MNC and 

government agencies, which require 
proven, solid cloud solutions.

• All-round improvement of solution 
packages by Telin.
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Telin Singapore was aware that 
implementing ISO and MTCS standards 
was not easy. It would require strong 
support from top management as well 
as range of skills and resources and the 
fundamental questions they need to ask 
such as “why do we need the standard?”, 
“why is it important to us?”, “who will run 
the program?”, “who will be involved?”, 
“what resources do we need?”, “what 
skills do we have/need?”, “how will we roll 
out and where do we start?”

Journey to Prove a Secure Solution
For most companies that embark on the 
journey to attain the MTCS certification, 
it is common to hear of them working 
towards (or having attained) the ISO 
27001 standard.

The two certifications, however, have 
distinct features. The MTCS is a standard 
developed under the Information 
Technology Standards Committee 
for Singapore-based cloud service 
providers. A key objective is to encourage 
implementation of well-founded risk 
management and security practices by 
cloud service providers, through the 
certification process. The ISO certification 
focuses on business processes, which 
is compatible to the goals of the MTCS 
certification.

Telin Singapore team started working 
on the ISO certification in late 2013. 
Its members recalled the volume of 
paperwork, audit processes and internal 
meetings to review and improve the 
company’s operations and products. Many 
felt the pressure at times, but at the end 
of it, everyone on the team saw the clear 
benefits.

All the team members became increasingly 
motivated at the thought of obtaining the 
certification. Their rationale was that the 
process actually made them question how 
Telin Singapore as a team could perform 
better, and how clients could benefit from 
the process improvements.

At the start of the MTCS process, what 
the certification committee saw was that  
people within the team began to  

take greater ownership of their area of 
work focus. As a result, not only did the 
team get a consultant to independently 
verify that Telin Singapore had in place 
a good infrastructure, the team began to 
see how they could evolve the solution 
to improve the process and procedures. 
Thus the benefits of going through the 
certification process were evidently clear.

The team commenced their ISO 27001 
certification process in late 2013, and then 
proceeded to engage with a consultant 
for the MTCS certification early 2014. It 
took the Telin Singapore team close to ten 
months to complete the entire process.

This included the first six months, 
during which the team worked with their 
certification consultants to come up with 
the analysis report. Then, they took 
another three months to comb through 
the findings. With the results from the 
analysis, the team then immediately 
refined their internal systems. The final 
step was a one-month period to achieve 
MTCS Level 1 certification.

Strategically, Telin Singapore team also 
agreed that clients took to the news of the 
company’s achieving MTCS certification 
well. Their customers were clearly 
pleased, because this means that in turn, 
their solution offering to the clients are 
having the benefits of complying with the 
robust security standards.

“It wasn’t just about getting a piece of 
paper. It was gaining a deep appreciation 
that we have to constantly improve our 
processes, review our documentation, 
conduct of a risk analysis, compliance to 
company’s Standards of Business Conduct 
and keeping alert on behalf of those we 
support.” The team agreed.
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The ACCA is the apex industry trade association that represents the stakeholders 
of the cloud computing ecosystem in Asia Pacific. The ACCA’s primary mission is to 
accelerate the adoption of cloud computing in Asia by helping create a trusted and 
compelling market environment, and a safe and consistent regulatory environment for 
cloud computing products and services. 

The association works to ensure that the interests of the cloud computing community 
are effectively represented in the public policy debate. This is done through expert 
working groups where best practice recommendations and other thought leading 
outputs are produced. The working groups draw on subject matter expertise and 
experience from the member companies.

Recently released reports (available on the ACCA website at www.asiacloudcomputing.
org) include:
• Mar 2015: SMEs in Asia Pacific: The Market for Cloud Computing
• Mar 2015: Asia’s Financial Services: Ready For The Cloud – A Report On FSI 

Regulations Impacting Cloud In Asia-Pacific Markets
• Jul 2014: Cloud Data Regulations: A Contribution On How To Reduce The 

Compliancy Costs Of Cross-Border Data Transfers
• Feb 2014: The Cloud Readiness Index 2014
• Dec 2013: The Impact Of Data Sovereignty On Cloud Computing In Asia Pacific

Current working groups and upcoming projects for 2015 include: 
• Public Policy and Regulatory Working Group, working on the Cloud Readiness 

Index 2015 report;
• Data Governance Working Group, working on Enabling Cross-Border Trade 

Flows – a Data Classification Project;
• Cloud Segments Working Group, working on Asia’s Cloud In Practice: Cloud 

Case Studies, a repository of cloud adoption success stories and case studies;
• Emerging Cloud Segments Working Group, working on a white paper on Big 

Data and Analytics, and on Crowdsourcing on the Cloud.

We aim to promote the growth and development of cloud computing in Asia Pacific 
through dialogue, training, and public education. We also provide a vendor-neutral 
platform for members to discuss implementation and growth strategies, share ideas, 
and establish policies and best practices relating to the cloud computing ecosystem. 

Our members include: AT&T, Cazar, Cisco, CSC, Datapipe, Digital Realty, Dimension 
Data, EMC, Equinix, Globe Telecoms, HP, Hong Kong Cyberport, Hong Kong Science 
and Technology Park, Microsoft, NetApp, Odin (formerly Parallels), PLDT/Smart, 
Symantec, Telstra, TrustSphere, Verizon.

For more information on the ACCA, membership and partnership opportunities, visit 
http://www.asiacloudcomputing.org, or email info@asiacloudcomputing.org. The 
ACCA is also on LinkedIn at http://is.gd/accacloud and Twitter @accacloud.

Asia Cloud Computing Association (ACCA)
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AKSAAS Incubation Centre

The Cloud represents a shift in traditional application development from a client server 
approach to a multi-homed, multi-tenanted paradigm. To ensure that aspiring in-
dependent software vendors (ISVs) have access to help in offering their solutions 
through the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model, SaaS Incubation Centres (SICs) are 
needed to render business and technical consultancy services to these ISVs. 

In doing so, SICs equip industry and consumers with on-demand and pay-per-use ac-
cess to Grid/Cloud Services to deliver new and innovative business models as well as 
Go-To-Market opportunities.

The SICs provide training and hand-holding in SaaS-enablement. Software that has 
been successfully ported is hosted by Cloud Service Providers.
At each SIC, a staging platform is available for aspiring SaaS ISVs for:

• Testing & initial commercialisation for new SaaS providers
• Integration with SaaS provisioning – portal & billing system
• Technology augmentation
• Implementing proof-of-concepts
• Demonstration to end users
• Channels to deploy SaaS applications with various Cloud Service Providers

The AKSAAS Incubation Centre was appointed by Infocomm Development Authority of 
Singapore as a SIC in September 2008 and developed the Cloud Enablement Program 
(CEP). This SIC is operated by AKSAAS Pte Ltd, which successfully graduated as an 
incubatee of Exploit Technologies Pte Ltd. By end of 2014, more than 50 ISVs have 
been SaaS-enabled at SIC. These SaaS offerings include:

• Enterprise Resource Planning
• Supply Chain
• Business Intelligence
• Document Management
• Property Management
• Finance
• Workflow
• Performance Management
• Inventory
• Marketing
• Medical Diagnosis
• Maps and Helpdesk

For more details, please visit http://www.aksaas.com or contact us at Tel: 6258 4914.
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Cloud Security Alliance, APAC

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) is a not-for-profit organization whose mission is to 
promote the use of best practices for providing security assurance in Cloud Computing 
and to provide education on the uses of Cloud Computing to help secure all other forms 
of computing. CSA is led by a broad coalition of industry practitioners, corporations, 
associations and other key stakeholders.

Events:

1.  CSA APAC SUMMIT 
 The 2-day inaugural Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Summit Asia Pacific (APAC) 

conference was run in conjunction with Cloud Expo Asia 2014. It was held in the 
Suntec Exhibition Centre, Singapore on 29 to 30 October 2014, CSA Summit APAC 
2014 was an opportunity for government experts, industry experts and corporate 
decision makers to discuss and exchange ideas about how to shape the future 
of cloud computing security. It was also a place to learn from cloud computing 
experts about cloud computing security and privacy as well as to discuss about 
practical case studies from industry and government.

2.  2nd Annual CSA Taiwan Congress
 This event was organized by the CSA Taiwan Chapter, on 1 - 5 of September. 

The event was a gathering of cloud industry stakeholders and aimed to broaden 
the knowledge about the critical role that cloud computing plays and as well 
as to raise awareness about corresponding cybersecurity concern. In total, the 
event attracted almost 600 attendees who had the option of choosing 6 different 
conference tracks. Guests of honor include the Taiwan Minister of Science and 
Technology, Simon Chang and the Chief of the Industrial Development Bureau, Wu 
Ming-Ji. Two back-to-back workshops were conducted each last 2 days, on 1 - 4 
September. The first one was a CSA CCSK course conducted by HP and the other 
was a CSA STAR Lead Auditor course conducted by BSI.

3.  CSA Study Trips
i)  Thailand Study Trip to Taiwan was held on 12 – 15 November.  CSA Thailand 

together with Mahidol University led a delegation of about 25 government officials 
and post-graduate students to Taipei. The local CSA Taiwan chapter played host 
and organised a series of visits to CSA corporate members and partners such 
as Trend Micro, Fareastone, SGS, Institute for Information Industry and National 
Taiwan University. 

ii)  CSA Thailand Chapter technical visit to Singapore on 20 – 23 August. CSA Thailand 
Chapter led a group of 11 delegates consisting of executives from government 
banks to telecommunications companies. They were in Singapore for 3 days and 
visited IDA and CSA corporate members like Trend Micro, HP as well as affiliate 
member IDA. The technical visits consisted of presentations and talks about the 
latest technologies in cloud computing and strategies for cloud adoption.
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Cloud Security Alliance, Singapore Chapter

Chairman: David Siah
Marketing: Terence Siau
Secretary: James Lawther 

Board Members:
Anthony Lim, Freddy Tan and Steven Wong

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Singapore Chapter focuses on promoting the 
importance of comprehensive virtualization and cloud security. 

We have conducted a number of industry networking events and have been very 
active supporting partner activities and security related conferences, including our 
CSA members speaking at conferences.

Moving forward the mandate will remain the same, namely:
1. Promoting best practices in complete, robust and effective virtualization and cloud 

security architecture
2. Participation in cloud and security initiatives
3. Alignment with other industry associations and organisations
4. Operating the CSA roundtables, networking events,  and organising workshops on 

virtualisation and cloud security best practices
5. Building the membership base, member communication, encouraging member 

participation in CSA activities 

CSA member speaking at the Computerworld Singapore: Security Summit 2015
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HP Labs Singapore

HP Labs Singapore was established in February 2010 as 
HP Labs’ third research site in the Asia Pacific region and 
seventh worldwide. Representing a significant milestone 
in the company’s innovation strategy, the opening of the 
facility at Fusionopolis Singapore expands HP’s overall 
global footprint and reach in APAC. 

It serves as a hub for open innovation in the region, 
fostering collaboration amongst HP’s customer and 
partner communities to introduce advancements that 
tackle complexchallenges facing customers and society. 
The research agenda at HP Labs is thus deeply connected to Singapore and other economies 
in APAC, seeking to contribute relevant and applicable innovations to specifically address 
local issues while introducing cultural insights and technology applications from a global 
perspective.

HP Labs Singapore is strategically located in a regional hub for business and innovation. 
With the support of a government keen to build up its knowledge capability, Singapore has 
emerged as a living lab with a vibrant research and development capability, attracting top 
engineering talents from around the world. Singapore is also the regional headquarters for 
Fortune 500 companies, including many of HP’s biggest customers.  

Leveraging the advantages of the location, HP Labs Singapore adopts a collaborative approach 
to develop relevant and applicable innovations that address today’s complex challenges. In 
exploratory research, the team benefits from the availability of numerous research and 
academic institutions to push the frontiers of computer science and engineering. It is also 
well-placed to collaborate with HP customer and partners for applied research to innovate 
further and transform research projects into viable commercial solutions. 

HP Labs Singapore carries out exploratory and applied research in the areas of cloud 
computing. Its research pushes the frontiers of computer science and engineering by 
creating game-changing disruptive innovations in areas intersecting mobility, social media 
and cloud computing. 

Monsoon, one of the projects developed by HP Labs Singapore, provides the capability 
to manage various cloud resources across multiple providers empowered by a multi-
tenanted infrastructure management portal with featured tools to meet the requirements 
of enterprise operations. Monsoon debuted in Singapore Government Cloud (G-Cloud) 
following the award of a tender by IDA to HP and Singtel in 2012. When completed, G-Cloud 
will be one of the first government-wide cloud systems in the world, used by government 
agencies in Singapore. HP Lab Singapore, which undertook research work on Monsoon, will 
translate the innovation into a multi-tenanted user-facing system that takes orders from 
the user and provides a complete interface for agencies to provision, manage and monitor 
their cloud resources and services.

Having garnered several key achievements in terms of research and technology transfer 
impact, the team continues to build on its initial success and collaborative partnerships to 
develop more outstanding innovations that address today’s complex challenges.

For more details, please visit http://www.hpl.hp.com/singapore/ or contact us at 6419 
1236 / 1384 in Singapore.
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IBM Cloud Lab

The IBM Cloud Lab in Singapore was established as a collaborative effort between IDA 
and IBM to help businesses, government, and research institutions/institutes of higher 
learning design, adopt and reap benefits of cloud technologies; for newer, faster, more 
efficient ways to compete and grow. The lab aims to nurture a vibrant cloud computing 
ecosystem and position Singapore as a center for cloud computing services in the 
region and beyond. 

As part of IBM’s investment of billions of US dollars globally and housing concept 
proofs, cloud development projects and custom pilots, the lab focuses on creating 
innovative prototypes and useful real-world repeatable solutions required by the 
industry, thereby hastening the adoption of cloud technology and quicker harnessing 
of research results.

An extension of IBM’s globally-integrated cloud delivery network that includes cloud 
computing data centers in Singapore, Germany, Canada and the United States; 
and 13 cloud labs, of which 7 are based in APAC, the lab provides access to key 
cloud technologies, deep process knowledge, and a broad portfolio of cloud solutions 
that IBM is unique in bringing together. It also makes available state-of-the-art IBM 
hardware and software infrastructure to familiarise clients and early adopters with 
cloud technologies and, in partnership with the lab, create technology demonstrations 
and build proofs of concepts/technologies. 

Through briefings and technology development partnerships, the lab also supports 
cloud adopters who are looking to deploy cloud technologies for new workloads and 
business scenarios. In the early stages of their cloud adoption roadmap, the lab can 
play the role of a subject matter expert, and provide the required guidance in taking 
their cloud mission forward. The lab also partners with external research institutes on 
conducting translational research in key cloud computing areas with a view to bridge 
gaps between existing technologies and new requirements from the industry.

Areas of focus
Promote the adoption of cloud in Singapore with focus on secured cloud computing 
as the enabler of Business Agility, Big Data analytics, Social Network and Systems of 
Engagement for the next gen Data Centers. Added area of focus in moving forward will 
include cognitive computing and Watson Developer Cloud.
 
For more details, please visit http://www.ibm.com.sg or contact IBM Singapore Office 
at 6418 1000.
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ITSC Cloud Computing Standards Coordinating Task Force

The IT Standards Committee (ITSC) Cloud Computing Standards Coordinating Task Force 
was set up in February 2011 to address the industry demands for cloud computing standards 
and to lead as well as coordinate the cloud computing standardisation efforts across the 
Technical Committees in ITSC.

The Task Force comprises industry partners, ITSC members, tertiary institutes and cloud 
user organisations. The Task Force works closely with the industry to develop relevant 
Singapore or international standards for cloud computing to facilitate Singapore companies’ 
adoption of cloud services. 

ITSC has developed the following Singapore cloud related standards and technical 
references:

• Specification for Multi-tier Cloud Computing Security (SS584:2013)
• Technical Reference for Virtualisation Security for Servers (TR30:2012)
• Technical Reference for Security and Service Level Guidelines for the Usage of Public 

Cloud Computing Services (TR31:2012)
• Technical Reference for Data as a Service (DaaS) Application Programming Interface 

(API) Design (TR33:2013)

In addition, ITSC partnered Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) to develop a CSA whitepaper 
on Virtualisation Security based on the Singapore Technical Reference TR30:2012. The 
whitepaper provides guidance on the identification and management of security risks 
specific to compute virtualization technologies that run on server hardware—as opposed to, 
for example, desktop, network, or storage virtualization. ITSC and CSA are also working to 
progress the CSA whitepaper (based on TR30) into an international standard.

The Task Force continues to look into the needs of the local industry for cloud computing 
and is overseeing the development of a new Technical Reference for Data Quality Metrics 
(DQM).

The TR for DQM defines a set of common measurements to compare the relative quality of 
datasets across multiple DaaS providers. DQM will enhance the vibrancy of the local DaaS 
ecosystem through catalyzing the demand and consumption of quality datasets.

For more details, please visit http://www.itsc.org.sg or contact ITSC Secretariat at itsc_
secretariat@itsc.org.sg
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Cloud Computing Special Interest Group and Chapter

Established in 1967, the Society has a thriving membership base of over 30,000 members. 
We have 8 Chapters, 5 Special Interest Groups and 40 Committees and we continue to work 
hard to establish a strong reputation as the voice of Singapore’s Infocomm community. The 
Cloud Computing SIG formed in 2009 will reform into a SCS Chapter in October 2015; 
this will bring a significant refocus on the latest core cloud topics of interest to members 
and interested technology partners. From publications, to training and development, 
networking opportunities and more, we aim to support our members with the value they 
seek to connect, collaborate, and inspire them in Infocomm innovation and excellence. 

This year we have set aside 5 areas of interest for members to participate, contribute and 
learn within the cloud domain. Throughout 2015 and 2016 each key theme will support 
exciting learning journeys and industry collaboration.  

We invite specialists from ICT industry and end users to join our ranks, share knowledge 
and build their personal professional network. Our SIG/Chapter supports important ICT 
agencies to promote Singapore’s development within cloud computing such as the WDA-IDA 
NICF program and ITSC Cloud Computing Standards Coordinating Task Force. In addition 
our members also support Singapore economic interests in professional development and 
education forums sharing critical subject matter knowledge.
 
Cloud SIG and Cloud Chapter Council leaders are:

Mr. Martin Yates – President & Chairman
Dr. Hing-Yan Lee – Vice President & Dep Chairman
Mr. James Liu – Executive Council, First Term
Mr. Thomas Wee – Executive Council, First Term
Mr. Chris Chin – Executive Council, First Term
Dr. Anton Ravindran – Executive Council, First Term
Mr Gary Lim – Executive Council, First Term

For more details, please visit http://www.scs.org.sg/SIG.php or contact Camilla Khaw at 
camilla.khaw@scs.org.sg 
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SiTF Cloud Computing Chapter 

Singapore infocomm Technology Federation (SiTF) is Singapore infocomm industry 
association that comprises corporate members ranging from local startups to established 
MNCs. SiTF advocates for the ICM (Information, Communications and Media) industry and 
helps to accelerate the adoption ICM technology. 

SiTF works closely with various stakeholders to promote emerging technologies in areas 
such as Digital Media, Cloud Computing, Green IT, Wireless, Security and Governance. 
SiTF also provide platforms to help members with opportunities to increase their market 
presence and business reach. 

SiTF Cloud Computing Chapter
One of the five chapters under SiTF, the Cloud Computing Chapter aims to address the 
key issues in moving Cloud Computing to the next level of adoption by the industry and 
businesses; and serve as the voice of industry for this dynamic area. The chapter achieves this 
through the SiTF-NYP Cloud Enablement Centre and its regular awareness and networking 
events. These initiatives bring together like-minded enterprises, solution providers and 
government agencies to share their experiences in cloud computing implementation; and 
serves as a business development platform for SiTF members.

SiTF-Nanyang Polytechnic Cloud Enablement Centre
The SiTF-NYP Cloud Enablement Centre (CEC) was conceptualised with the aim to large 
enterprises and Small & Medium-size enterprises to leverage on Cloud Computing to 
improve productivity and business performance. In November 2011, the CEC was launched 
as a platform to showcase different genre of Cloud Computing solutions, and a venue to 
host talks and workshops to raise awareness on the technology. 

Since its inception, CEC has hosted over 2200 industry visitors, both overseas and Singapore. 
These visitors spanned across industries such as government agencies, healthcare, aviation, 
IT companies, hospitality and telcos.

CEC introduces new exhibits put forth by its members on a periodical basis. Companies 
that have exhibited include 1-Net, IBM, Microsoft, NCS, NetApp, Oracle, Salesforce.com 
and Symantec.

For enquiry on joining SiTF and Cloud Computing chapter, please contact Jacqueline Khoo 
at jacquie.khoo@sitf.org.sg. 
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1-Net Singapore Pte Ltd
750 Estuary Chai Chee Road, #05-03
Technopark@Chai Chee, Singapore 469005
www.1-net.com.sg  
Annish Ahmad, sales@1-net.com.sg
6244 7888

Acclivis Technologies and Solutions Pte Ltd
29 Tai Seng Avenue, #05-01, Natural Cool Lifestyle Hub
Singapore 534119
www.acclivis.com.sg
Lynne Chua, Business Development, Lynne.Chua@acclivis.com.sg
6818 1763

1-Net is fast transforming itself into Asia’s Data Center of Choice. We manage Telco-
class carrier-neutral Internet Data Centers, along with providing domestic and 
international connectivity, managed services, media delivery services, work area 
recovery services and cloud services.  

1-Net’s Cloud Service – Alchemy is a simplified high performance IaaS platform which 
enable users to build and manage scalable infrastructures on demand, with real time 
billing and monitoring. The open API is compatible with all leading cloud infrastructures 
and management systems. Alchemy comes with Free Licenses for Enterprise Operating 
Systems; it empowers enterprises to do more with less investment.

Acclivis is a trusted advisor and leading enterprise cloud provider in Asia Pacific, 
committed to the delivery of a holistic range of end-to-end IT solutions. Headquartered 
in Singapore, Acclivis Technologies and Solutions is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
DeClout Limited, which is listed on the Catalist Board of the SGX-Stock Exchange. 

With committed team across Asia Pacific Region, we serve clients from some of 
Singapore’s 100 leading MNCs, as well key organisations in the public sector. Over 
the years, our solid track record and wide-ranging domain expertise has earned us 
several awards and accolades including SS: 584 Multi-tier Cloud Security (MTCS) 
certification, SS507 certification for disaster recovery services, ISO27001 certification 
for information security management system and the prestigious Canalys IT-as-a-
Service APAC Partner of the Year 2014 award.

Our corporate portfolio consist of 3 core business units: Cloud, Technology and Managed 
Services. Our cloud offering includes Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Software-as-a-
Serviced, Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service. We also provide expertise in Virtualization, 
Storage Management, Data protection, backup and replication; and Enterprise Servers, 
Networks and Security. Our managed services covers 24/7 helpdesk and monitoring 
services, Data Centre Hosting, disaster recovery, and business continuity planning.   
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Amazon Asia-Pacific Resources Pte Ltd
23 Church Street, Unit #10-01, Capital Square, Singapore 049481
aws.amazon.com 
James Liu, Director of Business Development, Public Sector, 
Asia Pacific, aws-apac-info@amazon.com / 
jamesliu@amazon.com, 6722 0300 / 6722 0312 / 9188 6922

Launched in 2006, Amazon Web Services (AWS) began exposing key infrastructure 
services to businesses in the form of web services - now widely known as cloud 
computing. Using AWS, businesses can take advantage of Amazon’s expertise and 
economies of scale to access resources when their business needs them, delivering 
results faster and at a lower cost. Today, AWS provides a highly reliable, scalable, 
low-cost infrastructure platform in the cloud that powers hundreds of thousands of 
enterprise, government and startup customers businesses in 190 countries around 
the world. 

The AWS Cloud provides the flexibility to build and run applications regardless of 
a business’ use case or industry. To learn about some of the more popular AWS 
solutions including Enterprise/Business Applications, Web Apps, Mobile Apps, Social 
Apps, Gaming, Media Sharing, High Performance Computing (HPC), Big Data, Disaster 
Recovery & Archive, and Public Sector.

BCZ Singapore Pte Ltd
111 North Bridge Road, #05-32, Singapore 179098
www.bcz.com / www.bczcentral.com
BCZCentral Support, support@bczcentral.com
3105 5888

We specialize in B2B2C platform, hyper big data and hybrid cloud computing services. 
BCZ.com, a B2B2C platform launched in Demo 2012 Singapore, is handling a 
combined 300,000 users, websites and eCommerce storefronts in 2013. We have 
10,000 new sign ups weekly without any advertising. Our cloud based servers are 
based in US, Ireland, France, Singapore, Malaysia, China and Australia with CDN 
deployment. BCZ.com’s infrastructure uses commodity servers with planned upward 
expansion of 100,000+ servers working seemlessly, designed to serve billions of users 
globally and concurrently. We have patents in Singapore, Australia, EU and US for our 
award winning technologies in area of search, user-profiling and encryption. We build 
our own customized servers, networking systems and firewall security applications 
to handle massive load as well. As Amazon Web Services Solution Provider handling 
massive data crunching and processing for telco and government agency, we have the 
experience to handle and manage our cloud-based infrastructure deployment. 

To serve clients with similar business and technical needs, we have developed 
bczcentral.com site (on bcz.com platform) for IT solution services. We have experience 
closing RMB 1M deals and above for single projects within half a year. We believe in 
innovation and we have other closed, proprietary in-house technologies and solutions 
targeting at mobile market. Our services include B2B2C & Security Platform, Cloud 
Based Big Data Solutions, Real-Time Search and Database Architectural Planning.
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Chunghwa Telecom Singapore Pte Ltd
331 North Bridge Road, #03-05, Odeon Towers
Singapore 188720
www.cht.com.tw  
sales@cht.sg
6337 2010 

CenturyLink Singapore Pte Ltd
50 Raffles Place, #36-01, Singapore Land Tower
www.centurylink.com/technology
Stacy Seah, Marketing Director, Asia Pacific 
stacy.seah@centurylink.com 
6768 8080

Chunghwa Telecom (CHT) is the largest telecom and ICT service provider in Taiwan. Its 
services range from fixed network, broadband Internet, mobile to data communications. 
With a R&D team of 1,500 people, CHT has been proactively developing and deploying 
various ICT products and solutions including IT security, intelligent transportation 
management systems, cloud-based green building and video surveillance solutions.

The Company has overseas presence and operating subsidiaries in Europe, USA, and 
major markets in Asia Pacific region including Japan, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam, 
Thailand, Indonesia and Singapore. In addition to all the cloud infrastructure and 
resources in Taiwan, CHT Singapore has set up a cloud site at Equinix Data Center 
in Singapore. The services include Computing-as-a-Service, Cloud Data Storage, 
Disaster Recovery, Private Cloud Appliance (Turnkey Hardware + Software) and 
Content Delivery.

CenturyLink is a US$18B global IT solutions provider that powers the managed hybrid 
IT needs of 98% of Fortune 500 companies. Our comprehensive suite of managed 
hybrid IT offerings include data center colocation, managed hosting and services, 
cloud and network. In Asia Pacific, CenturyLink emerged as the winner of the 2014 Asia 
Cloud Computing Awards for the ‘Best Hybrid Cloud Service’ category and recognized 
as a visionary in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Cloud-Enabled Managed Hosting, Asia 
Pacific, in 2014. 

We are ranked by CRN as one of the 100 Coolest Cloud Infrastructure, laaS Vendors of 
2015, recognized in Magic Quadrant for Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (2014), and 
recognized as leader in Magic Quadrant for Cloud-Enabled Managed Hosting, Europe 
(2014).

CenturyLink Cloud delivers enterprise-class control, agility, scalability and security 
backed by an industry-leading global network. Businesses in Singapore and Asia-
Pacific can turn to a single, trusted provider for public and private cloud infrastructure, 
managed services, colocation, networking and support for advanced hybrid scenarios.
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Clearmanage Pte Ltd
29 Tai Seng Street, #04-05, Jackson Design Hub
Singapore 534120
www.clearmanage.com
Alex Ng, General Manager, alex.ng@clearmanage.com
6635 6182/ 6635 6198

CITIC Telecom CPC International CPC (Singapore) Pte Ltd 
1 Fusionopolis Walk, #06-11, Solaris North Tower
Singapore 138628
www.citictel-cpc.com
June Tay, Marketing Manager, june.tay@citictel-cpc.com
6220 6606

Clearmanage is a cloud computing and cloud security service provider in Singapore 
and offices in Asia and Middle East, with more than 8 years of experience specialising 
in providing cloud services, cloud infrastructure and hosting, and advance security 
solution and services for government and enterprises.

We operate across multiple datacentres, some of which are Uptime Institute certified 
Tier III certified datacentre, to ensure reliability and business continuity. We do not 
compromise on security, privacy and data sovereignty of our client. To achieve this, 
we strive to meet industry standards on security and quality. We are one of the first 
in Singapore to be certified for MTCS SS 584 to its highest level 3, capable of hosting 
client with sensitive information and highly confidential business data. We are also 
certified ISO 27001:2013, and CSA STAR.

The services include, Secure IaaS Cloud Service for Government and Enterprise, 
VMWare and Microsoft Hybrid Cloud, DR-as-a-Service, Cloud Backup, Web protection 
cloud service (WAF, Defacement, Data Loss), Deep Scanning Email Protection with APT 
monitoring), Privilege Access Cloud Service, Cloud SIEM, Advance Threat Monitoring 
service, SAP and Dynamic Cloud service.

CITIC Telecom International CPC Limited (“CITIC Telecom CPC”), a wholly owned 
subsidiary of CITIC Telecom International Holdings Limited (SEHK: 1883), is an 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) solution partner with multiple 
branches across the Asia Pacific region, and a preferred partner by multinational 
corporations and business enterprises.

CITIC Telecom CPC’s products and solution include: TrueCONNECT™ - an advanced 
MPLS VPN service which employs state-of-the-art fully meshed network, TrustCSI™ - an 
integrated suite of information security solutions, SmartCLOUDTM - high performance 
cloud computing solutions and DataHOUSE – converged cloud computing and global 
unified management datacenter solutions  which complement the company’s managed 
network and managed security solutions.

CITIC Telecom CPC offers a series of SmartCLOUDTM solution which helps enterprise 
to enjoy seamless connectivity across region and high flexibility on their resources 
allocation. CITIC Telecom CPC has deployed 7 SmartCLOUDTM service centers in Hong 
Kong, Mainland China (Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou), Taiwan and Singapore. 
Our SmartCLOUDTM solutions help business to improve operational efficiencies by 
reducing deployment time of IT infrastructure and long-term administrative cost. 
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Corous360 Pte Ltd
29 Tai Seng Ave, #05-01, Natural Cool Lifestyle Hub 
Singapore 534119
www.corous360.com 
Winston Koh, CEO, Winston.koh@corous360.com 
info@corous360.com, 9660 0551

CSC AMEA HQ
Level 9, UE BizHub East
6 Changi Business Park Avenue 1, Singapore 468017
www.csc.com/cloud
6809 9000

Corous360 provides an integrated suite of end-to-end services for the online and 
mobile gaming industry. Corous360 operates in Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Thailand and is the leading independent Games Cloud service provider in Southeast 
Asia, enabling game developers, publishers and gamers to converge on a common 
platform and interact in a single community. Corous360 is a subsidiary of DeClout 
Limited, a public-listed entity listed in the Singapore Stock Exchange and a leader in 
next generation technology driven services.

The services include Games Cloud Infrastructure, Unified Payment Infrastructure and 
Gamers Community Portal.

Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) is a global leader of next generation information 
technology services and solutions. The Company’s mission is to enable superior returns 
on our clients’ technology investments through best-in-class industry solutions, 
domain expertise and global scale.  CSC has approximately 72,000 employees and 
reported revenue of $12.6 billion for the 12 months as of end January 2015. 

CSC’s cloud solution is ranked as a leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Public 
Cloud Infrastructure as a Service. CSC’s BizCloud solution leads the competition as 
one of the best commercially available cloud offerings today. Coupled with our unique 
factory-based services for re-factoring applications to run effectively in the cloud, 
we’re leading the transformation to next-generation ITO with the largest active cloud 
footprint in four continents.

CSC Cloud Offerings includes Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service, 
Cloud Management Platform, Infrastructure Utility Services and End User Services.
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Evvo Tec Pte Ltd
1 Lorong 2 Toa Payoh, Yellow Pages Building, #04-05
Singapore 319637
6258 4914

EVVO Tec shapes and safeguards the future of your business; Featuring a robust 
portfolio that comprises some of the biggest telecommunication entities in the region.

EVVO Tec is the trusted name in providing cost-efficient, one-stop cloud, data and 
network infrastructure support, as well as professional advisory and managed services.

The heartbeat of our commitment to our customers is our technical Service Desk 
operating 24/7, to provide round the clock monitoring and notification services from 
our Network Operations Centres (NOC) – no matter where your IT infrastructure is 
hosted. 

Our services include Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service and Software-
as-a-Service.

Exabytes Network (Singapore) Pte Ltd
140 Paya Lebar Road, #08-02 AZ @ Paya Lebar
Singapore 409015
www.exabytes.sg
Roger Lew, Business Development Manager
sales@exabytes.sg, 800 130 1789

The Exabytes Group is a leading website and eCommerce hosting provider in Southeast 
Asia with 14 years of solid experience, serving more than 75,000 clients in over 121 
countries and managing over 1,000 servers.

Commitments to Customers: 24x7x 365 professional technical support, 100% 
Customer Satisfaction Guarantee, 100-Day Money Back Guarantee, 99.9% Network 
Uptime Guarantee and 99.5% Server Uptime Guarantee. 

Services include: SGD 1,000 Cloud Credits to all qualified Independent Software 
Vendors, more stable website loading speed, even at times of unpredictable web traffic 
surge, and to allow website owners to fully focus on their websites and online business.
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Fujitsu Singapore Pte Ltd 
1 Fusionopolis Link, #04-01, Nexus @ one north
Singapore 138542
sg.fujitsu.com/cloud 
Tan Mui Cheng, muicheng.tan@sg.fujitsu.com
8223 2314

Fujitsu is the leading Japanese information and communication technology (ICT) 
company offering a full range of technology products, solutions and services. 
Approximately 170,000 Fujitsu people support customers in more than 100 countries. 
We use our experience and the power of ICT to shape the future of society with our 
customers.

Fujitsu Cloud portfolio covers Private Cloud, Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Platform-as-
a-Service and Software-as-a-Service complemented with a wide range of professional 
management and enablement services. 

Our cloud services can be delivered through three different models; Private Cloud 
which is a standalone environment, built and managed for a single customer and 
located behind an enterprise firewall; Public Cloud which is a shared environment, 
usually accessed over the internet. With longstanding alliances including Microsoft and 
salesforce.com and Fujitsu Trusted Cloud which is a hybrid platform that combines the 
ease of use of a public cloud with the confidence and security of private cloud. Services 
are hosted in Singapore data centers with secure private connections to your network.

Google Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
8 Marina View, #03-01, Asia Square 1
Singapore 018960
www.google.com 
Cathy Yum, Head, Enterprise Marketing, Asia
cathyyum@google.com, 6521 8376

Google’s innovative search technologies connect millions of people around the world 
with information every day. Founded in 1998 by Stanford PhD students Larry Page and 
Sergey Brin, Google today is a top web property in all major global markets. Google’s 
targeted advertising program provides businesses of all sizes with measurable results, 
while enhancing the overall web experience for users. Google is headquartered in 
Silicon Valley with offices throughout the Americas, Europe and Asia.

Google enterprise products make your users more productive by combining the 
innovation and ease of use of Google’s consumer products with the features, security 
and support that your organization requires. We offer solutions to meet the needs of 
organizations of all sizes for productivity and collaboration, maps for business, and 
cloud services. For more information, visit cloud.google.com.
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IIJ Global Solutions Singapore Pte Ltd
61 Ubi Ave 1, #03-16 UB Point, Singapore 408941
www.iijglobal.com/sg/en/ 
Richard Chow, Director, richard.chow@ap.iij.com 
6773 6903

Iconz-Webvisions Pte Ltd
75 Science Park Drive, #02-06/07, Singapore Science Park 1 
Cintech II, Singapore 118255
www.iconz-webvisions.com
Richard Chia, General Manager, Managed Hosting & VP, Business 
Development, richard.chia@iconz-webvisions.com, 6868 1199

Internet Initiative Japan Inc. (IIJ, NASDAQ: IIJI, TSE1: 3774) is the leading ISP and 
Cloud Service Provider in Japan. IIJ’s client base comprises over 8,500 organizations, 
including top companies in major industries and government agencies. Our cloud 
service, IIJ GIO, boasts the largest market share in Japan’s commercial cloud service 
market.

IIJ’s global Internet backbone provides clients with a trusted, low latency, superior 
cloud environment. Racks and Internet connections that are directly connected to 
this backbone are available in the same data center. IIJ Global Solutions Singapore 
Pte Ltd, the local subsidiary of IIJ, provides IT consultation, system integration and 
project management for solutions including applications, security and network design, 
in combination with the IIJ GIO Singapore service, which was launched in 2014.

ICONZ-Webvisions (iWV) is a leading Cloud and Managed Services Provider with 
more than 20 years of experience.  Headquartered in Singapore, iWV serves more 
than 40,000 customers across China, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Singapore and New 
Zealand.  Incepted in 2012, iWV is the result of a merger between 2 established 
hosting companies – ICONZ and Webvisions. ICONZ (The Internet Company of New 
Zealand Limited) was a pioneer in providing Internet connections to New Zealand 
users, whereas Webvisions is a leader in hosting solutions in Singapore. 

Our iWV Cloud (IaaS) is fully capable in delivering a cost effective, resilient and scalable 
Virtual Private Cloud solution to our customers. We also provide a suite of managed 
services which includes Virtualized Storage, Security, Backup and Monitoring Services.
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Kronicles (Singapore) Pte Ltd
51 Changi Business Park Central 2, #09-12
The Signature, Singapore 486066
www.kronicles.asia 
info@kronicles.asia, 6741 1555

Jardine OneSolution (2001) Pte Ltd
55 Ubi Avenue 1, #03-15, Singapore 408935
www.jos.com
Simon Yeo, Solutions Director, enquiry@jos.com.sg
6551 9788

Kronicles aims to lead the enterprise data management industry in Asia with the 
support of a unique and innovative business model and technologies that provide the 
ultimate protection for critical and sensitive data.

Assure’s unique features include:
• One-Stop Protection, One Price, One Click Away 
• Restoring the Exact Version of the File You Need Instantly 
• Non-Intrusive, Non-Interfering Protection 
• Robust Data Encryption for Further Security 
• Easy, Intuitive Interface 
• Getting the Right Service to Suit Your Business Needs 

A member of the Jardine Matheson Group, Jardine OneSolution is a leading Asian-
based IT distribution and service company in the region. JOS employs more than 
3000 staff in 12 offices across the key business locations of Mainland China, Hong 
Kong, Macau, Singapore and Malaysia to serve the best-known multinational and 
regional companies operating across Asia. JOS clienteles include leading organizations 
from a wide range of industries including Financial Services, Trade and Commerce, 
Transportation and Logistics, Utilities and Telecom as well as Government. 

JOS Cloud Solutions focus on Cloud Infrastructure Building, Cloud Services and 
Consultancy Services which value adds to customers’ Hybrid IT strategy and planning. 
JOS delivers best of breed solution designs based on what is most applicable for 
your environment, complemented with our myriad offerings in JOS such as Enterprise 
Applications, Enterprise Security, Big Data & Analytics, Network Infrastructure & 
Unified Communications and System Infrastructure & Client Computing. 
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M1 Limited
10 International Business Park, Singapore 609928
m1.com.sg
business@m1.com.sg 

Microsoft Singapore
1 Marina Boulevard, #22-01, One Marina Boulevard
Singapore 018989
www.microsoft.com/singapore/cloud/
Joey Tan, Cloud Business Group Lead, joeytan@microsoft.com 
9146 1645

Microsoft is the worldwide leader in devices and services that help people and 
businesses throughout the world realise their full potential. Today, over twenty million 
businesses, including 80 percent of Fortune 500, and over a billion people rely on the 
Microsoft Cloud. 

Azure, Microsoft’s cloud platform, is a growing collection of integrated services including 
compute, storage, data, networking, and app. It is the only major cloud platform 
ranked by Gartner as an industry leader for both infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) and 
platform-as-a-service (PaaS). Azure is: hybrid-ready with enterprise-proven hybrid 
cloud solutions that expands your IT options without added complexity; open and 
flexible by supporting any operating system, language, tool, and framework; always 
up, always on sharing the same enterprise-tested platform that powers Skype, Office 
365, and Bing; economical and scalable to match your demand; and is everywhere 
with a growing global network of Microsoft-managed datacenters, including China.

Microsoft was awarded the Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standard for Singapore (MTCS 
SS) Level 1 certification for Microsoft Azure and Office 365, making Microsoft the first 
and only global cloud service provider to obtain certification across its IaaS, PaaS and 
SaaS cloud offerings – reinforcing its commitment to offer a truly holistic trustworthy 
cloud to the market.

M1 is Singapore’s most vibrant and dynamic communications company, providing 
mobile and fixed services to over 2 million customers. We are continuously creating 
and delivering a one-stop comprehensive suite of business solutions that enable 
our customers to stay ahead of the competition today - be it by enabling mobile 
sales forces with connected tablet computing, or through our enterprise-grade cloud 
computing and ultra high-speed fibre broadband solutions. 

Powered by Hitachi Data Systems, Cloud Application Services provides a 
comprehensive suite of reliable and secure cloud-based infrastructure, computing, 
storage, productivity-as-a-service, Infrastructure-as-a-Service and Software-as-a-
Service. View full suite of M1 Application Services at m1.com.sg/cloud. 
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NEC STEE Cloud Services Pte Ltd
80 Bendemeer Road, #07-03 Hyflux Innovation Centre 
Singapore 339949
sg.nec.com
Atsushi Ogawa, NSCS-Cloud@nec-stee.com
6372 8255

NewMedia Express Pte Ltd (nGrid)
Ascenix Singapore Data Centre, 25 Kallang Avenue, #05-04 
Singapore 339416
www.newmediaexpress.com
Alan Woo, Founder & Chief Technology Officer
alan@newmediaexpress.com, 6396 7188 / 9857 4266

Established in 2003, NewMedia Express focuses on providing quality web hosting 
services at an affordable price to individuals and companies that strive to have an 
internet presence in doing businesses. These services include sale of domain names, 
web hosting services, e-mail communications hosting services, virtual machine 
hosting, dedicated machines and client server colocation.   

With Cloud services, customers do not have to purchase the hardware but to leverage 
on our infrastructure and ready built network for their needs based on subscription 
period. Our services include: On-demand Compute service, On-demand Storage 
service, On-demand Bandwidth/Data Transfer service, On-demand Virtual Private 
Network service, On-demand Content Delivery Network service, On-demand Video 
Streaming and Cloud Managed Wireless Networking.

NewMedia Express was awarded Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standard (MTCS SS 584) 
Level 1 certification.

Headquartered in Singapore, NEC STEE Cloud Service (NSCS) is a joint venture 
company between NEC Asia Pacific (NEC APAC) and ST Electronics (Info-Software 
Systems). We are a leading Cloud Solution Provider for businesses. Built upon industry 
standard and best-of-breed technology, NSCS provides businesses with a secure, 
reliable and scalable enterprise cloud platform.

Combining capabilities from NEC Asia Pacific (NEC APAC) and ST Electronics (Info-
Software Systems), NSCS offers one-stop comprehensive end-to-end ICT capabilities 
in our 26 presence in the world. Our services include; Infrastructure as a Service 
of Virtual Server, Storage Resource, Virtualization (Hyper-V / VMWare); Platform as 
a Service of SAP Hosting, Database Hosting, Operating System (Linux/Windows); 
Software as a Service of Application Hosting and Management - Cloud Based E-Learning 
Platforms, Big Data & Analytics, Search Engine Solutions, ERP /HRMS /HCM; Disaster 
Recovery as a Service of Cold / Warm DR, Business Recovery Facilities, Business 
Continuity Consulting; Backup as a Service of Comprehensive Data Protection (Local / 
Cloud), Data Recovery Management, Long Term Data Retention, Vaulting Off Line and 
Professional Service of Cloud Consultancy Services, Cloud Architecture Design, Data 
Center Migration and Project Management.
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Orange Business Services Singapore Pte Ltd
Chai Chee Road, #04-02, Technopark@Chai Chee 
Singapore 469000
www.orange-business.com/en/cloud-computing
Sarah Chong, Business Development Director, ASEAN 
sarah.chong@orange.com, 6419 6332

NTT Communications Corporation
20 West Pasir Panjang Road, #11-28, Mapletree Business City 
Singapore 117439
www.sg.ntt.com 
enquiry@ntt.com.sg
6438 3101

A dedicated business unit, Orange Cloud for Business is centered on extending the 
flexibility of cloud infrastructure to our customers in two ways: 1) The flexibility to allow 
our customers to retain their preferred dedicated datacenter and cloud infrastructure 
design yet outsource the management of the infrastructure and cloud to Orange 
Business Services and 2) The flexibility of subscribing to hybrid clouds, yet simplify 
and automate the provisioning and management of workloads across multiple clouds.

Orange offers include: private cloud, virtual private cloud, hybrid cloud, cloud 
consulting, integration & transition services as well as managed backup and DR 
services.

NTT Communications provides consultancy, architecture, security and cloud services 
to optimize the information and communications technology (ICT) environments of 
enterprises. These offerings are backed by the company’s worldwide infrastructure, 
including leading global tier-1 IP network, Arcstar Universal One™ VPN network 
reaching 196 countries/regions, and 130 secure data centers.
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ReadySpace (SG) Pte Ltd
20 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #09-29
Singapore 139964
www.readyspace.com.sg
Kian Ng, Sales Manager, sales@readyspace.com.sg
6496 0090

PTC System (S) Pte Ltd
29 Tai Seng St, #04-01, Jackson Design Hub
Singapore 534120
www.ptcsys.com.sg 
Yee Rok Seng, Sales Manager
rokseng@ptcsys.com.sg, 6282 0255

ReadySpace is a Cloud and Managed Hosting provider providing cloud services at 
competitive pricing with above-industry level service, consultation and support. 
ReadySpace differentiates the competition through providing services from Asia Pacific 
region with wide spectrum of service levels in Performance, Compliance and Scalability.

ReadySpace cloud services provides hosting, servers, private cloud, hybrid cloud and 
more—a complete web infrastructure—in a way that’s completely secured, completely 
scalable, and accessible from anywhere. ReadySpace gives you space for growth, so 
you will never have to worry about your secured hosting or server.

Readyspace has recently achieved the Multi-Tier Cloud Security Singapore Standard 
(MTCS SS) Level 1 certification for Odin Automation for Cloud Infrastructure solution.

PTC specializes in providing enterprise data management solutions and services to 
manage the challenges and enterprise customer data. Our total commitment and 
vision on data management services empower our customers to achieve greater 
performance, investment protection and maximum value. Our knowledge domain is 
the ability to manage mission-critical data. We offer consultancy to our customers on 
issues on complexity of IT infrastructures, bandwidth resources, disaster recovery, 
storage growth of data and total cost of ownership. Our solutions simplify data 
management, data access and improve network performance. 

The services include: private and public cloud, Application On Demand and 
Infrastructure On Demand (Compute/Storage/OS).
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SimplerCloud Pte Ltd
Blk 71, Ayer Rajah Crescent, #04-10
Singapore 139951
www.simplercloud.com 
Rebecca Wan, Partner, rwan@simplercloud.com
6774 2110

Salesforce.com Singapore Pte Ltd
9 Temasek Boulevard, #40-01, Suntec Tower 2
Singapore 038989
www.salesforce.com
6302 5700

SimplerCloud provides instant SSD Windows & Linux servers with high-availability 
failover and root access for Asian businesses and startups. Servers launch in minutes 
in a Tier-3 Singapore data center with all major OS and application frameworks, can 
be rebuilt and upgraded in real time, and include invaluable but affordable add-ons 
like server management, migration and support from our friendly team in English, 
Mandarin and Bahasa. 

From $13/month, SimplerCloud is the first affordable and viable Asian alternative 
to self-service, automatic cloud computing providers. Other services include public 
cloud servers, private clouds, cloud backup & storage, firewall management, bare 
metal servers, co-Location, system Integration & migration, Anti-Website Defacement, 
Security Optimisation, System Administration, SSL Certificates and Domain 
Registrations.

Salesforce pioneered the shift to cloud, social, mobile and digital enterprise and is now 
the largest enterprise cloud computing company in the world.
 
Today, everyone and everything is being connected, and every company needs to 
put their customers at the centre of their business. The Customer Success Platform 
brings together Salesforce’s groundbreaking cloud apps for sales, service, marketing, 
community and analytics, all on the Salesforce1 Platform, and enables companies to 
connect with their customers in a whole new way.

Salesforce has been named by Forbes as the World’s Most Innovative Company four 
years in a row; and the Most Admired Company in Computing Software two years in  
a row by Fortune.
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SoftLayer Technologies Asia Pte Ltd
29A International Business Park, Singapore 609934
www.softlayer.com
Sales, sales@softlayer.com 
6622 2231

Singapore Telecommunications Limited
31, Exeter Road, Singapore 239732
cloud@singtel.com
www.singtel.com/cloud 

SoftLayer, an IBM Company, provides cloud infrastructure as a service from a growing 
number of data centers and network points of presence around the world. Our 
customers range from Web startups to global enterprises. Our unique advantages 
include the industry’s first Network-Within-a-Network topology for true out-of-band 
access, and an easy-to-use customer portal and robust API for full remote-access of 
all product and service management options.

The services include; bare metal and virtual servers; storage, backup and content 
delivery network; networking, load balancing, direct link and domain services; security, 
SSL certificates and compliance; APIs, email delivery, SL development network and 
management controls, monitoring & reporting, management tools, managed hosting 
and support.

We provide a comprehensive range of cloud services and solutions – Everything-as-a-
Service or XaaS – to enterprises in Singapore and Asia Pacific. Our cloud portfolio, aimed 
at driving greater business agility and cost efficiency, has won numerous accolades: 
Best Cloud Service at the Asia Communications Awards 2011; Best Enterprise Service 
for its Connectivity-as-a-Service in the 2013 Asia Communications Awards; Best 
Security-as-a-Service for NetworkWorld Asia Information Management Awards 2013; 
and, Project of the Year at Asia Communications Awards 2014 for G-Cloud. 
Our Everything-as-a-Service suite:
• Infrastructure-as-a-Service gives organisations the flexibility to optimise computing 

resources while maximising cost efficiency across private, public and hybrid cloud 
environments. 

• Software-as-a-Service delivers multiple business applications to SMEs via 
myBusiness, Singapore’s largest online SME community (https://mybusiness.
singtel.com/), with a single point of contact for service, support, and billing.

• Security-as-a-Service that protects your organisation’s internet, email, laptop, 
mobile devices and servers from security threats.

• Unified Communications-as-a-Service offers true fixed-mobile convergence by 
unifying the latest communications and collaboration tools – both fixed and mobile 
devices – in the cloud. 

• Connectivity-as-a-Service that allows businesses to increase and decrease bandwidth 
according to their needs within minutes through an easy-to-use web portal.
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Tata Communications International Pte Ltd
35 Tai Seng Street, #06-01, Singapore 534103
www.tatacommunications.com 
Alex See Toh, Sales Director, Data Centre Hosting 
Alex.seetoh@tatacommunications.com, 6632 6700

StarHub Ltd
67 Ubi Avenue 1, #05-01, Singapore 408942
www.starhub.com/business  
Yeo Kwee Boon, Product Marketing Manager
kweeboon.yeo@starhub.com / enterprise@starhub.com  
6825 5428

Tata Communications is a global communications and enterprise IT service provider 
that owns and operates the world’s most advanced subsea cable network, delivering 
first-class infrastructure, enterprise solutions and partnerships to carriers and 
businesses worldwide. Tata Communications’ network is truly global, extending from 
developed markets to the world’s fastest growing emerging economies.

Tata Communications hosting suite comprises entire suite of services including public 
cloud, virtual private data center, private cloud, and dedicated hosting including 
managed DB & middleware services, and DR services, thus offering complete peace of 
mind for the end customers.

The services include Virtual Private Data Centre (VPDC) which is a fully managed 
Cloud service built on an Enterprise grade high-available Infrastructure with signed 
SLA for 99.9% Uptime Guarantee. VPDC is designed to cater to the fast changing 
requirements of enterprises; the service is fully managed by our 24x7 team of IT 
professionals. Apart from compute, you can also subscribe to services like Storage 
on Demand, Backup solutions, Managed Middleware & DB, etc. InstaCompute is a 
flexible, scalable, cost-effective public cloud (IaaS) offering on a pay-per-use model 
with industry leading SLAs.

StarHub offers a growing suite of solutions ranging from network to mobility services 
that allow companies to optimize productivity at lower costs. StarHub Cloud Solutions 
presents the latest suite of solutions that hinges on cloud computing to help businesses 
achieve exponential growths.  Boosted by the ultra-high speed fibre-based Next 
Generation Nationwide Broadband Network, StarHub is able to harness the power of 
cloud and translate it to effective solutions that truly transform businesses. 

The services include, but not limited to; SmartBusiness (Software-as-a-Service 
such as Microsoft Office 365, domain name registration, website building and many 
others); Argonar (Infrastructure-as-a-Service); Managed Cloud Service and Bulk 
tender IDA(T)-1242 Supply of Cloud Services to Government Ministries/Departments, 
Statutory Boards and Participating Universities.

StarHub has achieved Multi-Tier Cloud Security (MTCS SS 584) Level 1 certification.
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Telstra
8 Cross Street, PWC Building, #22-00, Singapore 048424
www.telstraglobal.com
Jason Singh, Jason.singh.1@team.telstra.com
8101 6316

Telekomunikasi Indonesia International Pte Ltd
1 Maritime Square, #09-63, Harbour Front Centre 
Singapore 099253
www.telin.sg 
sales@telin.sg /info@telin.sg, 62788189  

Telstra Cloud Services give you the choice, control and confidence you need. Get 
projects off the ground quickly and focus on business expansion and success. With 
your choice of scalable technology, supported by Telstra’s superior network with global 
reach, and managed through a simple management console you can align cloud 
solutions to user needs whilst enjoying excellent user experience. 

Telstra is Australia’s leading telecommunications and information services company 
with its international operations headquartered in Hong Kong.

Telekomunikasi Indonesia International Pte Ltd (Telin Singapore) is a member of 
PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia Tbk, a state-owned telecommunication and network 
provider. Telin Singapore is the fully iDA licensed Facility Based Operator (FBO) carrier 
in Singapore. Our cloud with branding name 333Cloud offers domain name, hosting 
services, SSL Certificate, email, file backUp, HR software, hosted PBX, SIP trunk, 
Teleconference and cloud server. 

All of these Cloud Services are available on 333Cloud.com with auto provisioning. 
333Cloud services provide elastic cloud that customer can upgrade and downgrade 
the capacity subscription anytime with feature Pay as You Go. Charges can be per 
hour usage. Our Cloud Infrastructure has been certified ISO27001:2013 and Multi Tier 
Cloud Security (MTCS) SS-584-2013.
 
Our first data centre is located at Changi Singapore. We are building a new five-storey 
data centre located at the Jurong Data Centre Park, which will be ready in October 
2016.
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Verizon Enterprise Solutions
10 Collyer Quay, #16-01, Ocean Financial Centre
Singapore 049315
www.verizonbusiness.com 
Annette Lee, annette.lee@intl.verizon.com 
6248 6890

Verizon Enterprise Solutions is a leading provider of advanced IT and communications 
services to enterprise and governments offering a full range of global wholesale 
offerings provided over the company’s secure mobility, cloud, strategic networking 
and advanced communications platforms. 

Verizon operates nearly 50 state-of-the-art data centers around the globe, including 
facilities in Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan.  For enterprises that want to 
maintain control and self-manage their own IT infrastructure, the Enterprise Cloud 
combines the power and flexibility of infrastructure-as-a-service with the expertise, 
security, and availability that large organizations with mission-critical computing 
needs demand of their infrastructure. The service allows for precise and dynamic 
control of computing resources rather than servers enabling resources when and 
where they are needed. Additionally, the service allows customers to automatically 
deal with unforeseen spikes in usage by which allows access to a pool of additional 
resources that are available on a metered basis. Verizon Cloud customers can now 
request a specific amount of computing, memory and storage capacity, in addition to 
the existing preset virtual machine configurations. Customers also can benefit from 
Verizon Secure Cloud Interconnect, which enables secure connections to six leading 
cloud service providers (Microsoft, Salesforce, Amazon, Google, HP and Verizon), and 
Verizon Cloud Marketplace which provides a one-stop shop for software-based cloud 
resources that are certified to operate in Verizon’s cloud environments.   

Datasets
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^
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AlpSoft
100D Pasir Panjang Road, #03-01, Meissa
Singapore 118520 
www.alpsoft-tech.com
Ling KT, Director, lingkt@alpsoft-tech.com
6273 2018

Acronis
8 Temasek Boulevard, Suntec Tower 3, #30-01/02 
Singapore 038988
www.acronis.com.sg
Eunice Yeo, Regional Manager, Singapore & Malaysia
Eunice.Yeo@acronis.com, 6496 9216

AlpSoft is a leading provider of backup and recovery services across any infrastructure, 
on any platform, over any period of time. Since its inception in 2002, AlpSoft has made 
significant contributions to the growth of customers by providing end-to-end solution 
services on web, mobile, development, hosting, infrastructure and outsourcing. 

Our Singtel cloud service offering is ASG-Live Navigator, an enterprise-level data 
protection solution that automatically backs up corporate data.

-  Encompass data recovery management, storage security, continuous data 
protection and regulatory compliance.

-  Fully automated continuous backup solution for desktop/laptop users.

Acronis sets the standard for New Generation Data Protection through its backup, 
disaster recovery, and secure access solutions. Powered by the AnyData Engine 
and set apart by its image technology, Acronis delivers easy, complete and safe file 
access and sharing as well as backups of all files, applications and OS across any 
environment—virtual, physical, cloud and mobile.

Our services include:
- Acronis Backup Service - Back Up Data from Any Source and Recover to Any 

Destination and System
 Capture, store, recover, control and access data in virtual, physical, cloud, and 

mobile environments with one centralized web-based management console, back 
up physical and virtual servers and workstations to local storage or to Acronis’ 
secure data centers. 

- Acronis Disaster Recovery Service - A Proven Business Continuity Solution 
 An all-in-one solution for backup and disaster recovery that protects files, servers, 

and entire data centers with a focus on addressing both recovery point objectives 
(RPO) and recovery time objectives (RTO) designed for companies that have 
extremely low tolerance for data loss, downtime, or risk mitigation.
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 Astoria Solutions Pte Ltd
30 Toh Guan Road, #08-02, Singapore 608840
www.astoriasolutions.com
Krishna Reddy, Sr. Manager 
krishna.reddy@astoriasolutions.com
9786 8892 

Ashnik Pte Ltd 
101 Cecil Street, #11-11, Tong Eng Building 
Singapore 069533
www.ashnik.com
Kaustubh Patwardhan, success@ashnik.com
6438 3504

Astoria Solutions provides its clients in the marine and oil & gas industries with tools 
to increase revenue, raise efficiency and improve safety. Our best-of-breed solutions 
empower its users with operational visibility, risk mitigation, faster project turnaround 
times and rapid global deployment, at lowest Total Cost of Ownership.

The services include: astorSafe™ that pin-points the exact number and location of 
workers in an unobtrusive way, astorTime™ that automates marine manpower tracking 
and project labor costing, astorYard™ that developed specifically for Marine Project 
Operations Management and astorJob™ that is a Job Management System designed 
to manage these jobs on the go.

At Ashnik, we bring you IT solutions based on open source and cloud technology for 
your Enterprise class IT Infrastructure needs.  This encompasses setting up of cloud 
services, cloud database solutions, virtualization and web acceleration solutions. We 
are a Singapore based company with network across ASEAN and India. We work with 
large enterprises as well as with partners in the ASEAN and India region to bring these 
solutions to market.

The services include: Cloud database - ‘Postgres Plus Cloud Database’ as an exclusive 
master partner of EnterpriseDB that automatically provisions PostgreSQL or Postgres 
Plus Advanced Server databases in single instances, high-availability clusters, or 
application development sandboxes across public and private clouds or traditional 
datacentre hardware deployments. Cloud Database allows large enterprises and 
service providers to offer elastic and highly scalable database-as-a-service (DBaaS) 
environments while freeing DBAs and application developers from the rigors of setting 
up and administering modern and robust database environments; NoSQL database 
– MongoDB on the cloud as MongoDB’s Advanced Partner in the region, empowering 
businesses to be more agile and scalable. It is built for scalability, performance and 
high availability, scaling from single server deployments to large, complex multi-site 
architectures.
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Bizmann System (S) Pte Ltd
150 Kampong Ampat, #05-08, KA Centre, Singapore 368324
www.bizmann.com 
6271 1911 / 6778 6591 

AXIOM IT Solutions Pte Ltd
371 Beach Road, #19-09 Keypoint, Singapore 199597
www.axiomitsolns.com
Lam Pang Ngean, Director, lampn@axiomitsolns.com
6285 7288 / 9672 4878

Since its inception in 2002, Bizmann System (S) Pte Ltd has been providing Business 
Process Management and Workflow software solutions, Business Process Consulting 
and Software Applications.
 
With a holistic range of solutions from archiving/document management to workflow 
solutions, Bizmann’s LEAN office productivity method emanates lean processes, 
allowing companies which embrace technology to create value and deliver efficient 
and effective workflow.  The Managed Document Services (MDS) and SaaS (Cloud) 
program also help reduce operating costs and increase value output on the use of 
office copiers/MFPs and Cloud applications.
 
The cloud services include: bmDOK, bmFLO, bmBPM.

AXIOM IT Solutions Pte Ltd focuses in bringing about the benefits of Cloud Computing 
and Mobility to our customers in Singapore and in the region. We work closely with 
leading Cloud Service Providers like Microsoft, Starhub, IBM, VMware in offering 
public cloud solutions as well as design & build private cloud infrastructure for Large 
Enterprises, SMEs and IHL. Our R&D team specializes in developing cloud based 
mobility solutions for Telcos, Healthcare and Real Estate & Retail sectors on IOS, 
Android and Windows 8 devices. 

We provide 1-stop service for our customers including cloud advisory, consultation, 
planning, design, customization, implementation, migration, support and training for 
Microsoft cloud services. Other SaaS solutions offerings include: Next Generation Dental 
Management System, Retail Services Management System and SMS Appointment 
Reminder and Notification System.

Cloud Awards: Microsoft Cloud Partner of the Year (APAC 2013, Singapore 2013, 
Singapore 2014, APAC Platinum Partner 2014).
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Canon Singapore Pte Ltd
1 HarbourFront Avenue, #04-01, Keppel Bay Tower
Singapore 098632
www.canon.com.sg 
Marketing Department, Business Imaging Solutions Division 
general@canon.com.sg, 6799 8888

Boon Software Consulting Pte Ltd
3791 Jalan Bukit Merah, #07-26/27
E-Centre @ Redhill Singapore 159471
cloud.boonsoftware.com
info@boonsoftware.com, 6732 2669

Canon is a global leader in photographic and digital imaging solutions. Canon Singapore 
Pte Ltd is the headquarters for South & Southeast Asia driving sales, marketing and 
service strategies. The parent company Canon Inc has a global network of more than 
200 companies and employs more than 160,000 people worldwide. It is dedicated to 
the advancement in technology and innovation and commits about 10% of its total 
revenue each year to R&D. As a Fortune Global 500 company, Canon is guided by its 
kyosei philosophy that focuses on living and working together for the common good.

Our service includes: Information Management of accessing documents on your phone 
and tablet is now made easier. By way of the Information Management Mobile App, 
smart workers on the go can access your entire library of documents and process your 
workflow tasks from the palm of your hand. The App is designed for iPad, iPhone and 
devices running AndroidTM, and adapts to make the best use of various screen sizes. 
These days information comes in many formats and from various sources. Users can 
view documents in over 400 different file formats and search using indexes, which 
makes retrieving documents very easy. Paper documents, electronic files, and emails 
can all be effortlessly managed by the platform. One can even process, claim, unclaim 
and delegate workflow tasks with just a few taps. Sending documents using other 
installed apps are possible because of the integration feature.

Boon Software uses Amazon Web Services to deliver logistics execution software 
application over the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) to simplify infrastructure 
management, deploy more quickly, lower cost, and freeing from complex software 
and hardware management. 

With Symphony WMS-Cloud, there is no procurement, installation or maintenance 
of hardware and software required. Symphony WMS-Cloud is fully maintained and 
managed by Boon Software including security, availability, performance, backups and 
upgrade. Symphony WMS-Cloud offers a reliable and flexible platform that enables 
you to run mission-critical applications in a secure and robust environment. Symphony 
Cloud offers Warehouse Management System, Order Management System, Transport 
Management System, Mobility for e-Proof-of-Delivery, B2B Business Integration, 
Barcode & RFID Module.

The services include managing cloud infrastructure services, scalability for demand 
spike, easy rapid SaaS deployment and security & backed up data.
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Clault
Blk 71, #03-22, Ayer Rajah Crescent
Singapore 139951
www.clault.com 
Marcus Tan, Director, marcus@clault.com, 9656 2333

Capillary Technologies International Pte Ltd 
OCBC Center Chulia Street, #25-01, Singapore 049513
Anant Choubey, Vice President, APAC 
anant.choubey@capillarytech.com
9005 7483 

Clault provides the “Cloud’s Vault”. Our solution enables end-to-end confidential 
document protection, ensuring that you own your documents on the cloud. Clault 
was founded in June 2011 by Marcus Tan and Dr. Li Qiming. Our founders realized a 
basic trait of human psychology - if it’s not your own documents, security is always 
secondary to convenience. And if we can’t change humans, why penalize them? 
Perhaps we should be creating better products that people actually like to use. Thus 
we decided to create our ideal security product, and Clault was born. 

In 2012, Clault was awarded the Red Herring Asia Top 100 Award. In order to achieve 
true end-to-end document protection, our targeted customers have to purchase 
multiple expensive products from different vendors and integrate them into a solution. 
This requires installation, maintenance, and constant management by their IT 
departments. Even so, traditional solutions are difficult to use, and cloud computing 
is an alternative. Consumer-targeted cloud file sharing services, such as Dropbox 
and YouSendIt, compromises security, as many file-sharing solutions have no real 
privacy-by-design. Despite claims of security, these services can read your data, and 
if they are requested to do so by law, they will hand your data over to governments. 
Clault provides an easy to use cloud document sharing service with enterprise-grade 
security. Our end-to-end service is built with privacy-by-design and advanced email 
data loss prevention technologies. It protects document-in-storage, document-in-
transit and document-in-use within private or public clouds. Please sign up for a free 
trial at our website and experience easy-to-use secure document sharing.

Capillary Technologies is a leading provider of cloud-based software solutions that 
enable retail marketers to quickly and easily build, manage and analyze customer data 
to gather deep insights and personalize customer engagement across social media, 
mobile, e-mail, online, and in-store channels, driving a significant increase in sales 
and customer loyalty.  

Capillary’s 360-degree solutions powers end-to-end customer engagement, clienteling, 
loyalty and social CRM for more than 170 major brands across 12,000 retail locations, 
bringing instant shopper gratification to over 100 million consumers across the Asia-
Pacific region, the United States, United Kingdom, Middle East, and South Africa.  

Capillary’s customers include industry leaders such as Benetton, Marks & Spencer, 
Puma, Pizza Hut and KFC. Capillary has been named to Inc India’s Innovative 100, 
Relationship Marketing Agency of the Year at the 2014 Loyalty and Engagement 
Awards, Marketing Magazine’s CRM & Loyalty Agency of the Year 2013; a Gartner 2013 
Cool Vendor; and one of Mint/WSJ Bloomberg Businessweek’s Hottest Technology 
Businesses 2013.  

Capillary is backed by Sequoia Capital, Norwest Venture Partners, Qualcomm Ventures, 
American Express Ventures and Silicon Valley Bank. 
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Technopreneur’s Resource Centre Pte Ltd
420 North Bridge Road, #06-29/30, North Bridge Centre 
Singapore 188727
www.createappsingapore.com 
Eddie Foong, eddiefoong@createappsingapore.com 
6337 4521

Conversant Solutions Pte Ltd 
8 Temasek Boulevard, Suntec Tower 3 
#20-01, Singapore 038988
www.swiftserve.com 
Cheong Fun Hua, Director, funhua@conversant.com.sg
9689 2879

CreateApp is a platform technology company which aims to provide Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) mobile application development services without the need of technical 
knowledge and background. CreateApp is designed with 33 modular drag and 
drop functions and a backend dashboard system (PHP), linking to Android and iOS 
applications in real-time. 

HRM-360 is a SaaS based Human Resource Management platform that enables SMEs 
to completely manage and automate their HR systems and processes.

The services include: Company Management that is possible to add or modify company 
details, Employee Information Management to manage employees’ accounts, their 
information like contact details, job status, related documents etc.; Document 
Management that is associated with employees. For each employee, their respective 
documents to be managed centrally; Claims Management that is associated with 
employees and will automate complete claims approval flow; And Leave Management 
that offers the management of employees leave including approval flow.

Established in 2002, Conversant is a Singapore based, privately held technology 
company. Together with our subsidiary SwiftServe, we are focusing on developing 
innovative products and services for telecommunication service providers. Conversant 
is headquartered in Singapore with development centers in Cambridge and Shanghai 
and regional offices in Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand, and Indonesia.  Profitable and 
self-funded entirely by the management team since inception, Conversant has both 
an established financial track record for long term partnerships and business flexibility 
for continued technology innovation. 

Conversant’s Swift range of products allows our service provider customers to efficiently 
manage the business costs of their “content and app” network. At the same time, our 
service provider customers now have the ability to monetize their network assets by 
creating differentiated service offerings through content and subscriber awareness.

SwiftServe operates SwiftServe CDN, a global next generation CDN, built on the 
advanced SwiftCDN technology, and provided as a service to content publishers or 
network service providers. SwiftServe’s CDN services include web-acceleration, file 
download optimisation, video on demand (VoD), and live streaming. SwiftServe also 
enables Network Service Providers to resell these services, branded as their own. In 
short, SwiftServe provides a faster, safer and better route to market.
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RUN YOUR BUSINESS

Deskera
96 Robinson Road, #12-02, SIF Building
Singapore 068899
www.deskera.com
Somesh Misra, Vice President, Products 
somesh@deskera.com, 8468 6311/ 6536 1420

Deskera is leading the cloud revolution with its integrated On Demand Suite of ERP, 
CRM, HRMS, Learning Management and Project Management applications. Deskera 
is world’s first truly integrated Enterprise Business Suite, serving more than 2000 
customers every day.

The key features of Deskera are: One Integrated solution, Complete ERP suite with 
accounting, inventory, CRM, HRM, learning and PM, statutory compliance with IRAS, 
CPF, accessible anywhere and anytime, web based solution with mobile apps, real time 
reports and analytics.

The services include; Deskera Financials & Deskera Inventory, Deskera HRMS, eLeave, 
eClaims, Deskera LMS, Deskera eTraining, Deskera CRM and Deskera PM.

DreamApps Pte Ltd
1 Fullerton Road #02-01, One Fullerton 
Singapore 049213
www.dreamapps.com 
Julie Ngau, Director, julie@dreamapps.com
68325135 / 92483311

DreamApps started its business in 2001. It was a simple idea. Unlike traditional 
software, DreamApps applications are not codes but functional specifications. These 
specifications are realized into system objects to render into applications, at run time. 
That makes it easy to develop, deploy, translate, customize and support an extremely 
complex set of applications without losing integrity and scalability. Starting with only 
12 essential ERP and E-business modules, currently there are close to 100 DreamApps 
modules covering diverse application areas and industry segments.

DreamApps is a user-customizable browser-accessed Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) system covering the following applications of Sales (local, overseas, retail, 
whole-sale, projects), Purchase (products and services), Inventory (stock or non-stock, 
consignment), Accounts (true multi-currency, fixed asset and cash management), 
Human Resource (payroll, personnel, e-leave, attendance), CRM (pre-sale lead 
management and post-sale customer support) and Social Media (facebook), b2b and 
b2c web sales and website integration.
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D-SIMLAB Technologies Pte Ltd
8 Jurong Town Hall Road, #30-04, JTC Summit 
Singapore 609434
www.D-SIMLAB.com 
6665 2015

D-SIMLAB Technologies specialises in providing simulation-based data analytics on 
a private cloud platform. The solutions support integration to legacy databases and 
other commercial applications.

Presently D-SIMLAB solutions are addressing the following domains:
1) Semiconductor Manufacturing: D-SIMCON is a product suite that supports 

proactive operational management for the semiconductor industry. Primary users 
are from the wafer fabrication plants. The key features provided by the solution 
are dispatching that determine optimal lot sequence at a tool group, forecaster and 
WIP optimiser that anticipate WIP waves on the shop floor and derive measures 
to prevent them, dynamic capacity planner that determines capacity entitlements 
given a production capacity, and load mix optimiser that determine the best order 
mix to optimise revenue, gross margin or wafer out.

2) Aerospace Industry: D-SIMSPAIR is a product suite that supports proactive spare 
management for the aerospace industry. Primary users include airlines, MROs, 
OEMs and component service providers. The product provides the functionalities 
through an integrated dashboard to execute all spare parts management processes, 
including inventory planning and optimisation, expendables setting analysis, 
component demand forecasting, repurchase decision analysis upon scrap, and 
field parameter analysis.

Dropmysite Pte Ltd
#01-12 Block 71, Ayer Rajah Crescent, Singapore 139951
www.dropmysite.com
sales@dropmysite.com
6779 5131 

Dropmysite is an industry leader in website, database, email and mobile phone data 
backup technologies over the cloud, offering secure and easy to-use services to SMBs 
around the globe.  Dropmysite was launched in 2012 at DEMO Asia, the leading event 
for the best and brightest companies to launch to a global audience, and awarded the 
“DemoGURU” and “Freedom” Award. 

Our services include: Dropmysite (www.dropmysite.com) that is a simple and easy 
to use interface for users to backup their website and database, Dropmyemail (www.
dropmyemail.com) that is a simple and universally compliant email Backup and 
Archive solution and Dropmymobile (www.dropmymobile.com) that backs up and 
restores your android devices with a click of a button.
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e-Discover Pte Ltd
100 Tras Street, #16-03, 100 AM
Singapore 079027
www.ediscover.com.sg  
Terence Lau, Consultant, ask@ediscover.com.sg 
6871 4858

Earth9.com Pte Ltd
545 Orchard Road, #16-08/7a, Singapore 238882
www.earth9.com 
Shirley Lim, Business Director, shirley.lim@earth9.com
9183 6307

e-Discover is a forensic and e-Discovery support company that specialises in three 
main areas (1) Forensic and Computer Investigation (2) Compliance and VA/PT 
assessment and (3) e-Discovery process required for litigation or arbitration. We 
enable our clients to have forensic capabilities and also conduct their own compliance 
and VA/PT assessment to comply with the statutory requirement and regulations. 
Our E-Discovery platform allows the clients together with their legal counsels to 
gain capabilities to have Early Case Assessment (ECA) and also to sort out critical 
contentious materials in assisting to prepare such materials for the trial. 

The service includes: e-Discover - an innovative cloud-based eDiscovery platform 
for corporate counsel, law firms and day to day businesses to simplify eDiscovery 
processes that enables the Subscriber to securely upload data directly into the cloud-
based service to conduct data analysis, ECA and review, and manage production. 

Subscribers eliminate the time, risks and costs associated with packaging, shipping 
and processing electronically stored information for use in litigation, regulatory 
responses or internal investigations.

We specialize in Business & Technology consulting, develop digital solutions for 
enterprises on Microsoft technology, including MS sharepoint, Kentico and proprietary 
solutions.

Cloud Services Offering:
1) Clients Management, Service Management, Billing Management for service 

providers.
2)  Integration with ILTC – MOHH system.

Whenever there is synergy, we also welcome partners to aggregate their services with 
us to create solution sets of greater value. 

Our Services include: Social & Healthcare System – VWOs, Eldercare System, 
Volunteer Management System, Online Booking System, Learning Centre System and 
Inventory System.
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Enhanzcom Pte Ltd
1003 Bukit Merah Central, #06-12, Technopreneur Centre
Singapore 159836
www.enhanzcom.com 
Edwin Seah, CEO,eseah@enhanzcom.com
6276 1128 

eG Innovations Pte Ltd 
33 Tanjong Pagar Road, Singapore 088456 
www.eginnovations.com  
Timothy Sim, Regional Sales Manager 
timothy@eginnovations.com, 6423 0928 

Enhanzcom was established in 2007. Through the support of the Singapore Institute 
of Manufacturing Technology, we engineered and developed a unique web-based 
configuration platform – FITPRISE Unified Configurator Architecture (UCA).  This 
platform enables easy configuration of web management systems to support business 
process.  Our solution methodology is designed to meet 3 essential requirements that 
companies are looking for when adopting business management systems - customized 
functionality, ease of use and affordable costs.  

Our aim is to enable companies/reseller partners in respective domain markets to 
utilize our FITPRISE UCA to build and maintain business management applications for 
their own/customers’ usage. 

Our Cloud service: FITPRISE UCA which is a Software-as-a-Service Microsoft .Net 
platform technology that provides for a step-by-step configuration methodology 
for developing web-based business management systems. Our unique software 
configuration platform enables simple, quick and flexible development of web 
management solutions, which are fully configured to support any company’s end-to-
end business processes.

eG Innovations is a leading global provider of enterprise-class monitoring and 
management solutions for your mission-critical IT infrastructure. The specialized 
monitoring and management capabilities of the solution enable customers to monitor 
the performance of their business-critical IT services in real-time and perform proactive 
infrastructure triage to rapidly isolate which tiers or layers of the infrastructure could 
be responsible for the slow-downs. 

Available in SaaS licensing, eG Enterprise Suite provides users with solutions for 
various performance issues such as:

-  Poor end-user experience and constant finger-pointing with no clear indication of 
root cause.

-  Exorbitant cost invested with uncertain ROI and risk for cloud infrastructure.
-  Large amount of time and manpower spent to identify root cause and monitor   

systems contributing to exorbitant cost of infrastructure setup.
-  No clear visibility of performance of mission-critical IT Services.
-  Lack of comprehensive reports for administrators/stakeholders to make informed 

decisions.
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Esker Document Automation Asia Pte Ltd
47 Scotts Road, #05-04, Goldbell Towers
Singapore 228233
www.esker.com
info@esker.com.sg, 6735 6882

EPRO Systems (S) Pte Ltd
1557 Keppel Road, #02-08, Inchcape Marketing Building
Singapore 089066
www.epro.com.sg 
Koh Seng Loo, Technical Director, sengloo@epro.com.sg
6323 4148 / 9388 7268

Esker is a recognized global leader in document process automation that helps 
organizations around the world to eliminate paper and improve business processes by 
automating the flow of inbound and outbound business documents with on-demand 
(SaaS) and on-premise automation solutions. Esker solutions speed the revenue cycle, 
improve customer satisfaction and increase profitability by enabling organizations to 
achieve higher efficiency in Order-to-Cash and Procure-to-Pay processes. Organization 
running on SAP or other ERP systems, Esker offers comprehensive and secured 
integration with any enterprise system to automate end-to-end business document 
processes.

Cloud Services Offering:
- Purchasing / Accounts Payable / Sales Order Processing / Accounts Receivable/ 

Document Delivery. 

Founded in 1985 with world headquarters in Lyon, France, with subsidiaries in the US, 
Canada, the UK, Germany, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Australia, Singapore and Malaysia.

EPRO Systems (S) Pte Ltd was setup in Nov 1991 focusing on software development. 
Our clientele includes Boardroom Ltd, Kellogg Brown & Root (Asia Pacific) Pte Ltd, PwC 
International Assignment Services (Singapore) Pte Ltd, Ace Tours & Travel Pte Ltd, 
Discovery Tours & Travel Pte Ltd and Asia Furniture Co Pte Ltd.

Our services include: Resort/Room Booking with Payment Gateaway, Registration & 
Attendance System for Events, Acumatica Cloud Accounting & ERP Software, Outlets 
Replenishment Solution, Online tour Costing System, Lucky Draw System for Events, 
Mobile Commerce Solution, Retail Ordering System and Menu Ordering System on 
iPAD for restaurants with integration to kitchen and POS.
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EventNook Pte Ltd
71 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #01-05
Singapore 139951
www.eventnook.com
Kyaw Lin Oo, CEO, kyaw.linoo@eventnook.com
6681 6571

Esri Singapore Pte Ltd 
82 Ubi Avenue 4, #07-03 
Singapore 408832
esrisingapore.com.sg
esrisingapore.com.sg/contact

EventNook is a company based in Singapore which specializes in event management 
solutions, online event ticketing and online event registration. With eventnook, the 
event organizers can easily set up a mobile friendly event site and launch event ticket 
sales in less than 10 minutes. It provides all the features which organizers need to 
manage events such as customizable event site, attendee registration, ticketing, online 
payment collection, discount promotion, auto-generated invoices and receipts, event 
marketing and on-site attendees check-in with QR code scanner, real time reporting, 
etc.

We can also provide regular trainings to event organizers how to utilize cloud based 
eventnook solutions to manage their event more effectively and efficiently. The course 
will include how to set up an event website, customized event registration form, set 
up online payment, ticketing, event marketing and onsite attendees’ management

Established in 1980, Esri Singapore is the nation’s foremost authority on Geographic 
Information System (GIS) technology and more specifically, Esri’s world-leading 
ArcGIS platform. 

The ArcGIS platform is a complete system for designing and managing solutions 
through the application of geographic insight. The platform operates across desktop, 
server, web and mobile environments to provide users with an end-to-end solution. 

Essentially, the technology translates complex datasets into the universal language 
of smart maps. In this way, the technology provides a powerful perspective on the 
present and a compelling window into the future. 

Esri’s Cloud-based technology offering – ArcGIS Online – is a hosted solution that 
provides intuitive web mapping capabilities to an extended network of users. 
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EVVO Media Pte Ltd
1 Lorong 2 Toa Payoh, Yellow Pages Building, #05-02
Singapore 319637
www.evvomedia.com
6348 8435

Evvo Labs Pte Ltd
1 Lorong 2 Toa Payoh, Yellow Pages Building, #04-05 
Singapore 319637
www.evvolabs.com 
6258 4914

EVVO Media is a local company that specializes in “Live” webcasting, Video-on-
Demand (VOD) technology, Classroom Capture and Delivery, Site Acceleration and 
Web Application Firewall (WAF) services. 

The company is the digital media subsidiary of EVVO Labs Pte Ltd that provides holistic 
technology and solutions for Cloud, Media and Mobile. 

The services include: cloud based Online Video Platforms (OVP), cloud based live 
webcasting solutions, cloud based e-Learning platforms, cloud based web application 
firewall (WAF), content delivery network (CDN) services.

EVVO Labs is a convergent of five unique IT verticals – EVVO Media (Digital Media), 
EVVO Mobility (Mobile Development & Unified Communications), EVVO Solutions 
(Cloud Solutions), EVVO Tec (Infrastructure & Disaster Recovery) and EVVO IOT 
(Internet of Things).

The company is the partner of choice to regional Telecoms, Data Centers and Multi-
National Companies looking for cloud and SaaSinfrastructure, system integration 
and cloud on-boarding. EVVO Labs also works with many of the regional government 
agencies to provide Cloud and/or SaaS Consultancy and Enablement Programs, so 
that Independent Software Vendors have a platform to sell to local, regional and global 
businesses. 

Our services include of cloud hosting services, Software-as-a-Service, Infrastructure-
as-a-Service and Mobility-as-a-Service.
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EVVO Mobility Pte Ltd
1 Lorong 2 Toa Payoh, Yellow Pages Building
#04-05, Singapore 319637
6258 4914

EVVO Solutions Pte Ltd
1 Lorong 2 Toa Payoh, Yellow Pages Building
#04-05, Singapore 319637
6258 4914

EVVO Mobility designs, builds and customizes mobile applications, corporate websites 
and enterprise solutions that are tailored to meet the unique needs of business today.

Our products are designed with you in mind: all offerings from EVVO Mobility feature 
seamless user interface and enriching user experience – as a result of the close 
relations and deep engagement we share with our clients. We will empower you to 
serve better and grow faster.

Our services include Authentication as a Service, Mobility as a Service, Unified 
Communication as a Service, Solution as a Service and Platform as a Service.

EVVO Solutions takes your company into the future with peace of mind. Wherever you 
are, we connect you to anywhere and at any place from any device securely.

As business technology moves away from capital, expense mode of investment to 
cloud-based model. EVVO Solutions provides you end-to-end services with enterprise 
grade solutions that are efficient, flexible, customizable, and enhanced with secured 
cloud-based services model to suit your business needs. 

Our services include cloud services, cloud server and cloud storage, cloud backup, 
disaster recovery, business intelligence (Akumen).
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HRBoss Pte Ltd
17A Boon Tat Street, Singapore 069618
www.hrboss.com 
info@hrboss.com, 6222 6077

HRBoss is Asia’s leading provider of workforce planning analytics software. There are 
3 SaaS products in the HRBoss suite: EmployeeBoss, the workforce planning and 
analytics platform for the C-Suite, StaffingBoss, the CRM/ATS for recruiting firms 
HiringBoss, the ATS recruiting platform for corporate HR.
 
Born in Asia in 2011, HRBoss is headquartered in Singapore and maintains presence 
across the globe with offices throughout the Asia-Pacific region in 6 countries and the 
USA. All HRBoss cloud solutions are intuitive, highly-configurable and are supported 
locally on-the-ground across Asia. Customers include world-leading organizations 
and government agencies, including Nissan, Audi, Allergan, Changi Airport Group, 
Metlife, the Monetary Authority of Singapore and the Economic Development Board 
of Singapore.
 
Recent accolades include: Best Innovation, Best HR Service Providers 2015, Greater 
China | Best Software-as-a-Service, The Cloud Awards 2014, USA | International Tech 
Company of The Year, IBAs 2014, Global | Favourite Company of the Year, People’s 
Choice Stevie Awards 2014, Asia.

FriarTuck Pte Ltd
10 Science Park Road, #03-02, The Alpha, Science Park II
Singapore 117684
www.workforceoptimizer.com 
Sales, sales@workforceoptimizer.com
3158 1484

We specialize in cloud and mobile based workforce optimization solution 
(WorkforceOptimizer) that enables small to large enterprises to automate and optimize 
their entire workforce scheduling and attendance tracking process. Unlike existing 
approaches, WorkforceOptimizer employs breakthrough mathematical techniques 
that process millions of complex scheduling rules to automatically generate optimized 
schedules based on forecasted workload demand. 

WorkforceOptimizer enables enterprises to improve manager productivity by 20% 
through reduction in time spent on managing workforce and maximize staff utilization 
leading to potential savings of 5 to 15% of payroll.

Cloud Services Offering:
• Cloud and Mobile Workforce Scheduling Solution
• Cloud and Mobile Time and Attendance Solution
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hSENID Software (Singapore) Pte Ltd
7500A Beach Road, #05-322, The Plaza, Singapore 199591
www.peoplesHR.com
Vanessa Kwan, Office Administrator, Vanessa@hsenid.com
6533 2140

PeoplesHR is a leader in cloud-based Human Resource Information Systems, with over 
700 customers across 30 countries in over 18 industries. These solutions cover an 
array of key HR functions from; core HR to Social HR, analytics, dashboards and talent 
management. PeoplesHR continues to be an innovator changing the way organisations 
nurture their human potential. Operating from Australia, India, Kenya, Singapore and 
Sri Lanka, PeoplesHR has been HR solutions for over 18 years. Our configurable and 
flexible solution reduces operational expenditure, and can be easily tailored to meet 
the needs of diverse organizations from as little to many employees, with ease.

Ibase Technology Pte Ltd
19 Kallang Avenue, #04-151, Singapore 339410
www.ibase.com.sg 
Sales, sales-sgp@ibase.com.sg
6557 2516

Ibase is a corporate IT solutions provider started in 1999. Envisioning web-based 
business solutions before the word Cloud became a buzzword, we developed UBERIQ™, 
a cloud-based business management system. UBERIQ™ has increased efficiency, 
productivity and created significant reduction in operating costs annually for our 
customers. Through our solutions, we have helped more than a hundred enterprises in 
Asia streamline complex workflows and automate manual business processes. We aim 
to continue our success and create more value for our customers through dedication 
and innovation.

Our solutions include: Human Resource Management, Financial Management, Property 
Management, Lease, Rental & MCST Management, Facility & Asset Management, 
Property Portal Management and Call Centre Management.
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Info Lab Pte Ltd
11 Chang Charn Road, Singapore 15940
www.Info-lab.com 
Thomas Tan, Thomas.tan@info-lab.com
6334 9658

With more than 10 years in enterprise application, consulting and system integration, 
Infolab is now able to provide Consultancy and delivery on the cloud. With an alliance 
with IIJ the largest Cloud provider in Japan, we have a dedicated facility to offer 
cloud hosting solutions as well as consultation on cloud adoption. Currently we enable 
customers to adopt cloud solutions by providing consulting, solutions, private/public/
hybrid cloud hosting. We have embarked on this in Singapore and Indonesia and 
enable as well as partner our customers to build, manage and implement their Cloud 
Strategies. 

Cloud consulting on solutions to cater to business needs allow more efficient adoption 
and scalability and increase profitability.

Provided Cloud solution offerings currently includes: Secured public/private/
customized hybrid cloud,  web vulnerability analysis, anti defacement, secured DB 
integrity  & other security services, cloud applications such as Volunteer Management 
System, Incident (case) Management System and Maintenance and  Service Warranty 
Management System.

Innovax Systems Pte Ltd
317 Outram Road, #01-01 , Singapore 169075
www.innovax.systems
Han Eng Seow, han@innovax.com.sg
6701 1888

Founded in 1998, Innovax Systems is the leading provider of end-to-end integrated 
contact centre solutions and web-based applications.

Headquartered in Singapore, Innovax Systems has offices and partners throughout 
the region and has provided contact centre related consulting, development, 
implementation and operational services for MNC and SME customers in varied 
industries. With our flagship proprietary contact centre suite of products - OpsCentral, 
Innovax Systems has evolved to be the preferred service provider in the industry.

Our Service includes:  OpsCentral-On-Demand which is a cost-effective state-of-the-
art contact centre solution hosted on the cloud. Subscription-based per month per 
seat solution consisting of IVR, CTI, Call Management System and screen pops, call 
recording, monitoring, real time reporting and analytics.
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Inok Systems Pte Ltd
27 Foch Road, #06-04, Singapore 209264
www.swiftracker.com
Ken Sng, Director, service@swiftracker.com
6513 3850

Swiftracker is a new generation fixed asset management tool. 

Swiftracker helps organisations manage the entire lifecycle of fixed assets. From 
receiving, tracking, asset verification through to decommissioning. Swiftracker also 
handles reservations and loans of assets. This is especially useful for organisations 
like educational institutions which need to manage and track student equipment 
reservations and loans. 

The mobile app (available on Android and iOS) for Swiftracker allows users to perform 
audits aka asset verification by scanning asset barcodes. Scanning can be done using 
the built-in phone camera or optionally with a bluetooth barcode scanner. Scanned 
asset data can be uploaded to the server in real time or via email. 

Swiftracker is available as a Software-as-a-Service or on-premise. 

Visit www.swiftracker.com for more information and to sign up for a test drive.

Inspire-Tech Pte Ltd
970 Toa Payoh North, #05-03/04, Singapore 318992
www.inspire-tech.com 
enquiry@inspire-tech.com, 6255 0010

As mobile solution creators, Inspire-Tech believes that many organisations are able 
to tap on mobile platforms to realise greater business opportunities and cost savings. 

The services include: 
• EasiShare (an IDA Accredited Product and achieved Multi-tier Cloud Security Level 

1 certification): a secure file management system for enterprises and government 
to facilitate easy sync-and-share across devices for board room meetings, mobile 
collaboration & large files sharing.

• RapidSMS: a SMS gateway and campaign service. Besides traditional SMS, its 
hybrid messaging platform offers Push Notifications to Apple and Android phones, 
helping to reach recipients faster and more cost-effectively.

• RapidRecall: a proven Business Continuity Management solution, utilising 
immediate and effective communication modes through automated call tree on 
SMS, voice and email.
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Intalio Pte Ltd 
#36-04, International Plaza, 10 Anson Road
Singapore 079909
www.intalio.com
Manvinder Malik, General Manager, Asia Pacific 
malik@intalio.com, 9060 0275

Intalio’s suite of products enables businesses, large and small, to rapidly build business 
applications that are cloud-scalable and mobile-enabled to support an agile response 
to their market. Our standards-based software can be found powering over 1,000 
businesses including some of the largest in the world like Deutsche Bank, General 
Electric, NTT, Irish Revenue Commission, Singapore Airlines, Facebook and Google. 
Intalio is headquartered in Palo Alto and has over 100 partners and world-class 
investors. 

Intalio|bpms is the world’s leading Business Process Management software (BPMS). 
It provides all of the components required to design, deploy and manage business 
processes and systems orchestration from simple to the most complex; deployable 
within standard infrastructure common to most enterprises.

Intalio|Create is the world’s leading rapid application development platform, which 
integrates all the tools you need to build powerful applications for your cloud, with 
simplicity and ease. Complete applications for BPM, CRM, and ECM are also part of 
the package. Intalio platform is built and optimized on top of VMWare Cloud Foundry. 
Intalio also offers CITREP approved Cloud Computing training to help companies 
understand cloud technologies and the impact on their existing infrastructure.

Integral Solutions Asia Pte Ltd
3015A Ubi Road 1, #06-06
Singapore 408705
www.datamining.com.sg 
William Foo, william@datamining.com.sg
8188 8036

ISL has over 23 years history in providing data mining solutions in Asia. Our big 
data solutions are available in cloud for organization to subscribe. Our cloud solutions 
ranging from CRM in general with marketing, sales, service and social engagement 
to vertical market solutions for F&B, help desk, marketing, wholesales, maintenance, 
calibration, photocopier, printer, computer, training, project management, job costing, 
6 sigma quality control, collaborative learning, and student performance analytics.

Our analytics solutions include business intelligent, artificial intelligent and workflow 
to discover unknown patterns within operation and business data. It automates and 
advises management with advance predictive analytics. Our solution can integrate 
with Microsoft Dynamic CRM and ERP to automate discovery and analytical processes.

Our service includes: CRM, F&B, Intelligent Collaborative Learning, Student Learning 
Insight Analytics, data mining, quality control, business intelligent and artificial 
intelligent.
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iSkylink Pte Ltd
80 Marine Parade Road, #08-07, Parkway Parade 
Singapore 449269
www.iskylink.net 
Chin Yeu Yao, Director, chin@iskylink.net 
9389 8290 / 6299 4292

iSkylink is a joint venture between Indigo and Creationline who have been in the IT 
cloud arena since the establishment of cloud computing.  The team has more than 30 
years of IT experiences in consulting, implementation, supporting for deployments of 
both public and private cloud services including big data. 

iSkylink Pte Ltd is a newly formed company solely for the purposes of providing state 
of the art cloud-based solutions to telcos, data centers and enterprises for the Asia 
Pacific market.  We have developed 2 cloud-based platforms from our experiences in 
the Japanese market.  A disaster recovery cloud based infrastructure for telcos and 
data center and an on-line storage file security sharing for enterprise market. These 
solutions have been deployed in Japan for actual usage, where the top 5 telcos have 
been using our solutions as well as top tier enterprises.

Jusfeedback Pte Ltd
Block 1003, Bukit Merah Central, #05-21, Inno Centre
Singapore 159836
www.jusfeedback.com 
Ken Tan, Sales Director, ktan@jusfeedback.com 
6276 6791

Jusfeedback Pte Ltd is the sole distributor of Verint Systems Inc Voice of the Customer 
Analytics solutions in the Asia Pacific region. Our flagship product is the Enterprise 
Feedback Management (EFM), a comprehensive yet user-friendly web-based survey 
application that allows organizations worldwide to deploy and capture the feedback 
to identify employee and customer satisfaction and act on that information to create 
long-term relationships, increase profitability and facilitate time-critical actions that 
drive business results.

Jusfeedback offers EFM as a SaaS in a local tier-4 data centre. Our application supports 
a wide-range of deployment options including mobile surveys, online surveys, offline 
surveys, SMS surveys, web surveys, oost-Call IVR surveys, kiosks surveys, QR-Code 
and NFC Surveys. 2 days on-site trainings will be provided for organizations that 
subscribe to our SaaS.
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KEYfields Pte Ltd
1 Irving Place, #09-13, The Commerze
Singapore 369546
www.keyfields.com 
Kenny Tan, General Manager, kenny@keyfields.com 
6842 7886

Justlogin Pte Ltd
10 Genting Road, #03-00, The Blue Building 
Singapore 349473
www.justlogin.com
Lakshmi Mani, Marketing Executive, lakshmi@justlogin.com
6476 5330

Established in 2003, Singapore-based KEYfields has developed and acquired a list of 
solutions for our integrated platform suite of solutions (iLOGON – LOGistics ONline) for 
the transport and logistics industry. Our objective is to provide highly adaptable and 
practical enterprise integrated solution built on Microsoft .net technology platform. 
These systems can be deployed independently or fully integrated across other business 
centric modules to bring productivity and profitability to a new level. 

SaaS Offerings: Warehouse Management System – iWMS.net. Its functionalities 
include inbound, outbound, inventory management, billing, mobility, and integration 
with tradenet, KPI and reports. Transport Management System – iTMS.net that can be 
easily deployed without any modifications.  Functionalities include fleet management, 
resource management, job registration and prescription, job planning, mobility, billing, 
scorecard and reports.

JustLogin is the leading SaaS Provider offering a suite of HR applications for the global 
business community. Our applications streamline your HR processes to save you time 
and hassle, helping you to achieve increases in staff productivity and office efficiency. 
From processing payroll, managing leave & claim applications, tracking time and 
attendance to conducting surveys, JustLogin’s suite of applications will transform your 
company into an intelligent enterprise with total ease and affordability. 

Justlogin system is being used in 23 countries and in 8 languages. We also have a 
mobile app that is available on iPhone and Android devices. Justlogin was awarded 
“Killer Application of the Year” in Internet Asia 2001 and named Rising Star 25 by MIS 
Magazine. 
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Melioris Private Limited
82 Genting Lane, #03-08, SPH Media Centre 
Singapore 349567  
www.melioris.biz
Yue Yew Hoong / Catherine Wong 
yewhoong@melioris.biz / catherinewong@melioris.biz

Magicsoft Asia Systems Pte Ltd
21 Bukit Batok Crescent, #09-84, WCEGA Tower
Singapore 658065
www.magicsoft-asia.com 
Kenny Tew, Business Development Manager
kennytew@magicsoft-asia.com, 6515 7087

Headquartered in Singapore, Melioris provides the following cloud-based suite of 
solutions to improve productivity, enhance controls and increase operational efficiency. 

Our services include: 
• Payroll Processing & leave management – to provide peace of mind for payroll and 

leave management 
• Social Media Monitoring & Analytics – to better understand your online social 

profile and gain social intelligence of your peers/industry
• Receivable Management to automate sending of invoices / statement of accounts 

and to manage better receivables including disputes and overdue cases, 
• Incident / Ticketing Management – to track incidents / tickets reported and 

resolution
• Payables Management – to better process non PO-based invoices 
• Timesheet & Expenses Management – to automate and better manage timesheet 

and expenses, especially for customer projects

Magicsoft Asia Systems is a Singapore-based IT solution provider. It was founded by 
a group of young and creative software engineers in year 1997. We have built up a 
good image as to develop and deliver quality proven, high-end applications for various 
industries. Our vision is to help our clients to extend their productivity and service 
quality by making use of our cutting edge technologies. Our product ranges from 
wireless application, mobile applications, web-based application to two tier and three 
tier applications.

The services include: Tele-Health Monitoring Systems (medicare-asia.com), 
Construction Management Systems (edata.sg), Clinic Management Systems 
(medicare-asia.com), Membership Application (medicare-asia.com) and Aesthetic 
Management Systems (medicare-asia.com). 

MAG I CSO F T
m a g i c s o f t - a s i a . c o m
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Netsuite 
80 Raffles Place, Level 36, UOB Plaza
Singapore 048624
www.netsuite.com
Michael Leong, Regional Channel Manager, Asia
mleong@netsuite.com, 9366 8686

Netiquette Software Pte Ltd
11 Woodlands Close, #06-33, Woodlands 11 
Singapore 737853
www.netiquette.com.sg 
Edwin Chua, CEO, Edwin@netiquette.com.sg 
6223 1157

Founded in 1998, NetSuite (NYSE: N) is the world’s #1 cloud business software suite, 
headquartered in Silicon Valley with more than 3,400 employees across America, 
Europe and Asia. One complete business management suite, including accounting / 
financials / ERP, CRM and ecommerce and named by Gartner as the world’s fastest 
growing financial management system used by more than 20,000 global organizations.

NetSuite also offers industry-specific solutions for professional services, software, 
wholesale distribution, manufacturing, and ecommerce. NetSuite OneWorld helps 
global, multi-company organizations manage subsidiaries better with robust 
multinational, multi-currency support. 

Netiquette Software is South East Asia’s largest cloud business application provider by 
customer base and has presence in 5 countries; Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong 
Kong and Thailand.  This helps our customers to go and grow globally.

Backed by rigorous, proven business methodology, our applications and more than a 
decade of experience with 10,000 companies successfully migrated to the cloud, using 
our unified systems that deliver unprecedented capabilities across different locations, 
with real time, secure and integrated cloud-based business management applications 
for accounting, inventory, payroll, CRM and point of sales. 

Netiquette Software application partners hosting providers (like Starhub and Celcom) 
around the regions and will continue to look for local telco to reach local customers.
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Ohanae Pte Ltd
71 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #06-01, Singapore 139951
www.ohanae.com 
Janice, janice@ohanae.com
6300 3630

NexWave Telecoms Pte Ltd
6 Serangoon North Ave 5, #03-16 
Singapore 554910  
www.nexwavetelecoms.com 
Gordon Tong, Enterprise Sales and Products
gordon.tong@nexwavetelecoms.com, 3157 1008

Trust No One…Encrypt Everything 

Cloud Privacy Protection: Ohanae delivers comprehensive cloud privacy protection by 
guarding data in the cloud as well as the credentials used to access that data.  Ohanae 
is creating an ecosystem around Secure Document Collaboration for Enterprise Social, 
File Sync and Share, making sharing of data and credentials safer, faster, and more 
private. Ohanae allows business users to easily create, share, and keep files in the 
cloud, while permitting secure and simple access from any desktop, laptop, or mobile 
devices. Ohanae’s patent pending technology ensures passwords and encryption keys 
are not stored anywhere and are dynamically created and erased locally.

The service includes: Securing Document Collaboration.

NexWave Telecoms is a regional infocomm technology solution provider offering an 
extensive suite of cloud computing solutions. As a managed solution provider, we 
are responsible for all software and hardware management that are built on robust 
business continuity architecture and fully secured services. Customers also have the 
flexibility to choose communications and IT service packages in varying configurations 
at a fixed monthly fee to meet their business needs and budgets.

The services include: Managed Hosted Business Telephony & Communications, 
Managed Hosted Enterprise Grade Wireless (Aruba Networks/ Alcatel Lucent), 
Managed Hosted Wireless Network Management (Aruba Networks/ Alcatel Lucent), 
Managed Hosted Security – Antivirus/Antispyware (Sophos), Email and Collaborating 
– Microsoft Office 365 & Google Apps, asset tracking and dispatch, SMS broadcast, 
fibre broadband/ NGNBN and SIP trunking.
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OpenText
6 Battery Road, #33-01, Singapore 049909
www.opentext.com
Janet Chong, Customer Manager, jchong@opentext.com
67739106 / 97470304

OneEmpower Pte Ltd
11 Changi South Lane, #04-01, Singapore 486154
www.oneempower.com
Bobby Tan, Director Business Development / Jasper Ng, Senior Manager
bobbytan@oneempower.com / jasperng@oneempower.com
6248 5108 / 6248 5118

OpenText is a global leader in providing Enterprise Information Management Software 
that helps companies of all sizes and industries to manage, secure and leverage their 
unstructured business information, in their data center or in the cloud. With a vision of 
creating a “Digital-First World,” OpenText serves as a trusted advisor to its customers 
by helping them simplify, transform and accelerate their business in order to gain 
competitive advantage and be more productive. 

The OpenText Cloud is a purpose-built cloud environment for enterprise solutions 
spanning Information Management, Compliance, and B2B Integration. Supported by 
a global, scalable, and secure infrastructure, OpenText Cloud includes a foundational 
platform of technology services, and packaged business applications for industry and 
business processes, supported by comprehensive Managed Cloud Services. 

  
OneEmpower is a leading provider of loyalty management and customer transaction 
systems since 1999. Its suite of Smart CVM™ Solutions has empowered banks, MNCs 
and SMEs to acquire, track, delight and retain tens of millions of their customers. 
Smart CVM™ is available in the form of SaaS called OneFlexi™.

The services include: issuing your own loyalty/prepaid/gift cards, choosing reward 
and prepaid schemes that suit your business, capturing customers’ transactions and 
delighting them with instant rewards, engaging customers through website and mobile 
app and getting operational and statistical reports.
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Pantropic Online Pte Ltd
261 Waterloo Street, #04-27, Waterloo Centre
Singapore 180261
www.pantropic.com.sg / www.atego.com.sg
Clifford Lew, Director, Professional Services
cliff@pantropic.com.sg, 6411 0000

Ordell Management Pte Ltd
8H, K, L Yio Chu Kang Road,ICB Building
Singapore 545522
www.ordell.com.sg 
Willy Goh, willy@ordell.com.sg, 9007 7100

As Singapore’s “Backup and Disaster Recovery Specialist”, Pantropic plans, implements, 
and supports data protection and disaster recovery strategies for both large and small 
enterprises. Our company focus is entirely on disaster recovery and the technologies 
and services that enable companies to protect their critical business data and keep 
their businesses running in times of adversity. Pantropic is ISO22301 certified.

The ATEGO family of managed services includes: ATEGO Enterprise for agentless 
double-redundant offsite backup of servers, ATEGO Standard for agent-based offsite 
backup of servers, and ATEGO Lite for backup of desktops and laptops.  With ATEGO 
Enterprise, your data is secured with your private encryption key and our FIPS 
certified AES-256 cryptographic module. We help monitor your backups, troubleshoot 
problems, and restore your data. 

Ordell Management Pte Ltd is a Singaporean software house which provides various 
mission critical systems as we are now converting our application to cloud base to 
provide more cost effective and efficient system to our customers.

We have cloud enabled our Access control system – Hawkeye to cloud base using 
Microsoft Azure as backend database. This access control can be used in the 
Construction industry, plant and building access control usage as well as events and 
because it is cloud-based, backend hardware and system software can be eliminated.
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Ramco Systems Pte Ltd
79 Anson Road, #15-04/05, Singapore 079906
www.ramco.com 
Subbaraman Ramaswamy, VP – Asia Business 
ramas@ramco.com, 6743 1513 / 8113 3672

QAD
No. 6 Temasek Boulevard, Suntec Tower 4, #41-02/03 
Singapore 038986
www.qad.com 
Luis Zavaleta, Channel Manager, ASEAN
lfz@qad.com, 9112 7983

Ramco Systems is part of the USD 1B diversified conglomerate, the Ramco Group of 
companies. Ramco Systems is a rapidly growing cloud enterprise software company 
focused on providing multi-tenanted enterprise software to corporates in the area of 
HCM, ERP and M&E MRO with Mobile-first philosophy and In-memory based Planning 
and Optimization engine. With utmost importance to usability, Ramco has charted out 
a product philosophy of MUSIC—an acronym for Mobility, User Interface, Social, In-
Memory and Context-aware applications.

Ramco has been steadily growing its footprint in APAC. With our core offerings – ERP, 
HCM and Aviation, we’ve been witnessing significant traction and have been adding 
some marquee customer names. 

The services include Ramco ERP on Cloud, Ramco HCM with Global Payroll, Ramco 
Aviation M&E/ MRO Software and In-memory based Planning and Optimization.

QAD was founded in 1979 with a vision to develop software exclusively for 
manufacturing companies.

QAD Cloud ERP is the industry’s only full-strength enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
solution in the cloud, created exclusively for manufacturing companies, like yours. 
Whether you’re a growing start-up or an established global brand, with QAD Cloud 
ERP you can harness all of the power of QAD Enterprise Applications in a web-based 
ERP solution.
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Reachfield IT Solutions Pte Ltd
16 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #07-01, Singapore 139965
www.reachfield-it.com 
Winson Wee Hock Soon, Director & VP of Client Engagement and 
Projects, winson.wee@reachfield-it.com/contact@reachfield-it.com 
63243320 / 97467511

RapidCloud Singapore Pte Ltd
2 Leng Kee Road, #05-09, Thye Hong Centre 
Singapore 159086
www.rapidcloud.sg
admin@rapidcloud.sg, 6883 9555   

We are specialized in providing services and solutions in the cloud. Currently we provide 
our customers application software solution as a service on the cloud infrastructure. 
These include the Digital Asset Management Solution, Video Management Solution, 
Print Management Solution and RFID Asset Management System.

Cloud solution offerings include centralized data information for dissemination and 
tracking, scalable and robust solution for heavy duty usage, no-frills implementation 
to jumpstart your business, easy to use and affordable and E-commerce enabled. 

The services also include: Advanced Digital Assets Management System (ADAMS), 
Net Video Cloud, Cloud Printing Management Solution (CPMS) and Asset Management 
System (AMS). 

RapidCloud, one of the few integrated subscription-based computing solutions 
providers in Singapore, offers its services through all three currently available 
segments of cloud computing. We deliver our offerings through all three available 
Cloud Computing segments, i.e. Software-as-a-Services (SaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-
Service and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS).

Being part of RapidCloud International plc, listed in London Stock Exchange AIM, we 
provide high-quality innovative solutions at affordable prices to global clients with 
localized support.

Our cloud offerings include: RapidCRM (CRM-Sales Automation), Rapidweb Suite 
(Enterprise-grade Content Management System), RapidDOCS (Document Mangement 
System), Rapid MRP II (Manufacturing Resources Planning), RapidDMS (Dealership 
Management & Reward System), RapidSEARCH (Big Data Search Engine), RapidAPI 
(Secured Gateway Solution) and bespoke solutions.
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Ricoh (Singapore) Pte Ltd
20W Pasir Panjang Road, #04-28
Mapletree Business City
Singapore 117439
www.ricoh.sg
Solution Marketing Division, Marketing@ricoh.sg, 6474 0777 

Retarus Asia Pte Ltd
60, Tras Street, #03-02, Singapore 078999
www.retarus.com.sg 
Joerg Kalisch, Managing Director
joerg.kalisch@retarus.com.sg, 6323 7351

Ricoh creates new value at the interface of people and information, offering a broad 
range of digital networked products, including copiers, printers, and fax machines 
to digital production printers. Ricoh Managed IT Services is an expanded business 
in Singapore. Offered with a wide range of information technology coverage such 
as server, desktop, network, data center managed services; working with major IT 
leaders in storage, infrastructure, and communication and application space.

The services cloud-based offerings include: @Remote Office which is a web-based 
reporting portal transforms captured data into valuable population, utilization trending 
and Green Reports, enabling IT managers to understand and control printer supplies 
and devices. Ricoh Unified Communication System is designed for IT innovation and 
business acceleration; a whole new means of visual communication incorporating 
video, audio with multiple locations via the Internet that can be delivered through 
multiple multimedia experiences in any workspace enhancing presence and mobile 
capabilities and make service available both inside and outside the organization.

More than 4,700 companies around the world have entrusted their daily business 
communications to Retarus’ messaging services, and for good reasons.
 
Retarus offers the highest quality, security and innovation for its messaging 
applications. 

Retarus has been developing, automating and optimizing business processes for 
electronic corporate communication since 1992. Our services provide seamless 
integration between customers, partners and employees for thousands of companies, 
in all sectors and industries. From consulting to operations to service and support, 
Retarus combines comprehensive IT expertise with an innovative solutions portfolio 
focused on managed services for secure-email, fax, SMS, voice notifications and EDI. 
Our services reliably optimize business processes and ensure highly efficient business 
communications. We focus on providing the highest level of security, flexibility and 
availability, as well as unlimited scalability, constant development and cost efficiency. 
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Stone Forest Accountserve Pte Ltd
8 Wilkie Road, #03-08, Wilkie Edge
Singapore 228095
www.payday.com.sg
Alice Ong, Head of SaaS
aliceong@payrollserve.com.sg, 6336 8686

PayDay! SaaS is a cloud-based payroll solution specially designed for Singapore SMEs 
developed by PayrollServe. PayrollServe is the payroll and HR administration services 
division of Chio Lim Stone Forest, the largest accounting and business advisory group 
outside the Big 4 in Singapore.

PayDay! SaaS is an easy-to-use, 100% compliant and 24/7 online payroll solution. It 
helps to run payroll in three easy steps with no payroll knowledge required, replacing 
manual payroll processing. It is hosted on Microsoft Azure’s secure servers located 
in Singapore so that you do not have to install any software to use PayDay. Business 
owners can process their payroll anytime, anywhere securely, and employees can view 
their electronic payslips online and via iOS and Android mobile devices. 30 days free 
trial is available. We are looking forward to hear from you.

TalariaX Pte Ltd
76 Playfair Road, #08-01, LHK 2 Building 
Singapore 367996
www.talariax.com / www.clouvera.com
info@talariax.com / info@clouvera.com, 6280 2881

Clouvera is a Cloud-based monitoring service that provides businesses complete 
visualization of the condition and performance of its IT infrastructure. Be assured 
on the continual uptime of websites and e-commerce sites, network health and 
performance & system and application operability 24/7/365. Coupled with Out-of-
Band SMS (Text) Alert technology, Clouvera equips the enterprise with instant 
communications whenever a requirement calls for it. Cloud solution features: Ping 
checks for connection latency, Port checks on connectivity with applications and URL 
checks for web & E-commerce availability.

The services include: determining availability of servers and applications, ensuring 
e-commerce website availability, enabling checks to security systems operability, 
preventing threats and malicious activities and ensuring operational email 
communications at all times.
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Tigernix Pte Ltd
63 Hillview Avenue #09-19, Lam Soon Industrial Building 
Singapore 669569
www.tigernix.com 
Christopher Lim, Director, chris.lim@tigernix.com, 9109 9419

Thomson Reuters Asia Pte Ltd 
18 Science Park Drive, Singapore 118229
www.thomsonreuters.com
Alvin Wan, Workflow Consultant
alvin.wan@thomsonreuters.com, 6870 3952

Tigernix is one of the leading Singapore software companies and software development 
providers that offers state-of-the-art software across all technology platforms, 
operating systems, and infrastructures to clients worldwide. Based in Singapore, 
Tigernix has presence in China, Hong Kong, India, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Thailand. 

We deliver Enterprise Resource Planning software, Customer Relationship Management 
software, web portal Content Management System software, Member Relationship 
Management, Talent Recruitment Management, Learning Management System, 
Business Intelligence, E-commerce software with comprehensive and useful features 
catering to every business-need, School Management System, Singapore Point Of Sale 
System, Project Management System, Hotel Management System, and Energy Trading 
and Risk Management.

Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for businesses 
and professionals. Our IP & Science business provides research and innovation 
communities with the content, analytics, services and critical insights they need to 
accelerate their research, scientific discovery and innovation. Our content include 
scientific literature that encompass 12,000 of the world’s high-impact journals and 
150,000 conference proceedings covered in the Web of Science™; largest global 
patent database Thomson Innovation™ that indexes 80% of global patents and all of 
the major patent offices.

We offer analytics and workflow solutions like Converis for universities and funders to 
manage the complete process for pre- and post-award and publications; and Thomson 
IP Manager™ to manage the overall IP docketing process and hence to strategize and 
unlock value of IP assets. CONVERIS keeps track of audit and reporting deadlines, 
includes automatic reminders and offers dedicated grant reports comprising success 
rates, budget monitoring and network graphs on the cloud. Intellectual Property 
Management Solutions – Enabling professionals across the intellectual property 
lifecycle to drive innovation, protect intellectual assets, and maximize the value of 
their IP. Web of Science which delivers solutions to support scholars and researchers 
across the research workflow. It provides researchers, administrators, faculty, and 
students with quick, powerful access to the world’s leading citation databases.
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Vivaldi Software Asia Pte Ltd
Hong Leong Building, 16 Raffles Quay, #33-03
Singapore 048581
www.bizzmine.com
Victor Wong, Senior Business Consultant
victor@vivaldisoftware.com, 6773 2039

TrustSphere Pte Ltd
3 Phillip Street, #13-03, Royal Group Building
Singapore 048693
www.trustsphere.com 
Arun Sundar, Vice-President, Global Strategy and Alliances 
arun.sundar@trustsphere.com, 9028 3695

Vivaldi Software, founded in 1995, is an international software company with offices in 
Singapore, Belgium, USA and UK.

BizzMine is a business collaboration solution in the cloud including dashboards, a 
content portal, document management, workflow and internal social communication 
tools.

BizzMine offers solutions for CRM, quality management, procurement management, 
general document management and workflow.

TrustSphere is the widely recognized market leader in relationship analytics, a next 
generation approach to messaging intelligence. TrustSphere’ s solutions provide real-
time analytics and insights extracted from the digital communication flows and creates 
a “Social Map” which organizations use to improve the effectiveness of key business 
functions. TrustSphere is an IBM business partner, an ISV on the salesforce.com 
AppExchange, and an oracle gold partner. They have been recently endorsed with the 
SITF “promising technology company silver award for the most promising technology 
company from Singapore.

Cloud Service offerings: TrustVault - a relationship analytics platform that mines real-
time communication flows to capture, identify and characterize relationships and their 
internet domains, TrustView - a relationship analytics technology that leverages of 
who, what, when and where from TrustVault to provide insight into an organization’s 
relationships and TrustCloud - a curated positive reputation data service, derived from 
global contributions by selected messaging intelligence partners.  
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Zendesk Inc
401 Commonwealth Drive, #07-01
Haw Par Technocentre, Singapore 149598
www.zendesk.com 
Sandie Overtveld, VP Sales, sandie@zendesk.com
3158 8369

Whispir
8 Marina View, Asia Square, Tower 1, Level #07-04
Singapore 018960
www.whispir.com
Jeremy Matthews, Head of Marketing, jmatthews@whispir.com 
6407 1191

At Zendesk, our goal is to help bring companies and their customers closer together. 
We know that communication is the key to happy relationships, so we build cloud-
based customer service software that makes customer conversations easy and more 
productive. With more than 57,000 paid customer accounts, Zendesk’s products are 
used by organizations in 150 countries and territories to provide support in more than 
40 languages. Founded in 2007 and headquartered in San Francisco, Zendesk has 
operations in US, Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. 

Zendesk is a beautifully simple customer service platform. It enables companies to 
provide great customer support, scale with self-service options, and differentiate with 
proactive engagement. The result is customer relationships that are more meaningful, 
personal, and productive — all at a lower cost. 

Zopim Live Chat - helps online businesses deliver great customer satisfaction through 
real time chat interaction and assistance. With Zopim, companies can target high-
value website visitors, chat directly with customers to help them with a purchase or 
guide them to where they want to go.

Whispir is a leader in the provision of a secure cloud platform that threads together 
the flow of communications across many channels into rich and useful conversations. 
Whispir’s conversation platform matches and connects the right people to the right 
information, at the right time.

Whispir excels in servicing three core product markets of Business Resilience, 
Operational Communications and Customer Engagement / Customer Notification.

Whispir has optimised its communications platform solution to uniquely service 3 
core market segments: Enterprise & Government, SMB & Local Government and 
Integrators & Developers.
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Contact
For further queries about TEP and to participate, please contact us at 
IDA_Cloud@ida.gov.sg. 
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Cloud Technology Companies and 
Cloud Training Providers Listings
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Adaptive Computing
141 Middle Road, #04-07, GSM Building, Singapore 188976
www.adaptivecomputing.com 
William Lim, Regional Director, APJ
wlim@adaptivecomputing.com
9113 1077 

1cloudstar Pte Ltd
10 Anson Rd, #26-04, Singapore 079903
www.1cloudstar.com 
Ben Williams, VP, ben@1cloudstar.com, 8654 5446

Adaptive Computing powers many of the world’s largest private/hybrid cloud, and 
technical computing environments with Moab; its award-winning optimization and 
scheduling middleware software. Moab enables large enterprises, academic institutions 
and governments to perform simulations and analyse data faster, more accurately and 
most cost effectively with its Technical Computing, Cloud and Big Data solutions for 
Big Workflow applications. With dynamic scheduling, provisioning and management of 
multi-step/multi-application services across HPC, Cloud and Big Data environments, 
Moab inspires users to pursue game-changing endeavours. Adaptive Computing’s Moab 
speeds the time to discovery, allowing the business to gain a competitive advantage.

1cloudstar provides cloud-related consulting and professional services.  By combining 
its unique strategic approach and engagement model (1cloudstar Engage) with its 
cloud infrastructure and application integration skills, 1cloudstar sets itself apart from 
traditional technology system integrators. 1cloudstar’s team of consultants leverage 
years of technology infrastructure and application architecture experience along with 
first-hand experience of public, private and hybrid cloud projects to ensure your 
enterprise journey to cloud is a success. 

1cloudstar brings a deep understanding of what is possible when legacy systems 
and cloud solutions coexist and we have a clear vision of the digital future toward 
which this hybrid world is leading us. We combine those insights with our traditional 
Enterprise IT knowledge to drive innovation and transform complex environments into 
high-performance engines.

Whether in the early stages of evaluating how the cloud can benefit your business, 
need guidance on developing a cloud strategy or how to integrate new cloud technology 
with their existing technology investments, 1cloudstar can leverage the skills and 
experience gained from many other enterprise cloud projects to ensure you achieve 
your business objectives.

1cloudstar accelerates the cloud-powered business, helping enterprises achieve real 
results from cloud applications and platforms like Amazon Web Services and Microsoft 
Azure.

1cloudstar
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Alpha7 Consultancy Pte Ltd
5A Brighton Avenue, Singapore 559284 
www.alpha7.com.sg 
Lynette Seah, Founder & CEO
contact@alpha7.com.sg
6287 5177

AKSAAS Pte Ltd
1 Lorong 2 Toa Payoh, #04-05, Yellow Pages Building
Singapore 319637
www.aksaas.com  
Ng Inn Kim, Senior Solutions Consultant
innkim.ng@aksaas.com, 6258 4914

Alpha7 provides the following suite of services and solutions tailored to our clients’ 
level of appetite for cloud technology, people & process infrastructure, business and 
investment priorities: 

(1) A7 iMap methodology provides an assessment and an overview of our clients’ 
short and long-term business strategies. It takes into consideration our clients’ 
investment priorities, current IT capability, organization structure, process 
infrastructure and adoption appetite for cloud. It also identifies quick wins and 
long-term considerations so that our clients can operate their businesses more 
efficiently. 

(2) A7 Consulting offers business advisory services on how cloud, social and mobile 
technology can accelerate our clients’ growth. We highlight industry trends in cloud 
technology and show our clients how cloud can give their business a competitive 
edge. We also advise on business process insourcing and outsourcing opportunities 
that will help drive growth in the region.

(3) A7 Solutions provides a COO as a Service platform offering Chief Operating 
Officer Expertise to small and mid-sized businesses. We provide a one-stop online 
platform from which SMBs can pick the cloud applications they need to support 
their operations, to gain operational productivity and competitive advantage.

AKSAAS has developed a cloud middleware and portal that enables CSPs to deploy 
and offer cloud services such as infrastructure and SaaS. AKSAAS aims to transform 
the cloud and SaaS landscape in Singapore. Appointed by IDA in 2008 as a SaaS 
Incubation Centre, and it has assisted more than 50 companies in deploying SaaS.

AKSAAS is one of the leading companies in Singapore providing cloud computing 
and SaaS services. AKSAAS provides cloud solutions for telcos and enterprises via 
its axStream; from the portal to the cloud middleware and enabling its customers to 
rapidly deploy their cloud services to their end users. The solution is infrastructure 
independent and interface with a wide range of hypervisors. The software comes 
with provisioning and metering services, management tools and allows for ease of 
integration with SaaS. In addition, AKSAAS provides consulting services to assist ISVs 
and enterprises to deploy their SaaS quickly and efficiently.
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Apvera Pte Ltd
20 Maxwell Road, #09-17, Singapore 069113
www.apvera.com
Eric Meyer, CEO, etic.meyer@apvera.com
3158 8697

Anaplan Asia Pte Ltd
5 Temasek Boulevard, #15-07, Suntec Tower 5 
Singapore 038985
www.anaplan.com
Sheshadri Udupa, Director Solutions
Sheshadri.udupa@anaplan.com, 6801 0485

Companies continue to grow and innovate, adapting to new technologies and trends, 
relying on SaaS and cloud to improve productivity as well as the bottom line.  These 
constantly changing workplaces have created vulnerabilities to sensitive enterprise 
information and company’s network.  These new security threats are always an 
afterthought when new programs and different access points are implemented.  
Such open networks expose organizations to intrusions—attempts to comprise the 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of company data. 

Apvera uses sophisticated machine learning technology to combine self-learning and 
heuristic algorithms to identify, inspect, secure and enforce company issued standards 
and practices.  Apvera leverages predictive analytics to understand user behavior and 
the interactions they have between applications they use and the company’s network.  
Apvera’s Adaptive Insight understands the ever-changing corporate environment and 
uses it to its advantage.  Adaptive Insight adapts to changes within the network 
and learns normal user behaviors based on company employee activities and is able 
to detect anomalies that are not in line with regular usage patterns; protecting the 
company from known and unknown threats.

By giving companies the insight to understand the flow of data within their own 
networks, Apvera gives companies a new approach to cyber security that delivers 
technology, expertise, and intelligence in an enterprise framework. 

Anaplan is the planning cloud for Sales, Finance, Operations, and HR. We built our 
platform from the ground up to empower you to plan, collaborate, and act—in real 
time. Anaplan enables you to deploy easy-to-use applications to solve complex 
planning challenges across your organization. Stay ahead of critical business events, 
rapidly model potential impacts, and course correct on the fly. With Anaplan’s in-
memory platform and planning applications, you can continuously align your people, 
plans, and spend to your market opportunities.
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aZaaS Pte Ltd
12 Marina Boulevard, #17-01, MBFC Tower 3
Singapore 018982
www.azaas.com 
Jackson Yee, Manager, sales@azaas.com
3112 8299

AsiaPac Distribution Pte Ltd
Blk 219 Henderson Road, #05-01/02/03/04 Industrial Park 
Singapore 159556
www.asiapac.com.sg
Wee Teck Hin, Business Development Director
wee.teckhin@asiapac.com.sg, 9818 3745

aZaaS is established in 2009.  Our concentration is on cloud solution from A to Z.  We 
strongly believe that cloud is the new IT direction and it will definitely help you, your 
customer and partners, to achieve optimize IT environment and business.

aZaaS provides you customized SaaS solutions for your customers, your partners and 
your employees.

Enjoy low upfront cost

SaaS that allows you to enjoy the benefits of technology and automation without 
the need to purchase, install or maintain software, hardware or DCs. Be free from 
prohibitive capital investments.

Enjoy the rapid speed to market without the need to purchase, install or maintain 
software or hardware, you can start enjoying using the service after a short set-up. 
Since hosted services can be used from anywhere, multi-location deployments are 
simplified without the need set up complex DC architectures. Be free from protracted 
deployment periods.

AsiaPac Distribution Pte Ltd, incorporated in 1990 is a leading technology provider 
to its customers, providing value-added products and services. Our philosophy, “Do 
it right the first time, on time and every time” embodies our professionalism that 
drives us to be a premier IT distributor and solutions provider. Our IT services range 
from consultancy, design, implementation, support and maintenance of enterprise 
infrastructure system, network performance management and cloud computing.

AsiaPac is uniquely positioned for Cloud Computing and is the Authorized Government 
Reseller for Amazon Web Services (AWS) for Singapore and an AWS Partner Network 
(APN) Consulting Partner. AsiaPac has been awarded the Health Promotion Board 
(HPB) Tender CIOOT13/14 (A Period Contract To Provide and Operate Applications 
Hosting Services Tender for Cloud Computing) and iDA 1242 (Bulk Tender for Cloud 
Computing to Government Ministries and Departments, Statutory Boards, Organs of 
State and Participating Universities). We offer the following Cloud Computing Services 
of Consultation, Design and Deployment, Monitoring and Reporting, Client Support 
and Managed Services.

C: 5%   M:  96%  Y:76%  K: 21%   PANTONE:  1805 PC
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Citrix Systems Singapore Pte Ltd
50 Collyer Quay, #07-03, OUE Bayfront
Singapore 049321
www.citrix.com
programs@citrix.com, 6725 5321

Brocade Communications Singapore Pte Ltd
1 Fusionopolis View, #07-01, Singapore 138577
www.brocade.com
Joel Chan, Account Director, apac-info@brocade.com
6317 2481

Citrix (NASDAQ:CTXS) is leading the transition to software-defining the workplace, 
uniting virtualization, mobility management, networking and SaaS solutions to enable 
new ways for businesses and people to work better. Citrix solutions power business 
mobility through secure, mobile workspaces that provide people with instant access 
to apps, desktops, data and communications on any device, over any network and 
cloud. With annual revenue in 2014 of $3.14B, Citrix solutions are in use at more than 
330,000 organizations and by over 100 million users globally.

Brocade leads the industry in providing comprehensive network solutions that help the 
world’s leading organizations transition smoothly to a virtualized world where applications 
and information reside anywhere. From pioneering fabrics to software-defined networks, 
Brocade provides innovative solutions for data center, campus, and service provider networks 
that reduce cost and complexity while facilitating virtualization and cloud computing. To help 
ensure a complete solution, Brocade partners with world-class IT companies and provides 
comprehensive education, support, and professional services offerings.
Brocade has helped cloud service providers, large and small to meet these challenges with 
industry-leading technologies and an industry-changing hardware acquisition methodology. 
Building on Brocade VDX® switches with Brocade VCS® Fabric technology has enabled 
cloud service providers to build networks that scale without disruption. This highly 
automated Ethernet fabric reduces network complexity and enables you to add services on 
demand and reduce costs associated with network changes and additions. 
SDN is an emerging concept that proposes to disaggregate traditional, vertically integrated 
networking stacks to improve network service velocity and customize network operations for 
specialized environments. In order for SDN to deliver on its full promise, it must be enabled 
by open networking technology that can be easily integrated with current infrastructures.
An early supporter of SDN initiatives, such as OpenFlow and OpenStack, Brocade is helping 
organizations realize the promise of SDN through innovative technologies and solutions. 
Brocade leads the way in SDN technologies to help unleash the power, intelligence, and 
analytics of networks with a flexible, end-to-end cloud-based solution.
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Cortado
Ingram Micro, 205 Kallang Bahru, #04-00, Singapore 339341
www.cortado.com 
Mun Kit Chee, mun.kit.chee@ingrammicro-asia.com
6298 0888

CloudFX Pte Ltd
Singapore HQ, Winsland House I, 3 Killiney Road, #04-05 
Singapore 239519
www.cloudfx.com 
Damian Crotty, President & CEO 
damian.crotty@cloudfx.com, 6733 9886

With native Android, BlackBerry, iOS apps, and a HTML5 client on other web-enabled 
devices, Cortado delivers secure desktop experiences tailored to each device and 
connects employees to corporate IT resources, like file shares, databases and print 
services, in a highly efficient, secure and manageable way. The IT team flexibly 
manages rights for mobile users. Enterprise grade security is ensured for the device, 
the connection and the DC. Cortado solutions leverage the usability and speed of new 
mobile devices and the power and security of central IT infrastructure. Customers 
enhance their productivity and collaboration, making Cortado Corporate Server the 
best fit for BYOD programs. The solution is available as on premise software installed 
in the IT environment, or behind the firewall, totally in your control or alternatively as 
your dedicated cloud server, for instance on Microsoft Windows Azure.

For Windows-based desktops, Cortado concentrates on printing: ThinPrint, a brand of 
Cortado, offers the leading print optimization solutions. Products include innovative 
management for distributed network environments, solutions for virtual desktop 
environments, confidential printing and the first true cloud-based print management 
tools. Customers benefit from high-quality, fast printouts, reduced administration, 
optimized security and full control of the print environment, delivering significant cost 
savings.

CloudFX launched onto the Asia Pacific market in 2009 with a very clear vision: to set 
the global standard of excellence for delivering on the promise of technology. Over 
the past 5 years, CloudFX has helped some of the largest companies in the world 
plan, design, implement and manage end to end IT transformation projects founded 
upon virtualization and cloud computing technologies. In parallel, CloudFX has become 
the partner of choice for global technology leaders including Cisco, VMWARE, EMC, 
NetApp, Intel, CSC and VCE for large, complex, scaled-out virtualization and cloud 
projects all across Asia Pacific and Japan. 

We are the leader in this transformative technology segment because we specialize in 
these technologies and are agile, responsive and committed to customer excellence 
whilst delivering value realization, strategic insight and measurable customer success. 
We are the right choice for clients looking to develop a business aligned, low risk, high 
value cloud IT strategy and IT service delivery platform. 

We’ve come to realize that no single vendor is in a position to deliver the level of 
change that enterprises require for all that IT transformation and cloud enablement 
entails. So we’ve assembled the strongest cloud partner ecosystem in the industry, 
and then we built multi-vendor cloud platforms – including our CloudConsult and 
CloudSelect Cloud Service Brokerage – which feature dedicated client portals, single 
billing and Tier-0 and Tier-1 multi-vendor support.
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Datwyler (Thelma) Cables + Systems Pte Ltd
30 Toh Guan Road, #01-01A
Singapore 608840
www.cabling.datwyler.com
Senjaya Halim, Data Centre Expert
senjaya.halim@datwyler.com, 9012 967

Datapipe
1 Fullerton Road, #02-01, One Fullerton, Singapore 049213
www.datapipe.com
David Thompson, Vice President Sales, Asia Pacific, Datapipe 
Managed IT Services
dthompson@datapipe.com / Sales: 6653 1960

100 years ago, we invested in human capital and technology.  Now, Datwyler 
epitomizes the know-how acquisition, and specializes in instituting an infrastructure 
platform to enable a holistic cloud service offerings via one to call its own; spanning 
from cloud-infrastructure-enabled-turnkey, to a myriad choices of hybrid cloud 
offering for enterprise customers debunking size limitation; i.e., with selection of 
on premise private cloud, to virtual private cloud vis-à-vis colocation platform, to 
bare metal, and public cloud. Our unique and customized offerings allay customers’ 
CAPEX and OPEX concerns, integrating both IT and facility infrastructure, in achieving 
an efficient TCO with high availability, fault tolerant, and low latency network 
connectivity.  Sustainability is foremost, notwithstanding energy consumption, but 
also includes validation, consultancy, compliance and maintenance in accordance to 
latest international standards and best-in-class practices, to future-proof and enhance 
the longevity of a Data Centre.

The services include: Turnkey hybrid cloud data centre, consultancy, validation, audit 
of cloud, infrastructure and cloud automation.

Datapipe provides architecture, deployment, and management of multi-platform 
hybrid IT solutions. Integrating public, private, and hybrid clouds with traditional 
IT environments, Datapipe secures and supports the continuous development and 
delivery of highly available enterprise class applications. Datapipe has a global network 
of experienced professionals and next generation data centers in New York Metro, 
Ashburn VA, Silicon Valley, Chicago, Seattle, Denver, Kansas City, Dallas, Iceland, 
London, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Singapore.

Datapipe is recognized as a leader by both Gartner and Forrester and was the first 
Managed Service Provider to offer Managed Cloud Services for Amazon Web Services 
and Microsoft Azure.

Datapipe’s enterprise hybrid cloud solutions and traditional hosting services allow 
customers to future-proof IT operations and maximize their business value. Datapipe’s 
services include: Security, Orchestration, Monitoring, Analytics and Governance for 
Hybrid cloud environments including Datapipe Managed Cloud for AWS; Datapipe 
Managed Cloud for Microsoft Azure and Datapipe Stratosphere Hosted Private Cloud.
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Dimension Data Asia Pacific Pte Ltd
6, Temasek Boulevard, Suntec Tower 4,#38-01
Singapore 038986
apcloud.dimensiondata.com
Manish Pratap – General Manager, IT-as-a-Service, APAC 
Manish.pratap@dimensiondata.com, 6322 6715

Dell Global BV (Singapore Branch)
No.2, International Business Park, The Strategy Tower 2
#01-34, Singapore 609930
www.dell.com.sg    
Kin Thong Lee, Dell Singapore Country Marketing
Kin_Thong_Lee@dell.com

Founded in 1983, Dimension Data plc is an ICT services and solutions provider that 
uses its technology expertise, global service delivery capability, and entrepreneurial 
spirit to accelerate the business ambitions of its clients. Dimension Data is a member 
of the NTT Group. 

Dimension’s Data cloud platform is a flexible, secure, resilient, full-service 
infrastructure for production workloads and enterprise applications. Our heritage in 
systems integration, mature managed services and IT outsourcing skills, enable clients 
to capitalise on the cloud opportunity while we manage the complexity of planning and 
transitioning to the cloud. 

Our Managed Cloud PlatformTM (MCP) comprises industry-leading hardware and 
software, coupled with virtualisation technology, operating system software, and 
Dimension Data CloudControl automation and orchestration technology. We have 
MCPs located in more than 13 cities globally, with the Singapore MCP planning to 
launch in the last quarter of 2015. 

We provide a single, secure platform for Public, Private, Hosted Private, Provider 
and Managed Hosting, enabling a Global Cloud Exchange where client can deploy 
resources on a global scale. We offer a comprehensive suite of services, managed and 
deliver through a utility-based pricing model: Compute-as-a-Service, Cloud Services 
for Microsoft – Collaboration-as-a-Service, Enterprise Mobility as a Service, Back-Up-
as-a-Service and Managed Security Services.

Dell offers a comprehensive portfolio of innovative yet pragmatic cloud-based 
solutions and services addressing the varied needs of companies across different 
sectors including: Government, Education, Health, Telecommunications, Financial, 
Manufacturing, Media and Energy. With Dell cloud solutions, customers are able to 
leverage a choice of cloud delivery models, including private, public and hybrid.

Our range of cloud infrastructure, services and solutions include cloud-optimized 
DC infrastructure, industry-standard platforms and hypervisors. Comprehensive 
infrastructure servers, storage, network and converged infrastructure systems. IT 
Business management consulting, transformations, innovation and strategic planning; 
Cloud migration and strategic planning; Private-hybrid cloud consulting, design, 
implementation and operation; Public cloud/Multi-cloud consulting, management, 
design, implementation and operation; Managed services; Systems management, 
server virtualization and client virtualization VDI; Business analytics systems and 
solutions; Business continuity management, risk management and disaster recovery; 
and Physical facility DC design, optimization and green DC planning. 
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EMC International SARL (Singapore Branch)
1 Changi Business Park Central 1, #08-101, ONE@Changi City
Singapore 486036
www.singapore.emc.com         
Angie Ong, Sales Associate, Inside Sales SEA
Angie.ong@emc.com, 6692 3745

Dynatrace
1 Finlayson Green, #15-01, Singapore 049246
www.dynatrace.com
Shabbir Baliwala, Solution Sales Director, ASEAN 
shabbir.baliwala@compuware.com, 6510 9188

EMC Corporation is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers 
to transform their operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this 
transformation is cloud computing. Through innovative products and services, EMC 
accelerates the journey to cloud computing by helping IT departments to store, 
manage, protect and analyse their most valuable asset – information - in a more agile, 
trusted and cost-efficient way.

To find out how you can maximize efficiency and accelerate innovation with EMC’s 
complete private, public, and hybrid cloud solutions, visit www.emc.com/cloud

Dynatrace is the innovator behind the new generation of Application Performance 
Management. Our passion is to help customers, large or small, see their applications 
and digital channels through the lens of end users. Over 5,800 organizations use these 
insights to master complexity, gain operational agility, and grow revenue by delivering 
amazing user experiences.
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eVantage Technology Pte Ltd
1 Sims Lane, #04-08, Singapore 387355
www.evantage-technology.com
Drew Graham, Director 
drew.graham@evantage-technology.com, 6749 5450

eVantage Technology provides high quality cloud solutions, IT infrastructure projects 
and managed IT services across the Asia Pacific region. We work with organisations 
across many sectors, with a focus on high-demand industries such as finance, oil & 
gas and offshore marine. Headquartered in Singapore, eVantage Technology have 
assembled a team of IT experts from varied industry backgrounds, cultures and 
generations. Working together, our team provides the best of East and West business 
knowledge, with the international exposure and critical local knowledge to successfully 
meet all our clients’ IT needs.

Our cloud offering has evolved into a thriving practice that provides consultancy and 
deployment projects for both public and private cloud, with a focus on assignments 
that require significant technical complexity or intricate project management. Our 
deployments typically utilise pure-cloud or hybrid configurations built on technologies 
that include Active Directory, Exchange, SharePoint and Windows Azure. eVantage 
Technology supports these projects with proactive monitoring operations on all 
deployed infrastructure and contract maintenance using a fully staffed support centre 
based in Singapore.

Evantek Pte Ltd
16 Kallang Place, #07-34/35/36
Singapore 339156
www.evantek.com
Wilson Liaw, Director, wilson.liaw@evantek.com, 9816 5921

Formed in 1995, Evantek has built our reputation based on customer service and 
satisfaction. We provide system integration services to our customers with strong 
emphasis to customers’ need. We have served customers from banks to hospitals, 
government offices, military bases, Land & Air Transport Authority and other 
commercial & industrial buildings.

The utility approach to IT Infrastructure fusion enables IaaS marketplaces with a 
standard unit of consumption measurement for IT infrastructure that provides 
improved transparency, and ‘apples-to-apples’ comparisons and simplified pricing. 

An On-Demand World requires an IT utility approach meter your IT infrastructure, 
establishes your Total Cost of Consumption (TCC), and increases your buying power 
through the IaaS Open Market.
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HCL Singapore Pte Ltd
8 Shenton Way, #33-01, Temasek Tower
Singapore 068811
www.hcltech.com/geo-spread/singapore/
S.H Padmanabhan (Pady), padmanabhan.sh@hcl.com
6512 9423

HCL’s approach is centered on building and providing competency based services such 
as Cloud Assessment, Implementation & Migration to Private, Public and Hybrid Clouds 
and Cloud Service Management. HCL also provides PaaS and IaaS for its existing 
and potential enterprise customers. HCL is also actively progressing to identify niche 
functional applications in various industry verticals (and micro verticals) that will be 
delivered through HCL Cloud.

Our cloud services are centered on: Cloud Consulting and Assessment, Cloud 
Readiness and Migration Assessment, Cloud Implementation and Migration, SaaS 
enablement services, IaaS, PaaS product development, private cloud development 
and management, cloud service management: Service delivery platforms like Agora, 
MTaaS, MyCloud, Application Support and Maintenance, Application and Infrastructure 
Operations, Service Integration and Service Aggregation, SaaS : Vertical specific niche 
applications and horizontal applications delivered on SaaS, PaaS and IaaS.

Hewlett-Packard Singapore (Sales) Pte Ltd
450 Alexandra Road, Singapore 119960
www.hp.com.sg
Aman Neil Dokania, VP & General Manager, HP Helion APJ 
Aman.Dokania@hp.com, 9185 4940

HP Helion delivers open source technology & hybrid cloud solutions that span traditional 
IT, public, private, and managed clouds. 

Transformation: HP Helion professional consulting services provide guidance to cost 
effectively develop, transform, and manage your cloud. 

Private cloud and managed private cloud: An industry leader among analysts like 
Forrester Research and IDC, HP’s Private Cloud solutions leverage the advantages of 
cloud computing while mitigating security, control, and shared platform risks. 

Public cloud: Operating a large OpenStack Public Cloud allows HP to develop & test 
technology, collaborate with the open source community on IP, and offer public cloud 
as part of Hybrid delivery.

Hybrid cloud: Spanning both public & private clouds, HP Cloud Service Automation 
brokers and manages services across a customer’s entire hybrid portfolio.  For those 
on AWS, HP uses Eucalyptus to accelerate the delivery of Hybrid cloud.

Cloud native: Built on cloud foundry, the Helion Development Platform leverages 
Dockers and Kuberntres to provide greater flexibility, speed, and interoperability for 
IaaS and PaaS workloads. Leveraging on Open source and open standards gives HP 
the ability to serve both enterprise cloud requirements and build a platform for internal 
service providers that can be delivered by HP or any of its trusted partners.
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Huawei International Pte Ltd
15A Changi Business Park Central 1, Eightrium @ Changi
Business Park, #03-03/04, Singapore 486035
www.huawei.com 
Victor Chow, Global Head of Operations, Cloud Business 
victor.chow@huawei.com, 9028 8428

Hitachi Data Systems
300 Beach Road, Level 28, Singapore 199555
www.hds.com 
Kelvin Tuan, Director of Solutions, ASEAN
kelvin.tuan@hds.com, 6808 5032

Huawei offers a broad portfolio of innovative cloud based solutions that cater to 
the global vertical industries and enterprise customers across all sectors from 
large enterprises to a slew of SMEs: Transportation, Financial, Government, Retail, 
Education, Health, Telecommunications, Energy, Media, and Consumer.

Our cloud solution portfolio covers: Cloud Consultancy Services - We provide world 
class, thought leadership consultancy services for cloud enablement. Consultancy 
services including the IT assessment, customer cloud requirements gathering 
& analysis, cloud design, cloud deployment, cloud migration and cloud operations 
support, cloud products and solutions:  We provide a comprehensive ranging of ICT 
products portfolio including server, storage, security, network and thin client that 
are design for cloud deployment. “FusionCloud” allow our customers to have the 
convenience of a turnkey solution, in a one-stop shopping environment. It consists of 
FusionCube (converged IT infrastructure), FusionSphere (Cloud OS) and FusionAcces 
(VDI) and cloud support services that provides on-going cloud support services to help 
customers manage their cloud infrastructure and services offerings.
 

“Innovate With Information” While Adopting Cloud, Your Way, At Your Own Pace 
Hitachi Data Systems delivers secure, flexible, scalable and easy-to-manage cloud 
storage infrastructures that enable you to lower total cost of ownership, meet service 
level agreements, and improve operational efficiency. We also deliver fully managed 
cloud services so that you can reduce costs, improve efficiencies, and pay for only 
what is consumed. With Hitachi cloud solutions, you can leverage a choice of cloud 
delivery models, including private, public and hybrid. This selection allows you to 
achieve cost and resource benefits of the cloud in a way that makes sense for your 
business. As your content, data and analytics needs grow, our cloud solutions will be 
there to grow with them.

For more information regarding the capabilities of Hitachi cloud solutions and how they 
can support your data center, please contact your Hitachi Data Systems representative 
or visit www.hds.com.
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ICSP Solutions Pte Ltd
6 Ubi Road 1, #05-13, Wintech Centre, Singapore 408726
www.icspsolutions.com
Rakesh Sabharwal, VP, rakeshs@icspsolutions.com
6749 3202

IBM Singapore Pte Ltd
9 Changi Business Park Central 1, The IBM Place
Singapore 486048
www.ibm.com/cloud
Chung Hao Ning, Country Leader, Cloud Computing 
chunghn@sg.ibm.com, 6418 9647

ICSP was incorporated with the mission to provide world class solutions to service 
providers using in-house innovation and partner products.  ICSP Solutions has been 
involved in providing High Performance Computing and Virtualisation solutions to its 
customer for more than 6 years. ICSP provides expertise to implement private and 
public clouds using open source stacks.

ICSP has partnered with Eucalyptus Systems, Inc. to provide proven private cloud 
stack for customer needs. With Eucalyptus stack, customers make more efficient use 
of their computing capacity, thus increasing productivity and innovation, deploying 
new applications faster, and protecting sensitive data while making savings in capital 
expenditure.

ICSP provides design and implementation services to build private and public clouds.

IBM Cloud is fuelling growth and business innovation for clients from across industries 
and around the world. Today, IBM has 100+ cloud SaaS solutions, thousands of 
experts with deep industry knowledge helping clients transform and a network of 40 
data centers worldwide.  

Our services:
-  Tap into Soft Layer cloud infrastructure 
 Power the most demanding cloud applications with flexible, modular services 

utilising a single self- service portal and API set on virtualized or bare metal 
servers.

-  Innovate with SaaS business applications
 Choose from 120 best-in-class SaaS applications and business process-as-a-

service (BPaaS) capabilities, all delivered with the enterprise-grade security, 
availability and elasticity you expect from IBM.

-  Create your future with BlueMix
 Access BlueMix, an open standards-based Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

environment, with the instant resources and infrastructure you need to develop 
and deploy apps across multiple domains – fast.
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Kibin Labs Pte Ltd
33 Ubi Avenue 3, #08-61, Vertex Tower A
Singapore 408868
www.kibinlabs.com
Thomas Goh, Director, tom@kibinlabs.com, 9796 5319

IDeall Saasforce Pte Ltd
71 Ubi Crescent, #06-06, Singapore 408571
6844 7446 / 6841 4158
www.ideallsf.com
Puja Gill Saxena, CEO, ideallsf@ideallsf.com, 9636 6787

Kibin Labs is a private limited company based in Singapore and provides professional 
services for large scale infrastructure solutions like cloud computing and big data. 
Kibin Labs develops software solutions to build self-managed web scale infrastructures 
like IaaS and PaaS cloud services and big data farms. Kibin Labs offers project-based 
consulting and professional services to plan, deploy, manage and support infrastructure 
solutions.

We offer consultation, professional services and support for the following services:
• Scalable Infrastructure Management Platform
• Managed Infrastructure Services
• Commodity compute and storage hardware solutions
• IaaS (OpenStack)
• PaaS (Cloud Foundry and OpenShift)
• Virtualized Infrastructure (KVM or oVirt)
• Big Data (Hadoop)
• Distributed block and object storage

Ideall Saasforce is a focused, business driven end-to-end SALESFORCE.COM Solutions 
Company with specialization in providing cost-effective Customizations and Product 
Development on Force.com platform to clients based across the globe. We offer a 
variety of services including strategic consulting, implementation, and custom 
development across various industries including health care, automotive, real estate 
and education.

The services include: Salesforce.com and Packaged Offerings (Sales, Service and 
Support, CRM, Contact Centre, Marketing, Mobile), Salesforce.com Customization 
and Implementation Services, Customized Salesforce.com back office solution for 
Non Profits, Leveraging APEX and .NET platforms to build Composite and Native App 
applications for AppExchange, Data Migration and Data Quality Management, Analytics 
and Business Intelligence solutions for the Sales Teams, Integration with standard 
and in Legacy Applications using Web Services and BTS 2006, Implementation of 
Breeze Project Management tool, Custom Application Development on .Net 2.0\3.5 
and Java\J2EE platform, Digital Content Management, Enterprise Portal Services and 
BI Solutions on MOSS 2007, CRM Consulting and Customization services, Instant 
CRM Power-Start, CTI Integration for Call Centers, End User and Admin Training for 
SalesForce.com, Integration with the Legacy and ERP Systems, Business Intelligence 
and Data Quality Management and Customization using APEX and Web Services.
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MindWave Solutions Pte Ltd
1 Fusionopolis Walk, #11-02, Solaris (South Tower)
Singapore 138628
www.mindwaveglobalcorp.com 
Devendra Rautela, CTO
contact@mindwaveglobal.com, 6100 6775

Logicalis Singapore Pte Ltd
150 Kampong Ampat, #04-06, KA Centre
Singapore 368324
www.logicalis.com
Michelle Tan, Marketing Director, Asia
mtan@ap.logicalis.com, 6319 7662

MindWave is an end-to-end IT solutions company that aims to drive disruptive 
innovation by connecting data, devices, and demographics in order to enrich the 
human experience and enhance business value. Founded in 2005 in Singapore, 
MindWave is now backed by venture funding from Nomura Research Institute. With 
a presence across Asia Pacific, MindWave delivers real-time intelligence across Data 
Science and Analytics, and Machine-to-Machine Communications to the Smart Cities 
and Smart Healthcare verticals. Through these unique solutions, we have enabled 
clients in both public and private sectors to innovate processes, increase efficiency, 
and collaborate on a global scale. Some of our technology partners include Honeywell, 
EMC, Motorola, and SAP. 

We offer a unique portfolio of cloud solutions and services, ranging from private, 
public to hosted cloud systems. We provide the advisory and services to help your 
organisation design, build, host and manage the cloud technology that best fits your 
organisation’s needs. Our portfolio of cloud solutions are: Secure- As an accredited 
expert DC partner of many industry-leading technology players, our cloud solutions are 
built with enterprise-class servers, storage, networking infrastructure and software, 
Flexible - Designed to work as an extension of your own DC, our state-of-the-art portal 
and orchestration capabilities provide total visibility and control and Dependable- Fully 
managed by our professional services delivery team, providing you with total peace of 
mind. 24x7, 365 days a year.

Services include: Cloud Infra Services Builder (private, public and hybrid), Managing 
Cloud Infra Services (private, public and hybrid), Backup-as-a-Service, Disaster 
Recovery-as-a-Service, Desktop-as-a-Service, Applications-as-a-Service and Cloud 
Security Services.
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NetApp Singapore Pte Ltd 
1 Temasek Avenue, #08-01, Millenia Tower Singapore 039192
www.netapp.com/as
Aileen Tang, Senior Manager, Marketing, ASEAN 
aileen.tang@netapp.com, 9739 1241

NCS Pte Ltd
5 Ang Mo Kio Streets, NCS Hub, Singapore 569141
www.ncs.com.sg
Lyndy Ng, Director, lyndyng@ncs.com.sg, 6556 8000

NetApp® clustered Data ONTAP® software offers a single storage and data 
management platform that enables unrestricted, secure movement of data across 
public and private clouds — allowing you to move to hybrid cloud architectures.

Universal Data Platform - Start with private cloud and evolve to a hybrid cloud 
environment for proven storage efficiency, availability, and scalability.

• Reduce your data storage requirements by 50% - guaranteed.

• Use NetApp deduplication technology to reduce your existing data by at least 35%.
Extensive Choice - Create your private, public, or hybrid cloud strategy with NetApp 
and your choice of our 175+ cloud service provider partners worldwide.

NCS helps enterprises enable an efficient, secure and scalable cloud eco-system 
through a seamless cloud adoption life cycle framework.  As a proficient aggregator, 
integrator and enabler in cloud computing, we help understand your business needs, 
orchestrate and bring forth the distinguished benefits of different cloud computing 
ensemble that most suit your operations and growth plan. The end-to-end Cloud 
Computing Services include:
• Cloud Consulting Services: Conduct Cloud Readiness Assessment and develop 

enterprise cloud strategy. Define the holistic change management plan and 
measurement criteria. 

• Cloud Implementation Services
1. Cloud Application Development: Develop and implement custom applications.
2. Cloud Integration Services & SaaSConnect: Integrate internal and external cloud 

services. 
3. NCS SaasConnect: Provides an integrated environment to assist the product or 

application development life cycle. This helps organizations to reuse significant 
parts of existing code, accelerate application development and enhance integration 
with legacy systems. We can make enhancements on a variety of cloud platforms.

4. Cloud Enablement: Develop and implement cloud services.
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Oracle Corporation Singapore Pte Ltd
6 Temasek Boulevard, #18-0, Suntec Tower 4
Singapore 038986  
www.oracle.com 
Seah Boon Chong, Sales Consulting Director 
boon-chong.seah@oracle.com, 6436 1672

NovaGlobal Pte Ltd
18 Boon Lay Way, #10-151, TradeHub21
Singapore 609966
www.novaglobal.com.sg 
Ivan Ho Pak Kin, ivanho@novaglobal.com.sg, 9615 5098

Oracle offers a broad portfolio of software and hardware products and services to enable 
public, private and hybrid clouds.  Oracle is also among founding members of the Asia 
Pacific Cloud Alliance, formed with communications service providers in the region.

For private clouds, Oracle offers an extensive portfolio of horizontal and industry 
applications that run on a standards-based, shared services platform; and leading 
Engineered Systems, including Oracle’s Exadata Database Machine and Exalogic Elastic 
Cloud. The Oracle Public Cloud is a broad set of best-in-class, integrated services 
that provide customers with subscription-based, self-service access to Oracle Fusion 
Applications, Oracle Fusion Middleware and Oracle Database, all completely managed, 
hosted on Oracle Engineered Systems and supported by Oracle. 

Customers can also take existing standard Java and Oracle Database applications and 
deploy them to the Oracle Public Cloud without rewriting them, hence taking advantage 
of their existing IT assets, skills and ecosystems. Oracle’s commitment in cloud 
computing is also shown in: Oracle Solaris 11, the first cloud OS to manage mission-
critical cloud deployments; Oracle Fusion Applications can be deployed on premise, in 
the cloud and even in hybrid modes seamlessly; Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c, the 
industry’s first cloud management software with a business-driven approach towards 
cloud lifecycle management across the software and hardware assets of an enterprise; 
and Oracle WebLogic Server 12c can be deployed across public or private clouds through 
its standards-based platform for application development.

Novaglobal Pte Ltd is a well-established ASEAN company delivering comprehensive 
grid, HPC & cloud solutions to companies and institutions. Our solutions are already in 
deployment with leading organizations in the region.

We design, build and maintain High Performance Computing Cloud (for scientific 
computing), Digital Animation Rendering Cloud, Storage-as-a-Service Cloud, Remote 
3D Cloud, Applications Service Portals, Workflows and Infrastructure for Internet of 
Things.

We are an early adopter of Open Source Docker technology that automates the 
deployment of applications inside software containers on a Linux server.
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PointStar Pte Ltd
51 Ayer Rajah Crescent, #06-10, Singapore 139948
www.point-star.com
Christine Chao, Account Manager
christine@point-star.com, 9168 9322

Parallels Software Pte Ltd 
3 Anson Road, #36-01
Springleaf Tower, Singapore 079909 
www.parallels.com  
Maimon Abdul Rahman, Communications Director, APAC 
marahman@parallels.com

PointStar Pte Ltd was established in 2007 as a regional cloud services provider. As 
one of the pioneers in cloud solutions, we have transformed over 1,000 businesses, 
organizations and institutions across the globe with industry-leading cloud services 
from technology giants like Google, Amazon, Cisco and NetSuite. We are proud to be 
one of the top Premier Partners of Google.

Google Apps for Work is used for email and collaboration purposes, along with AODocs 
for file server and document management. Addition of FlashPanel for administrative 
purposes to further enhances the usage of Google Apps.  NetSuite, cloud ERP solution 
for Accounting/Financial, Inventory Management, CRM to eCommerce allow businesses 
to be able to operate on a single data-source with real-time accessibility. 

Cisco Meraki provides a powerful and intuitive centralized management without the 
cost and complexity of traditional wireless controller hardware.

Seamlessly manage campus-wide WiFi deployments and distributed multi-site 
networks with zero-touch AP provisioning, network-wide visibility and control, cloud-
based RF optimization, seamless firmware updates and more – without training or 
dedicated staff.

Parallels® is a global leader in hosting and cloud services enablement and cross-
platform solutions. Parallels began operations in 2000 and have developed into a fast-
growing software company with more than 900 employees across offices in North 
America, Europe, Australia and Asia.

For more information, please visit www.parallels.com/spp, follow us on Twitter at 
www.twitter.com/ParallelsCloud, and Like Us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/
ParallelsCloud.
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PSiDEO (Singapore) Pte Ltd
6 Temasek Boulevard, #21-05, Suntec Tower 4
Singapore 038986
www.psideo.com
Romain Meraud, Managing Director
sales.sg@psideo.com, 6500 1441

Progress Software
150 Beach Road, #20-01/02, Gateway West
Singapore 189720
www.progress.com
Shao Min Chen, Sales Director, South Asia
cchan@progress.com, 6303 5000

Established in Singapore since 2009 with headquarters in Geneva, PSiDEO is a global 
IT provider offering wide range of products and services to fulfill your IT needs.  
Focus on your core business and leave the IT complexity to our team of experts!
PSiDEO brings expertise, experiences, best practices and best tools to achieve 
technological advantages to keep your business competitive and profitable.

We deliver IT solutions in the fields of server consolidation, virtualization, storage, 
network, unified communications, security, high availability and disaster recovery.

We have gathered our years of expertise into what we call our “Next Generation IT” 
building-blocks and can provide to our clients in these two ways: 

-  Traditional approach, where the client owns the assets while PSiDEO implements 
and maintains the infrastructure; and / or

-  Subscription based approach featuring NGIT, our customizable “IT-as-a-Service” 
offering, which proposes an all-in-one package that includes hardware, software 
and IT Services at a monthly fixed price per user.

Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) is a global software company that 
simplifies the development, deployment and management of business applications on-
premise or in the cloud, on any platform or device, to any data source, with enhanced 
performance, minimal IT complexity and low total cost of ownership.
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RSA, The Security Division of EMC
1 Changi Business Park Central 1 
#08-101, ONE @ Changi City Singapore 486036
rsagroup.com.sg
Daphne Chua, Marketing, South East Asia
daphne.chua@rsa.com, 6692 3698

Red Hat Asia Pacific
8 Shenton Way, AXA Tower, #10-00, Singapore 066881
www.redhat.com
apac@redhat.com, 6490 4200

RSA, The Security Division of EMC, is the premier provider of security, risk, and 
compliance-management solutions for business acceleration. RSA helps the world’s 
leading organisations succeed by solving their most complex and sensitive security 
challenges. These challenges include managing organizational risk, safeguarding 
mobile access and collaboration, proving compliance, and securing virtual and cloud 
environments.

A leader in best practice across identity assurance, security analytics, advanced 
security operations and GRC capabilities, RSA enables businesses to securely and 
confidently leverage the cloud to achieve the results they need, while backed by RSA’s 
robust consulting services.
RSA’s Cloud Trust Authority (CTA) bridges the visibility and compliance gap between 
organisations and cloud service providers by providing a unified set of cloud-based 
services for identity, information, and infrastructure cloud security. Additionally RSA 
Security Analytics now extends organisations’ security visibility from beyond their 
environment into the cloud. 

Read more about RSA, the Cloud Trust Authority, and Security Analytics at www.emc.
com/rsa.

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of open source software solutions, using 
a community-powered approach to reliable and high-performing cloud, Linux, 
middleware, storage and virtualization technologies. Red Hat also offers award-winning 
support, training, and consulting services. As the connective hub in a global network 
of enterprises, partners, and open source communities, Red Hat helps create relevant, 
innovative technologies that liberate resources for growth and prepare customers for 
the future of IT. 

Red Hat’s cloud products include: Red Hat Cloud Infrastructure, Red Hat CloudForms, 
Red Hat Enterprise Linux OpenStack Platform, Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization, 
OpenShift by Red Hat, Red Hat Certificate System and Red Hat Directory Server.
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Symantec Cloud
6 Temasek Boulevard, #11-01, Suntec Tower 4
Singapore 038986
www.symanteccloud.com.sg 
David Allott, Regional Product Marketing
david_allott@symantec.com, 6427 3085

S & I Systems Pte Ltd
6 Serangoon North Avenue 5, #03-16, Singapore 554910 
www.si-asia.com
Yeo Keng Hua, kenghua.yeo@si-asia.com
6826 3600 / 9663 8455

Symantec.cloud, formerly MessageLabs, is the world’s leading provider of hosted 
services for securing and managing information stored on endpoints, delivered 
via email, or accessed via the web. Since 2008, Symantec has made additional 
investments with the expansion of the product portfolio (targeted attack protection, 
data protection, and endpoint protection), additional DCs across the global and more 
resources to support and develop the business. Symantec.cloud services remain the 
same, along with additional cloud-based products being delivered to meet the needs 
of SMB, Commercial and Enterprise customers.

Symantec.cloud uses the power of cloud computing to secure and manage information 
stored on endpoints and delivered via email, Web, and instant messaging. Building on 
the foundation of MessageLabs market leading SaaS offerings and proven Symantec 
technologies, Symantec.cloud provides essential protection while virtually eliminating 
the need to manage hardware and software on site. More than ten million end users 
at more than 31,000 organizations ranging from small businesses to the Fortune 
500 use Symantec.cloud to secure and manage information stored on endpoints and 
delivered via email, Web, and instant messaging. Symantec.cloud helps IT executives 
to protect information more completely, manage technology more effectively, and 
rapidly respond to the needs of their business.

S & I Systems Pte Ltd (S & I) is an IT consulting, business solutions and services 
company that helps organisations leverage technology to drive operational and 
strategic business success. Built on 16 years’ experience with more than 100 
employees in Singapore and Malaysia, we partner with leading technology vendors 
to serve more than 500 unique enterprise clients across industries and regions. With 
proven experience and domain expertise, S & I supports leading companies in their 
respective fields. We keep their mission-critical applications available and optimise 
IT infrastructure resources to achieve real-time data access and meet security and 
governance compliance, while leveraging business analytics, mobility solutions as well 
as cloud technologies to uncover growth opportunities, build efficiencies, and make 
more informed decisions.

S&I has the capabilities to help organisations adopt cloud computing solutions to 
drive greater performance with efficient, dynamic and scalable IT resources. We 
adopt a stepwise approach to help companies develop cloud strategy and recommend 
implementation that offers the fastest path to best meet their cloud computing 
needs. We provide an integrated portfolio of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS solutions for cloud 
computing that can be deployed on premise or on demand. Our cloud services include: 
hybrid/private cloud planning, design and implementation; transformation/migration 
to Cloud; SaaS applications consulting, implementation & integration services and 
managed services.
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Total eBiz Solutions Pte Ltd
70 Bendemeer Road, #02-08, Luzerne
Singapore 339940
www.totalebizsolutions.com
sales@totalebizsolutions.com, 6341 7741 

TGS Enterprise Networks Pte Ltd
140 Paya Lebar Road, #08-21/22/23, AZ @ Paya Lebar
Singapore 409015
www.tgs-enterprise.com
William Tan, Sales Director 
william.tan@tgs-enterprise.com, 6643 2932

Enabling Enterprise Transformations on Microsoft Azure Cloud. Enterprises require 
flexible IT infrastructure that can scale on demand. With hybrid cloud deployment, 
enterprises can extended their datacentres on cloud to take advantage of external 
resources while maintaining data security and integrity. 

TeBS helps you with your cloud transformation strategy by tapping on Microsoft’s 
enterprise-grade technology and extending your own datacentre without adding 
complexity. As your trusted partner and equipped with Gold competency in Microsoft 
cloud, we help you leverage on Azure cloud platform ensuring performance elasticity 
and optimal data security and take advantage of both on premise and cloud resources. 
TeBS specializes in offering end-to-end cloud solutions and services on Microsoft 
Azure platform. We offer Azure Services of Cloud Transformation & Migration, Service 
Adoption & Biz Integration, Monitoring & Service Support and App & Legacy System 
Migration, SaaS Solutions of Multitenant App Deployments, Office 365 Workflow 
Deployments, App Rationalization for Cloud and SaaS & On-premise Integration and 
IaaS/PaaS of Cloud Provisioning & Enablement, Virtual Private Cloud Deployment, 
Hybrid Cloud Deployment and High Performance Computing. 

TGS Enterprise Networks (Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand) provides solutions 
and services for Enterprise Customers in the field of Telecommunication and IT:

Our mission is to provide state-of-the-art solutions based on well-established 
technology and to respond to customers’ requirements and deliver service with quality 
and speed.

Our main portfolio is:
• UniXcape Family – UniXcape Voice, UniXcape Mobility Gateway, UniXcape 

Conference, UniXcape Contact Center
• Voice & Mobility Solutions – OpenScape Business, OpenScape Voice, OpenScape 

4000, IP PABX, SIP Phones, SIP Gateways
• Unified Communications and Collaboration – OpenScape UC Suite
• Cloud Communications – OpenScape Cloud Solutions
• Contact Center – OpenScape Contact Center Suite
• Data Networks and Infrastructure and Security – Network Management, 

Advanced Security Applications, Wireless Solutions, Switches, Routers and 
Firewalls.

• Industry Solutions – OpenScape Xpert, OpenScape Alarm Response System, 
OpenScape Health Connect, Energy Management System

• Managed Services – Voice and Data Managed Services
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TVC Pte Ltd
20A Mosque Street, Singapore 059500
www.tvcpl.com 
Sam Chong, CEO, sales@tvcpl.com, 9639 7243

Trend Micro
8 Temasek Boulevard, #09-04/05, Suntec Tower Three
Singapore 038988
www.trendmicro.com.sg
Jessie Chong, Enterprise Marketing Manager
Jessie_Chong@Trendmicro.com, 8133 4599

TVC Pte Ltd is the authorized reseller for Seagate Cloud System and Solutions (CSS) 
in Singapore.  Seagate CSS provides backup appliances, cloud disaster recovery, cloud 
backup software and services for physical and virtualized environments. This includes 
bare metal recovery for Windows servers and granular file restores for many of the 
common Microsoft applications like Exchange, SQL and Sharepoint.  A wide range 
of OS platforms is supported. Seagate CSS also provides e-discovery and content 
archiving solutions.

Our cloud service offering includes EVault Data backup for servers and endpoints on 
the cloud as well as hybrid solution (cloud and on-premise).

As a global leader in IT security, Trend Micro develops innovative security solutions that 
make the world safe for businesses and consumers to exchange digital information. 
With over 25 years of security expertise, we’re recognized as the market leader in 
server security, cloud security, and small business content security.

Trend Micro security fits the needs of our customers and partners. Our solutions protect 
end users on any device, optimize security for the modern data center, and secure 
networks against breaches from targeted attacks. We deliver top-ranked client-server, 
network, and cloud-based protection that stop new threats faster, detect breaches 
better, and protect data in physical, virtual, and cloud environments.

Our security is powered by Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ global threat 
intelligence and is supported by over 1,200 security experts around the world.
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Wired-Media Pte Ltd 
86 Marine Parade Central, #04-315, Singapore 440086 
www.wm.tm 
Vincent Leaw, Sales Director, vincent@wm.tm, 6348 8783

VMware
6 Temasek Boulevard, #06-01, Suntec Tower 4
Singapore 038986
www.vmware.com
General Sales Enquiries, vi-hotline@vmware.com, 6501 2000

Wired-Media is your one-stop business solutions partner, delivering the power of the 
Internet to customers and providing total solutions for critical business needs since 
1996. Customers enjoy the peace of mind that comes from the 24 x 7 x 365 phone and 
technical support, state-of-the-art DC, world-class robust infrastructure and hosting, 
with up to 99.9% uptime. We have team of certified technical experts providing you 
with IT business solutions, ensuring innovation, creativity and customer care to meet 
your critical business needs.

Outsource to the experts your IT needs to maximize your resources and lower 
your operational costs. Only the largest of companies can afford skilled technical 
professionals with the highest skills to handle the ever-changing IT landscape in areas 
of data management, storage, networks and security. In fact, more than 70% of such 
work can be done offsite and by putting them on the cloud, not only costs are greatly 
reduced, but you also get peace of mind as you know that your servers are being 
handled by a pool of IT experts 24 x 7 x 365.

Our suite of cloud services includes: outsourced managed IT services, co-location 
solutions, dedicated email solutions and dedicated servers solution.

VMware is the leader in virtualization and cloud infrastructure solutions that enable 
businesses to thrive in the cloud era. Defined in software, VMware’s hybrid cloud 
platform will enable customers to create one consistent environment across the 
private and public cloud to run, protect and manage any cloud-native or traditional 
application. The platform will also offers customers openness and choice in how to 
build and manage their applications and cloud environments based on their specific 
needs. 

By virtualizing infrastructure—from the data center to the cloud to mobile devices—
VMware enables IT to deliver services from any device, anytime, anywhere. We deliver 
value to more than 500,000 customers through virtualization software, professional 
services and a robust ecosystem of more than 75,000 partners that drives application 
interoperability and customer choice.

Our services include the Software-Defined Data Centre, industry’s first unified platform 
of virtualized compute, networking and storage for the hybrid cloud, private and hybrid 
cloud management solutions, public cloud services, network security, professional 
services and cloud-based end user computing solutions.
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Zevigo Solutions Pte Ltd 
7 Farrer Road, #03-04, Singapore 268819 
www.zevigosolutions.com
ravi@zevigosolutions.com / nans.v@zevigosolutions.com
6257 0411/ 9783 8821 

Zevigo Solutions offers Cloud based Enterprise Mobility and Enterprise Messaging 
solutions that enable businesses to harness mobile technologies for market growth 
and operational efficiencies. 

We deliver your Enterprise Mobility needs with the world renowned Kony Inc’s Mobile 
Application Development Platform. This integrated platform lets you design, develop, 
deploy and manage apps over multi channels (phones, tablets, desktops, wearable), 
all from a single source code base. They can be rendered as a native or hybrid or 
web based app on multiple OS (iOS, Android, Windows) to deliver a compelling user 
experience. The connectors provided make integrations with third party apps, web 
services and databases easy, thus accelerating your time to market. We future proof 
your apps for compatibility on the subsequent OS releases.

Our Mobile Messaging platform, in partnership with Kore Inc, provides complete 
control over a message life cycle. Corporate, teams, individuals can communicate, 
collaborate and accomplish their task on their mobile or desktops securely. 
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Global Knowledge Network (S) Pte Ltd
190 Middle Road, #20-02 Fortune Centre
Singapore 188979
www.gkapac.com  
April Li, april.li@globalknowledge.com.sg, 6332 2330

BridgingMinds Network Pte Ltd
420 North Bridge Road, #03-20, North Bridge Centre 
Singapore 188727, www.bridgingminds.net
Nicholas Yong, Business Development Director 
nicholas.yong@bridgingminds.net / enquiry@bridgingminds.net
9002 5517 / 6635 5590

Founded in 1995, Global Knowledge has grown to become the worldwide leader in 
IT and business skills training. Professionals trust us to deliver superior courses and 
certification preparation with exceptional curriculum, hands-on labs, and experienced 
instructors. Our training is tailored to suit every individual’s needs and is delivered via 
traditional classroom methods, virtual classroom and e-learning. What differentiates us 
is our deep understanding of cloud computing and the ability to provide organizations 
with the knowledge and expertise to adopt and manage this technology. Our top tier 
status with leading vendors and organizations ensures that you get trained on the 
latest technologies. 

Our partners include Brocade, Cisco, Citrix, CompTIA, Red Hat, Salesforce, IBM, IBM 
SoftLayer, EPI,Microsoft, and VMware.

Founded in 2011, BridgingMinds Network Pte. Ltd’s mission is to educate companies 
that managing human capital and its development is the next key driving force 
of their growth. Our services include online and classroom training in corporate 
business simulation as well as “Best Practices” such as Project Management, SCRUM, 
Governance, CISM, CISSP, ITIL, Cloud Architect, Openstack Administration, and 
Virtualization. 

Cloud Training Courses (http://www.bridgingminds.net/cloud-tech/)
We offer a suite of training that covers 3 main areas of design, implementation and 
management  Cloud Architect that offers comprehensive 5 day training on private and 
public cloud design for Presales; Cloud Open stack and Cloud Stack Administration 
that offers comprehensive 5 day program which covers the basic of Linux as well 
as configuring and implement Cloud Stack and Open Stack; Virtualization Expert 
that offers immersive 5 day training with an objective in developing your ability to 
implement and configure 3 hypervisor software (VMware ESXi, Citrix Xen, Microsoft 
Hyper-V); Cloud Associate and Specialist Training.
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HP Education Services (Singapore)
438B Alexandra Road, #07-05/12, Lobby 2 
Singapore 119968
www.hp.com.sg/education
sin.edu2@hp.com, 6703 0739

IDeall Solutionz Singapore Pte Ltd
71 Ubi Crescent, #06-06, Singapore 408571
www.ideallss.com
Puja Gill Saxena, CEO
ideallss@ideallss.com, 9636 6787/6325 4142 

HP Education Services provide the training and tools to help you and your staff make 
the best use of your business technology. HP can assess your training needs and 
tailor training plans to help you maximize return on your people and infrastructure 
investments. With HP you can enjoy the latest delivery methods – like Virtual Rooms 
and Labs, web-based instructor-led training and our popular simulations – as well as 
traditional classroom methods.

Cloud Training Courses include: 
• Cloud Computing Security Knowledge (CCSK) – Basic 2-days
 http://h10076.www1.hp.com/education/datasheets/h8p75s.pdf 

• Cloud Computing Security Knowledge (CCSK) – Plus 3-days
 http://h10076.www1.hp.com/education/datasheets/h8p76s.pdf 

• HP Education Cloud Simulation (HL970) – 1-day
 http://h41156.www4.hp.com/education/upload/sg/en/hl970s.pdf 

IDeall Solutionz is a part of IDeall Group of Companies with sales grossing about USD 20 
M, focusing on high-end next gen technologies. IDeall Solutionz is a leading technology, 
consulting and business outsourcing company focused on deploying technology and 
business solutions that create next-generation competitive advantages for our clients. 
Our vision is to be recognized in the markets we serve as a leading global provider of 
Talent, Technology, Training and Trading Business Solutions through innovations and 
commitments. Founded by leaders from global consulting and systems integration 
experienced individuals, IDeall Solutionz is a growing and dynamic organization of 
highly experienced professionals.

We offer Trading Business Solutionz of strategic consulting and implementation 
of business solutions, custom application development, cloud application, cloud 
platforms, cloud technical services, enterprise portal development, maintenance and 
support; training on cloud computing training on SaaS, talent acquisition of recruitment 
and pacements in the IT industry, banking, insurance, healthcare, and professional 
services domain and technology in business intelligence solutions and cloud solutions.
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Nanyang Polytechnic School of Engineering 
180 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 8, Singapore 569830
www.nyp.edu.sg 
Foo Yong Wee, Foo_Yong_Wee@nyp.edu.sg 

Management Development Institute of Singapore
501 Stirling Road, Singapore 148951
www.mdis.edu.sg
etc@mdis.edu.sg, 6247 9111/ 6372 1000   

Nanyang Polytechnic / School of Engineering Specialist Diploma in Cloud Data Centre 
Technology and Management programme is designed to develop the technical and 
management competencies of Infocomm professionals in the cloud computing era.
 
The Specialist Diploma is modularized into 2 post-diploma certificates (PDCs). 

PDC 1 - Cloud and Converged Architecture Technology
Students will learn to design, secure and deploy cloud infrastructure based on a 
converged architecture; orchestrate workload resources and interconnect public and 
private clouds

PDC 2 - Management of Data Centre
Students will learn to plan, design and manage the next generation data centre; 
perform service management and carry out business continuity and disaster recovery 
planning.

The Management Development Institute of Singapore (MDIS), founded in 1956, is 
Singapore’s oldest not-for-profit professional institute for lifelong learning. 

MDIS offers well-accredited courses in Business and Management, Engineering, Fashion 
Design, Information Technology, Health and Life Sciences, Mass Communications, 
Psychology and Travel, Tourism and Hospitality Management. Designed to provide 
individuals with opportunities to develop professionally, these programmes are offered 
in collaboration with highly acclaimed universities in Australia, France, UK and USA.

MDIS has representative offices in China, India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Thailand and 
Vietnam, as well as agents throughout Southeast Asia. 

For cloud training courses, we offer Bachelor of Science (Hons) Computer Security and 
Bachelor of Science (Hons) Computer and Network Technology. Both are awarded by 
Northumbria University, UK.
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Next U Pte Ltd (Executive Arm of NTUC Learning Hub)
NTUC Trade Union House, 73 Bras Basah Road, #02-01 
Singapore 189556
ict.nextu.com.sg / www.courseandexam.com     
Francis Yeo Thian Kee, General Manager ICT
francis.yeo@nextu.com.sg, 9816 4229 / 6336 5482

CET Academy, Ngee Ann Polytechnic
535 Clementi Road, Blk 56, #01-04 
Singapore 599489
www.np.edu.sg/cet/
enquiryCET@np.edu.sg, 6460 6353

In collaboration with leading partners such as Microsoft, Oracle and SAP, Next U 
possesses deep technology-based training capability for strategic areas in IT which 
includes namely business analysis, processes, software development, information 
security and cloud technologies. These cloud courses are designed to provide students 
with solid fundamentals, design and implementation of this rapidly-growing field of IT 
best practices and knowledge.

Cloud training courses include: Cloud Computing Essentials, Microsoft Private Cloud, 
Microsoft Office 365, Microsoft Azure Solutions, Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud 
Control, Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud, Oracle VM Administration, Oracle VM Server for 
X8, SAP Cloud Management and Virtualization, SAP Cloud Design and Architecture and 
SAP HANA Cloud Integration.

CET Academy of Ngee Ann Polytechnic provides up to 10,000 places for adult learners 
annually through over 200 courses each year, ranging from short courses to formal 
diploma programmes, targeted at workers from a wide spectrum of industries, including 
business, finance, manufacturing, IT, life sciences, management and entrepreneurship.  
It continues to be the leader in industry-relevant adult training & education programmes 
such as Part-Time Diploma courses, Specialist & Advanced Diploma programmes, WSQ 
Courses, Short Courses, Workshops, Seminars and Customized Training programmes.

CLOUD COMPUTING FOR ENTERPRISES is a 60-hr short course gives the participant 
an understanding of cloud computing fundamentals and the knowledge required to 
develop cloud applications. The course starts by covering cloud computing models, 
characteristics, and technological developments which include case studies and 
discussions on successes and failures of recent cloud based applications.  Participants 
are then exposed to the development of a cloud application which includes analysis of 
business and technical requirements. 

On completion of this course, the learner will have an understanding of cloud computing 
fundamentals, the knowledge and application skills to design and implement a cloud 
application. Participants will receive a Certificate of Performance after completing 
all assessments which include a project work component and meeting attendance 
requirements.
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RAPIDSTART Pte Ltd
10 Anson Road, #13-12, International Plaza, Singapore 079903
www.rapidstart.com.sg
Jeremy Koh, Senior Sales Manager / Jonathan Sim, Sales Manager
jeremy@globalstf.org / jonathan@globalstf.org 
training@rapidstart.com.sg, 6327 0163/64

RAPIDSTART is an Authorized Training Partner of Global Science & Technology Forum 
(GSTF) and a pioneer in offering vendor neutral open-source technology based training 
and certification programs in Cloud Computing, Cloud Security, Big Data, Business 
Analytics, Data Quality & Governance, Internet of Things and Green IT in this region.

As an accredited training and certifications provider, RAPIDSTART imparts knowledge, 
skills and expertise to infocomm professionals to develop and deploy world-class 
IT solutions. The training programs are delivered by leading industry experts and 
authorities of global standing.

RAPIDSTART programs in Cloud Computing, Big Data Science, Business Analytics and 
Internet of Things are NICF Mapped and CITREP funded by IDA.

The Training Courses are: Certified Cloud Computing Associate (CCCA), Certified Cloud 
Computing Specialist (CCCS), Certified Cloud Computing Professional (CCCP), Certified 
Cloud Security Specialist (CCSS), Certified Cloud Storage Associate (CCSA), Certified 
OpenStack Cloud Administrator Foundation (COSCAF), and Certified OpenStack Cloud 
Administrator Advanced (COSCAA).

Institute of Systems Science 
National University of Singapore (NUS-ISS)
25 Heng Mui Keng Terrace, Singapore 119615
www.iss.nus.edu.sg / issmarketing@nus.edu.sg 
Ten Yun Bee, Course Administrator, tenyunbee@nus.edu.sg
6516 2096 / 6516 2093

NICF – Cloud Economics & Technology for Practitioners is our three-day course prepares 
the participants with a balanced outlook on the technical and business aspects of 
cloud platform. Course discusses aspects such as five essential characteristics, four 
provisioning styles, three service models and two service personal perspectives.  
Participants gain an understanding on services in terms of business case, business 
models, service offerings & consumption, service tenancy management and service-
provider overviews. We provide insights upon an assortment of leading popular 
solutions such as Amazon, Azure and Google. Participants get to understand the nitty-
gritties in decision making processes concerning the cloud computing technology.

Key Takeaways includes evaluating the benefits and risks of cloud computing 
paradigm, making appropriate business case and identify suitable migration strategies 
and working with selected industry-scenario to understand related practices.
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Professional Development Centre
Temasek Polytechnic, 21 Tampines Avenue 1
Singapore 529757
www.tp.edu.sg/pdc
pdc@tp.edu.sg, 6788 1212

Established in April 1990, Temasek Polytechnic (TP) is a significant contributor to the 
field of para-professional education in Singapore. 

TP is pleased to offer short modules in cloud technology to equip adult learners with the 
core knowledge and skills in cloud computing. The course aims to equip participants 
with the knowledge and skills to operate and manage enterprise level Information 
Technology (IT) service centres, data centres, operations centres and networking 
centres in the area of cloud computing. The intended target is working professionals 
from the IT industry who possess at least a Polytechnic diploma or equivalent in IT and 
1 year of working experience.

The modules are:
- Introduction to Cloud Architecture.
- Design and Development of Cloud Solutions.
- Management of Cloud Environment.

These modules will be offered in the October 2015 semester.
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